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Preface

THE FIRST five chapters of this volume deal with the supervision and management
of an electrical ,maintenance activity. Chapter 1 covers the specialty description for
the aircraft electrical repair technician and discusses your duties and responsibilities as
defined in AFM 39-1. The chapter also presents your responsibilities under the USAF
Safety Program and provides a review of communications security.

Chapter 2 gives you the information you need to operate an electric shop-a typical
shop organization, the levels and types of maintenance, how to establish bench stocks,
acquire tools and equipment, and set up and maintain a technical order file.

Chapter 3 -gives 7-level knowledges related to supervision and training in a

maintenance environment. The discussion of supervision relates to the new worker,
personnel relations in supervision, and how to improve work methods. The chapter
also covers airman performance reports, the ATC graduate evaluation prop-am, and
training.

Chapters 4 and 5 deal with the operation, maintenance, and malfunctions of shop
and electric test equipment and with the responsibility for the calibration and adjustment
of such equipment. ln addition, these chapters cover the use of resistance-, current-,
and voltage-measuring equipment, discuss special test equipment, and provide
information on the use of logic trees on modern-day aircraft.

Chapters 6 through 10 deal with the analysis of electrical and electronic control
systems. They present a brief review and then expansion on electrical principles,
coupled with a general study of electrical/electronic systems for which you as a
technielian may be responsible. Chapters 6 and 7 are a review of dc and ac principles.
Chapter 8 covers the operation and maintenance of a multi-generator dc power system.
Cljapter 9 is an in-depth look at a transistori2pd ac power system. It also includes
tfie operation and maintenance of the system. Chapter 10 provides a detailed explanation
of four of the most troublesome warning systems and explains the operating
characteristics and maintenance of these systems. In this chapter you will also study
logical troubleshooting procedures.

As you study the chapters that relate to systems, keep in mind that the discussion
is general. The aircraft which you are presently assigned to maintain may be somewhat
different, but the principles of operation are basically the same.

The 83 illustrations (figures 1-83) and the 16 schematic foldouts (numbered 1-16)
are bound separately in two books of illu*rations, one for illustrations and one for
foldouts. When the text makes reference to a figure or a foldout, turn to the appropriate
supplement and locate the referenced visual aid. Code numbers appearing in the lower
right.hand corner of fipres are for preparing agency use only.

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this
text, or recommendations for its improvement, send them to Tech Tng Cen (TSOC),
Chanute AFB IL 61866.

If you have questions concerning course enrollment or administration., or any of
ECl's instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Study Reference Guides,
Chapter Review Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examination), consult
your education officer, training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If he cannot answer
your questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFB, Alabama 36114, preferably on ECI
Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.

This volume is valued at 66 hours (22 points).
Material in this Ifolume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of

November 1975.
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CHAPTER 5

USE AND MAINTENANCE OF ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT

AS AN electrical technician you will be called upon
to put new equipment into operation, to perform
preventive or scheduled maintenance, and to repair
equipment. Many types of test equipment are
available to help you perform these jobs efficiently.

functc1/4,

2. You must have a good understanding of the
ion, design, and operation of your test

equipment in order to interpret the information
given. Your,knowledge of testing techniques will
lighten your workload as well as add to your ability
as a technician;

3. In this chapter we will very briefly review
and then expand upon the operating principles of
resistance, current, and voltage-me'asuring equipment.
Also, to be discussed later in this chapter is special
aircraft Power systems test equipinent.

10. Resistance, Current, and Voltage-Measuring
Equipment

10-1. Measuring instruments are tools which
make use of magnetism and electromagnetism to
provide essential information aboutelectrical circuits.
Several types of instruments are designed for use in
clireet-current circuits, and others for use in
alternating-current circuits. The power consumption
of any electrical measuring. devicc should be small
in comparison with the power available in the circuit
under test. The following paragraphs contain
information on the construction and application of
the types of equipment generally used for test
purposes.

10-2. Resistance-Measuring Devices. The three
types of resistance-measuring devices to be discussed
are the ohrnmeter, megger, and Wheatstone bridge.
To use these instruments' effectively you must be
acquainted with the call ration of the meter scales,
especially on the higher ranges, because it is not often
possible to obtain accuracy on the maximum scale
range of the meter. An ohmmeter used in field
testing should be portable, convenient, andsimple to
operate. These factors are generally more important
then extreme accuracy. The information in the
following paragraphs will help you select the
measuring device that best meets the needs of your
job.
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10-3. Ohmmeter. The ohmmeter is a device
that uses a current-actuated meter and a fixed source

-of voltage for the/measurement of resittance values.
It is used for practical work where simplicity,
portability, and ease of operation are more important
than a high degree of precision. Ohmmeters may
be of the series or shunt type. The first type of
ohmmeter to be discussed will be the series type.

10-4. a. Series type ohmmeter. A simplified
schematic of an ohmmeter is shown in figure 20. As
you can see from the schematic, E is a source of
emf, R1 is a variable resistor used to zero the meter,,,
(M), and R2 is a axed resistor used to limit the
current in the meter movement. Points A and B are
test terminals.

10-5. If A and B are connected together (short
circuited), the meter, the battery, and resistors RI
and R2 form a series circuit. With RI set so that
the total resistance in the circuit is 4500 ohms, the
current through the meter is 1 ma, and the needle
deflects full scale. Since there is no resistance
between A and B. this position of the needle is
labeled zero. If a resistance equal to 4500 ohms is
placed between terminals A and B, the total
resistance is '9004 ohms, and the current is .5 ma.
This action will cause the needle to deflect to
half-scale. This half-scale reading is labeled 4500
ohms. This means that the half-scale reading is equal
to the internal resistance of the meter.

10-6. If a resistance of 9000 ohms is placed
between terminals A and B, the needle deflects
one-third scale.. The left side of the scale is,
therefore, labeled infinity to indicate an infinite
resistance. Resistances of 13.5-K and I .5-K ohms
placed between terminals A and B will cause a
'deflection of one-fourth and three-fourths of the
scale, respectively.

10-7. To enable the meter to indicate any value
being measured with the least error, scale
multiplication features are incorporated in most
ohrnmeters. For example, a typical meter will have
four test lead jacks marked as follows: Common,
RX1, RX10, and RXI00. The common jack is

connected internally through the battery to one side
of the moving coil of the ohmmeter. This is shown



in figure 21. The jacks RX1, RXIO, and RXIO0
are connected and labeled to show the three different
Aze resistors located within the ohmmeter. Although
the resistors are labeled in figure 21, on a meter the
jacks are individnallY labeled.

10-8. ,Sorne ohmmeters "are equipped with a
selector switch for selecting the multiplication scale
desired. In this way only two ,test lead jacks are
necessary. Other meters have a separate jack for each
range, as shown. The range to be used fOr measuring
any particular unknown resistance, RX, depends
upon the approximate ohmic value of the unknown
resistance. For eiample, assume that the ohmmeter
scale shown in figure 21 is calibrated in divisions from
0 to 1,000. If RX is greater than 1,000 ohms, and
the RX1 range is being used, it cannot be measured
by the ohmmeter. This occurs because the combined
series resistance of resistor RX1 and RX is too great
to allow sufficient battery current to flow to deflect
the pointer away from infinity The test lead will
have to be placed into the next range, RX10. Next,
assume that the pointer deflects to indicate 375
ohms. This will indicate that RX has 374 x 10, or
3,750 ohms resistance. The change of range caused
the deflection because resistor RX10 has only
one-tenth the resistance of resistor RX1. Selecting
the smaller series resistance permits enough battery
current to flow to cause anotable pointer deflection.
If the RX100 range were used to measure the same
3,750-ohm resistor, the pointer will deflect still
further to the 37.5-ohm position. This increased
deflection will occur because.resistor RX100 has only
one-tenth the resistance of resistor RX10. Some

ohmmeters have a special scale called a low-ohm scale
for reading low resistances. A shunt type ohmmeter
circuit is used for this scale.

10-9. b. Shunt type ohmmeter. Shunt type
ohmmetrs are used to measure small values of
resistance. In the schematic circuit shown in figure
22, E is applied across a limiting resistor R, and a
meter movement in series. Resistance and battery
values are chosen so that the meter movement
deflects full scale when terminals A and B are open.
When the terminals are short circuited, the meter
shows ero. The unknown resistance, RX, is placed
between terminals A and B. This is in parallel with
the meter movement. The smaller the resistance value
measured, the less the current flow through the meter
movement. The scale of a shunt type ohmmeter is,
therefore, a direct scale; that is, values increase- from
left to right.

10-10. The value of the limiting resistor, R,
is usually made large compared to the resistance of
the meter movement. Thus, the value of RX
determines how much of this constant current flows
through the meter and how much flows through RX.
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Note that in a shunt type ohmmeter current
constantly flows from the battery through the meter
movement and the limiting resistor. Therefore, when
using an chmmeter with a low-ohm scale, DO NOT
leave the switch in the low-ohm position.

1 0-1 1. Ohmmeter applications include
resistance measurements, continuity checks, and

inductor, capacitor, and transformer tests. A
transformer may be tested by checking for opens,
shorts, low insulation resistance to ground, or
improper continuity within the transformer windings.
Also, capacitors may be tested to determine whether
they are open or shorted. When an ohmmeter is
placed in series with a capacitor, the ballistic kick
of the meter, caused by the\- charging current, is

proportional to the capacitance of the capacitor. The
deflection obtained can be compared with the

deflection of a capacitor of known value,
10-12. As you can see from the operation of

the ohmmeter, it cannot be used to make precision
measurements of very low or very high values of
resistances. Low resistances requiring precision
measuiement should be measured with a bridge txpe
of instrument. The me er type meter should be used
to measure the higher resistances. The megger will
be the next measuring device to be discussed.

10-13. Me er. When measuring high
resistances, ohmmeters are limited because of the
higher voltage required to produce readable

indications. The higher voltage requirements are
overcome by the megohmmeter (megger). A megger
is used to measure resistance as high as 100 gigohms.
A gigohrm is 1 x 109 ohms.

10-14. The me er consists of two coils: A
and B. These coils are rigidly mounted on a moving
system located within a field assembly, as shown in
figure 23. In contrast to the movements previously
described, there is no restraining spring in the meli:er.
Balance is accomplished by mounting the two coils
at right angles to each other so that they will exert
opposing forces on the moving system. The pointer
will come to rest at a point of equality between the
forces. Spring supported, jewel bearings provide a
nearly frictionless motion around a C-shaped,
soft-iron core. When no current is flowing in either
coil, the pointer (which is said to be "floating") may
come to rest anywhere along the scale. The voltage
source is a hand-driven or motor-driven direct-current
generator. Usually, the output is 500 volts, although
some ratings are as high as 2500 volts.

10-15. Coil A, called the current coil, is

connected in series with a resistance between one side
1, of the generator and the ungrounded line terminal.
Coil B, called the potential coil, is connected in series
with another resistor across the full output of the
generator. When there is nothing connected to the



output terminals, no current can flow in the current
coil (A). If the handcrank is turned under this
condition, control is affected solely bbthe potential
coil. It turns until it is aligned at right. angles to
the pole pieces. The pointer then indicates infinite
resistance. When a resistance is ,onnected across the
output terminals, current flows in the current coils.
The resulting torque turns the potential coil away
from the infmite resistance position. This movement
stops when there is a balance between the opposing
forces. The new position depends upon the resistance
c',nnected to the output tenninak of the megger. If
a very low resistance is connected to the output
terminals, the pointer will be pul!,:d toward zero. The
current coil is protected against excessive current by
the series-connected resistor.

10-16., One of thf ontstanJin; eatures of the
megger is the indcpendenue of the indications with
respect to the speed at which the crank is turned,
or the strength of the permanent magnet. This is true
because the generator supplies current to both coils
so that any change in its output voltage affects the
coils in the same proportion. As a result, the pointer
moves to the same position when a particular
resistance is connected to the output terminals of the
megger.

10-17. Before connecting the megger to the
equipment to be measUred, all power should be
disconnected. Because of the small amount of torque
and the lack of balance springs in the movement, the
megger should be kept in an upright position and
placed away from a strong external magnetic field
so that the jeading will not be affected. The test
leads shoulebe connected to the megger and the
megger tested for leakage. With the test leads open,
the meter .hotId read infinity. When the test leads
are short Lira,. d, the meter should read zero.

10-18. Connect the test leads to the device
whose insulation resistance is to be checked. Rotate
the handcrank until a steady meter reading is

indicated. A reading should be taken which should
be compared to the proper value of insulation
resistance. It is important that the insulation
resistance be measured at the same temperature each
time an insulation test is made. Why? Because the
resistance of insulation drops sharply at high
temperatures. For example, the insulation resistance
between the stator, winding of a certain slow-speed
generator and the frame is 100 megohms at 85° F.
The insulation resistance of this same equipment falls
to only 10 megohms at 140 F.

10-19. We have discussed the application of the
ohmnieter which is used for resistance and continuity
tests and which has a range of a few megohms. We
have also discumed the megger which is used to
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measure insulation resistance as high as 100 gigohins.
For more accurate resistance measurements, the
Wheatstone bridge' may be used.

10-20. Wheatstone bridge. Bridges are one of
the most accurate measuring devices used to measure
values of resistance. Certain types of bridges are
more suitable for the measurement of a specific
characteristic of a circuit than arc other types of
bridge test equipment. The type of bridge to be
discussed is the, Wheatstone bridge. It is a very
accurate instalment for making resistive measure-
ments.

10-21. The circuit shown in figure 24, is that
of a Wheatstone bridge. The comparing circuit
contains branches A and B, and the provisions for
changing the ratios of these branches with respect
to each other. In this way, various measuring ranges
can be obtained. The measuring circuit also contains
two branches. The resistance to be measured is
connected to branch X of the bridge measuring
circuit. Branch S coritains the variable control used
to bring the bridge into a balanced condition. A

potentiometer is used for this purpose in must bridge
equipment because it offers a wide range of smoothly
variable current changes within the measuring circuit.
The third arm of the bridge is the detector circuit.
The detector circuit may use a galvanometer for
sensitive measurements requiring high accuracy. 'In

the case of bridges using alternating current as the
power source, the galvanometer must be adapted for
use in an ac circuit.

10-22. The most unfavorable condition for

making a measurement occurs when the resistance to
be measured is completely unknown. In this case,
the galvanometer çannot be protected by setting the
bridge arms for apKroximate balance. In order to
reduce the possibility-& damage to the galvanometer,
it is necessary to use an adjustable shunt (not shown
in figure 24) circuit across the meter terminals. As
the bridge is brought closer to the balanced
condition, the resistance of the shunt can be

increased. When the bridge is in balance, the meter
shunt, can be removed completely to obtain
maximum detector sensitivity.

10-23. Figure 24 shows that the signal voltage
in the A and B branches of the bridge will be divided
in proportion to the resistance ratios of its
component members, Ra and Rb, for the range of
values selected. This same signal voltage is impressed
across the branches of S and X of the bridge. The
variable control, Rs, is rotated to change the current
flowing through the S and X branches of the bridge.
When the point is reached where the voltage drop
across branch S is equal to the voltage drop across
branch A, the voltage drop across branch X wdl be



equal .to the voltage drop across branch B. At this
tnne the potentials across the detectui circuit arc the
same, resulting in an indication of a hero current flow
across the detector circutt. The bridge is balanced
at thesc settings of its operating controls. They
cannot be placed at any other settings and still
maintain this balanced condition.

10-24. One of the most elementary precautions
concerning the use of a bridge, when measuring low
resistance, is to tighten the binding posts securely.
You must do this to keep the contact resistance
between the binding posts and the resistance to be
measured at a minimum. In those cases where wire
leads must be used to reach from the resistance under
test to the bridge terminals, measure the ohmic value
of the leads prior to measurement of the resistance
under test. The resistance Of the test leads can then
be subtracted from the total resistance shown on the
Wheatstone bridge.

10-25. The limitations of the Wheatstone bridge
are encountered when very high or very low
resistances are measured. This type of bridge circuit
generally has a lower measuring limit of 0.1 ohm,
and an upper limit of about 0.1 megohrn. The

'accurac uf measurements made with the Wheatstone
brcdge are independent of the value of the supply
voltages. Therefore, the bridge can be supplied by
small flashligliit batteries which make the unit light
and portable.

10-26. This concludes the discussion on
resistance-measuring 'devices. As you know, most of
the measuring equipment used by an electrician on
the flight line or in the shop will have a D'Arsonval
meter movement. Tile objective of this chapter is
to acquaint you with the various meter circuits,
limitations, and special operating.precautions. Our
ne t discussion will be on current-measuring devices.

10.27. Measuring Curren t. An ammeter is
/ designed to measure current. -therefore, it must be

connectcd in series with the circuit so that all the
current rasses through it. This also means that, in
order to prevent an appreciable decrease in circuit
current, the total resistance of the ammeter must be
low. In actual practice, it is often necessary to
measure currents that,are greater than the full current
range of a given meter. To permit these
measurements, it is necessary to use the laws of
parallel circuits and to connect a low resistance
conductor in parallel with the meter movement.
When used for this purpose, the low resistance
conductor is called a shunt, and it becomes part of
the meter.

10-28. Ammeter. When the ammeter,
consisting of a meter and shunt in parallel, is

connected in series with the circuit, the current will
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divide in such a way that the moving coil and the
shunt each carry a proportionate amount. Like any
parallel circuit, the current in the two paths is

proportional to tne resistance of the branch.
Therefore, by proper selection, a shunt can be found
that will carry any desired proportion of the total
current.. Since this proportion between meter current
and shunt current usually remains the same, the
meter scale can then be c.alibrated to indicate the
total current with only a portion of this current being
carried by the moving coil.

10-29. It is important to select a suitable shunt
when using an external shunt ammeter so that the
scale indication is easily read. For example, if the,
scale has 150 divisions, and the load current to be
measured iS known to be between 50 and 100
amperes, a 150-ampere shunt will be suitable. If the
scale deflection is 75 divisions, the load current is
75 amperes when using the same 150-ampere shunt.

10-30. A shunt having the same current rating
as the estimated no)frinal load current should never
be used. Any abnormally high load would driv the
pointer off scale and damage the movement. A good
choice of a shunt will bring the needle somewhere
near the midscale indication when the load is normal.

10-31. For limited current ranges (below 50
amperes), internal shunts are most often used. In
this manner' the range of the meter may be easily
changed by selecting the correct intcrnal shunt having
the necessary current ratmg. Before the required,
resistance of the shunt for each range can be
calculated, the resistirce of the meter movement
(Rm) must be known. For example,.suppose it is

desired to use a 100-mic:ro.-irnpere D'Arsonval meter
(Im) having 'a resistance of 100 .ollins (Rrn', to
measure line current up to 1 ampere. The meter
deflects full scale when the current through the
100-ohm coil is 100 microamperes. Therefore, the
voltage drop (Em) across the meter coil is IR:

Im X Rm Em
0.0001 X 100 = 0.01

10-32. Because the shunt and coil are in
parallel, the shunt must also have a voltage drop of
0.01 volt. The current that flows through the shunt
is the difference between the full-scale meter current
and the line rrent. In this case, the meter current
is 100 x 10 , or 0.0001 ampere. This current is
negligible compared with the line (shunt) current;
therefore, the shunt current is approximately 1

ampere. The resistance of the shunt (Rs) is:

ES 0.01
R = 0.01 ohm

1
IS



and the range of the 100-microampere meter has been
increased to I ampere by paralleling it with the
0.0I-ohm shunt.

10-33. The 100-microampere instrument may
also be converted to a 10-ampere meter by the use
of a proper shunt. For full-scale deflection of the
meter, the voltage drop, Es, across the shunt (and
across the meter) is still at 0.01 volt. The meter
current is again considered negligible, and the shunt
current is now approximately 10 amperes. The
resistance R of the shunt is therefore:

0.01 = 0.001 ohm
10IS

10-34. The same instrument may likewise be
converted to a 50-ampere meter by the use of the
proper type shunt. The current, Is, through the
shunt is approximately 50 amperes, and the
resistance, Rs, of the shunt is:

ES
0.01 = 0.0002 ohm

RS 50

10-35. By means of a suitable switching
arrangement, various values of the shunt resistance
may be used to increase the number of current ranges
that may be covered by the meter. Two switching
arrangements are shown in figure 25. Figure 25 (A)
is'the simpler of the two arrangements from the point
of view of calculating the value of the shunt resistors
when a number of shunts are used. However, it has
two disadvantages:

When the switch is moved from one shunt
resistor to another, the shunt is momentarily removed
from the meter, and the line current flows through
the meter coil. Even a momentary surge of current
could easily damage the meter.

The contact resistance (the resistance
between the blades of the switch when they are in
contact) is in series with the shunt, but not with the
meter coil. In shunts that must pass high currents,
the contact resistance becomes an appreciable part
of the total shunt resistance. Because the contact
resistance is ,of a variable nature, the ammeter
indication may not be accurate.

10-36. A more generally accepted method of
range switching is shown in figure 25 (B). Although
only two ranges are shown, you can use as many
as needed. In this type of circuit, the range selector
switch contact resistance is external to the shunt and
meter in each range position. Therefore, this contact
resistance has no effect on the accuracy of the
current measurement.
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.10-37. AmMpter conne.-tions.
Current-measuring instruments should always be
connected in series with a circuit and never in parallel
with it. If an aMmeter were connecte:1 across a
constant potential source of appreciable vt.ltage, the
shunt would become a short circuit and 711e meter
would burn out. lf the approximate value of current
in .. a circuit is not known, it is best to start with
the highest range of the ammeter. Then switch to
progressively lower ranges until a suitable reading is
obtained.

10-38. Most ammeter needles irt,icate the
magnitude of the current by being defle,:ted from
left to right. If the meter is connected wo:i reversed
polarity, the needle will be deflected backward, and
this action may cause darnage to the mo.ement. of
the meser. Now do you see why you shotA observe
the proper polarity in connecting the meter to the
circuit to be measured?. The .meter should alWays
be connected so that the meter ternunals are
connected to like polarities in the circuit.

10-39. Measuring Voltage. Voltmeters are
designed to measure electrical pressure in terms of
volts. Therefore, the scale is calibrated directly in
terms of volts. The D'Arsonval, or moving-coil, meter
may be used in the construction of a voltmeter.
However, there are a few things to be considered.
In the first place, voltage is a difference in potential
between two points. To measure it, the mct.zr must
be connected directly across the two points. A second
factor that must be considered is that the coil of
the meter is moved by the magnetic effect of an
electrical current. Because the resistance of the coil
is purposely kept low, the current flow must not be
allowed to exceed that required for full-scale
deflection. Thus, a voltmeter operates becaiise of
the current flow through it. The scale."of the
voltmeter is calibrated to indicate .tht: s!oltage
necessary to cause the current to flow in tl.;e coil
It is not calibrated to indicate eurrent flow.

10-40. Voltmeter. The 100-microampere
D'Arsonval 'meter used as the basic meter for the
ammeter may also be used to measure voltage if a
high resistance is placed in series with thc moving
cod of the meter. For low-range instruments, this
resistance is mounted inside the case with the
D'Arsonval movempt. The resistance consists of
resistance wire having a low-temperature coefficient
and wound either on spools or (ard frames. For
higher voltage ranges, the series resistance may be
connected externally. When this is done, the unit
containing the resistance is commonly called a

multiplier.
10-41. The value of the necessary series

resistance is determined by the current
full-scale deflection o!' the meter and by range



of voltage to be measured. . Because the current
through the meter circuit is directly proportional to
the applied voltage, the meter scale can be calibrated
directly in volts for a fixed series resistance.

1042. For example, assume that the basic
meter (microarnmeter) is to be made i a voltmeter
with a full-scale reading of 1 volt. Th co esistance
of the basic meter is 100 ohms, and 0.0001 ampere
(100 microamperes) causes a full-scale de ection.0
The total resistance, R, of the meter coil qd the
series resistance is:

R=
I

The series resistance (Rs) alone is:

Rs = 10,000 - 100 = 9,900 ohms

0-43 'Nulthange voltmeters use one meter
movement with the required resistances connected in
series with the meter by a convenient switching
arrangement. The total circuit resistance for each
of three ranges (1, 100, and 1000 volts), beginning
with the 1 volt range is:

R E I = 0.01 megohrn
1
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100 = 1 megohm
100 ji A

_ 1,000

- 100 AL A
= 10 megohms

1044. a. Sensitivity. The sensitivity of a
voltmeter is given in ohms per volt (nE). It may
be determined by dividing the resistance, Rm, of the
meter, pluS the series resistance, Rs, by the full-scale
reading in volts:

Rm + R
sensitivity

-

This, is the same as saying that the sensitivity
is equal. to the reciprocal of the current in amperes
for full-scale deflection:

39,

ohms
, sensitivity :=

volts

1 1

volts amperes
ohms

Thus, the sensitivity of a 100-microampere movement
is the reciprocal of 0.0001 ampere, or 10,000 ohms
per volt.

10-45. The sensitivity can be increased by
increasing the strength of the permanent magnet, by
using lighter weight materials for the moving element
(consistent with the increased number of turns on
the coil), and by using sapphire jewel bearings to
support the moving coil.

1046. The accuracy of a meter is generally
expressed in percent. For example, a meter that has
an accuracy of l percent should indicate a value that
is within I percent of the correct value. That is,
if the correct value is 100 units, the meter indication
may be anywhere within the range of 99 to 101 units.

10-47. b. Voltmeter connections.
Voltage-measuring instruments are connected across
(in parallel with) a circuit. If the approximate value
of the voltage to be measured is not known, it is
best to start with the highest range of the 'voltmeter
and switch progressively to the lower ranges until a
suitable reading is obtained.

10-48. In many cases, the voltmeter is not a
central zero-indicating instrument (needle centered
with no input). Thus, it is necessary to observe the
proper polarity when connecting the instrument to
the circuit, as is the case in connecting the dc
ammeter. When the voltage source is to be measured,
place the positive terminal of the voltmeter on the
positive terminal of the source and the negative
terminal on the negative terminal of the source. In
arti, case, the voltmeter is connected so that electrons
will flow into the negative terminal and out of the
positive terminal of the meter.

10-49. The function of a voltmeter to
indicate the potential difference between tw' points
in a circuit. When the voltmeter is connected across
a circuit, it shunts the circuit. If the voltmeter has
low resistance, it will draw an appreciable amount
of current. The effectiVe resistance of the circuit
will be lowered, and the voltage reading will,
consequently, be lowered. When voltage
measurements are made in high-resistance circuits, it
is necessary to use a high-resistance voltmeter to
prevent the shunting action of the meter. The effect
is less noticeable in low-resistance circuits, because



the shunting effect is less. A meter -that is designed
to measure voltages without loading th e. circuit is the
vacuum tube voltmeter.

10-50. Vacuum tube voltmeter. The vacuum
tuhe voltmeter (VTVM) is an instrument used for
measuring ac or dc voltages. It uses one or more
vacuum tubes in a special circuit containing a meter.
The operating power for the tubes is usually obtained
from a power supply working off an ac line;
however, batteries can be used. The VTA/M is also
known as an electronic voltmeter.

10-51. The primary advantage of the VTVM
'over ordinary meters, is its design to measure voltages
without loading the circuit Normal operating
conditions are left more or less undisturbed, since
the VTVM draws negligible current from the circuit
under test. This is of special a,lvantage in low-power
circuits where the conventional voltmeter changes the
circuit conditions and produces false readings.

10:52. the VTVM can be used to measure ac
voltages over a frequency range extending from 5 to
10 Hertz to several hundred megahertz. The VTVM
can also be used to me sure low voltages in
high-impedance circuits, since le inpu Impedance
of the VTVM is usually standardiz 10 megohms.
The loading effect is negligible whd,n this impedance
is placed in shunt with the circuit under test, and
low voltages can be measured with a high degree of
accuracy. The comentional meter, having a much
lower input impedance on the low-voltage ranges,
loads the circuit and produces erroneous readings.

10-53. The basic dc VTVM circuit of figure
26 consists of a triode, a source of plate voltage and
grid bias, and a dc milliarnrneter. The meter is

calibrated to show the voltage applied between the
grid and cathode of the tube. The negative 5-volt
bias on the tube grid establishes the operating point
at cutoff, as shown in the grid voltage plate current
characteristic curve. No current flows through the
tube with a 0 input voltage, and the meter in the
plate circuit reads 0. When a voltage is applied to
the input terminals, the plate current flowS through
the circuit, thereby actuating the meter pointer.

10-54. Since the applied voltage, EX, causes
the tube to operate along the straight portion of the
characteristic curve, the increase in plate current is
directly porportionaL For example, if a voltage, EX,
equal to +2 volts is applied to the voltmeter, the bias
on the grid of the tube is reduced to -3 volts, 4 ma
of current flows in the plate circuit, and the meter
pointer is deflected to indicate 2 volts. This is shown
in the figure by the horizontal and vertical dashed
lines which intercept the tube characteristic curve at
the points indicated. When EX is equal to +4 volts,
the grid bias become -1 volt and lp is equal to 8
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ma. Intermediate values of the voltage can be
determined by means of the characteristic curve for

,the values of EX from 0 to +5 volts. The meter
scale can then be calibrated directly in terms of the
vol tage.

10-55. A simple circuit for the measurement
of ac voltages is shown in figure 27. Although this
circuit is the same as that used for the measurement
of dc voltages, it can be used to measure ac voltages
from 0 to 5 volts over a wide frequency range.

10-56. When no voltage, EX = 0, is applied
to the input terminals, the tube is at cutoff because
of the negative 5=volt bias on the grid of the tube.
The meter reading at this point will be zero. The
fixed bias is marked on the plate-current gid-voltage
curve, as shown. When an ac voltage is applied to
the input terminals, the positive alternation reduces
the negative grid bias in direct proportion to the value
of the positive half-cyJe, and the tube draws current.
Since the tube is biased at cutoff, the negative
alternation has no effect on the circuit condition.

10-57. Conduction of current on the positive
alternations of the applied ac voltage produces
current pulses having the waveforms as shown in
figure 27. The meter pointer is, unable to follow
these current pulses to indicate peak values but
responds to the average value of the current flowing
in the circuit. An examination of the plate current
waveform shows the average value of the pulse at
maximum plate current to be 3.2 ma. By selecting .

a meter which requires 3.2 ma for full-scale
deflection, maximum deflection is obtained when the-
peak positive alternation of the input voltage is equal
to 5 volts, and the grid bias is reduced to 0. The
meter can then be calibrated in terms of peak voltage,
since the current through the meter is determined
by the applied input voltage. AC vacuum tube
voltmeters can be calibrated to read average, peak,
or rms values.

10-58. Because the VTVM is a

sensitive-measuring device, subjecting it to a voltage
above its rated limit may damage the instrument.
Always connect the voltmeter across a circuit with
the range switch initially set on the highest range.
If this does not give enough needle deflection,
decrease the range by steps until a convenient reading
is obtained.

10-59. When using probes for high-voltage
checking, always grip We probe near the rear of the
handle. This reduces the electric shock hazard a
also decreases the capacitive effects of the han on
the circuit. If possible, connect the probe o the
high-voltage circuit under test before turni on the
voltage in the circuit. High dc voltages, w n present
in ac circuits under test, charge the inp t coupling



capacitor of the meter. If the ac probe and a ground
pomt are touched at the same time, a dangerous
shock may result. To prevent this, ground the ac
probe immediately after testing such circuits.

10-60. Other precautions to follow for
high-voltage measurements are as follows:

- Locate all high voltage points in the circuit
under test before making measurements.

- Make sure that no part of your body touches
gound at any time.

-/Always break the circuit at or near ground
potential when measuring current in high-voltage
circuits.

10-61. Another instrument used for measuring
voltage is the cathode-ray oscilloscope. The
usefulness of the oscilloscope lies in its design to
portray graphically and instantaneously the
fluctuating circuit conditions. The oscilloscope is the
topic of our next discussion.

10-62. Oscilloscope. Operation .--of the
oscilloscope is based upon the formation and contr
of a beam of electrons used for the purpose of
producing a visible trace on a fluorescent screen. The
general purpose oscilloscope, shown in figure 28,
includes a cathode-ray tube, a sawtooth sweep
generator, horizontal and vertical deflection
amplifiers, and suitable controls, switches, and power
supplies. Let's discuss the cathode-ray tube first.

10-63. Cathode-ray tube. The heart of any
oscilloscope is the cathode-ray tube. This is a special
type of electron tube in which electrons emitted by
a cathode are focused and accelerated to form a
narrow beam having a high velocity. The direction
of this beam is then controlled and allowed to strike
a fluorescent screen (see fig. 29). Light is emitted
at the point of impact to produce a visual indication
of the beani position. The electronic process of
forming, focusing, accelerating, controlling, and
defleting the electron beam is accomplished by the
electron gun. The gun 'consists of a heated cathode,
a grid, a focusing anode (anode No. 1), and an
accelerating anode (anode No. 2). Also contained
in the tube is a deflection system for controlling the
direction of the beam coming from the electron gun.
All of these elements are contained in an evacuated
glass bulb with a quorescent screen. As you can see
in the figure, the inside of the glass bulb is partially
covered with an aquadag (graphite) coating. The
aquadag provides a return path for electrons, and,
at the same time, serves to electrostatically shield the
electron beam from external electrical disturbances.
Now that you have an idea of the elements contained
in the cathode-raystube, let us take a closer look at
its electron gun, the beam deflection, and its
fluorescent screen.
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10-64. a. Electron gun. The simplified form
of the electron gun, shown in figure 29, provides a
concentrated beam of high-velocity electrons. The
cathode is an oxide-coated metal cylinder, which,
when properly heated, emits electrons. These
electrons are attracted toward the accelerating and
focusing anodes because of their high positive
potential with respect to the cathode-,....bkorder to
reach these anodes, the electrons are forced to pass
through a cylindrical control grid having a tiny
circular opening which concentrates the electrons and
starts the formation of the beam. Electrons leaving
the control grid opening are strongly attracted by the
positive charge on the focusing anode (anode No. 1)
and the accelerating anode (anode No. 2). These
anodes are also cylindrical in shape and have small
openings to permit eltctron beam passage. Between
these anodes is an electrostatic field w 'ch influences
the path of the electrons.

10-65. b. Beam deflection. Electrostatic beam
deflection is accomplished through the use of two
pairs of parallel plates located on each side and above
and below the beam. Two plates are horizontally
oriented so that they are perpendicular to hie (wo
vertical plates. Thus, the electrons must pass between
each At of deflection plates. Pi no electric field exists

/between the plates of either pair, the beam will
follow its normal straight line path, and the resulting
spot will be at or near the center of the screen. A
voltage potential applied to one set of plates will
cause the beam to bend toward the plate that has
the-positive potential and away from the plate that
has the negative potential. The bending is in direct
proportion to the amplitude of the voltage applied
to the plates. The second pair of plates influence
the beam in the same manner, except that the
bending occurs_ in a plane perpendicular to the first.
A voltage that is variable and recurrent with time,
when applied to either set of plates, will cause the
spot to move back and forth acrOss the screen along
a straight line.

10-66. c. Fluorescent screen. In order to
convtrt the energy of the electron beam into visible
light, the area'where the beam strikes is coated with

phosphor chemical. When bombarded by electrons,
this coating has the property of emitting light. This
property is known as fluorescence. The intensity of
the spot on the screen depends upon the speed of
the electrons in the beam and the number of
electrons that strike the screen. In most cases, the
intensity is controlled by- varying the number of
electrons that reach the screen. All fluorescent
materials have some afterglow which varies with the
screen material and with the amount of energy spent
to cause the emission of light. The length of time



required for thevlight output to diminish by a given
amount, after excitation has ceased, is the persistence
of the screen coating. The classification of screen
materials is in terms of long, medium, .or short
persistence. White and blue-white phosphors, of
short and very short persistence, are used where
photographic records are taken of screen patterns.
For general service work where visual observatioh is

important, a green phosphor [laving medium
persistence is used. In viewing a line or pattern that
is traced by a moving 3pot of light, the persistence
of human vision, . as well as that of the screen
material, plays an important part. When the pattern
is retraced at a rate of 16 times a second, the
persistence of the eye retains the image from each
previous sweep. Therefore, the spot in its movement
is no longer.distinguishable as a spot, and the path
traveled appears as a continuously illuminated line.
In the case of long persistence phosphor materials,
the persistence of the screen (rather than that of the
eye) will govern, and the scanning rate required to
produce a solid line will be substantially lower.

10-, 67. Power supplies. High-voltagei and
low-voltage power supplies are required for the
operation of the oscilloscope. As may be seen in
figure 28, the high-voltage power supply is used to
provide operating potentials to the cathode-ray tube.
The low-voltage power supply is used to supply
operating potentials to the associated oscilloscope
amplifiers and osIA cors.

ci10-68. The t of the high-voltage power
supply is usually over 1000 volts dc, depending upon
the size of the cathode-ray tube. Its ,polarity is

negative to permit the second anode and the
deflection plates to be operated at ground potential.
Half-wave rectification and a simple
resistance-capacitance filter network are used for
these high-voltage applications, because the current
used to operate the cathode-ray tube is very small.
A voltage divider, which includes the focus, and
intensity controls, provides the necessary operating
potentials for the various cathode-ray tube electrodes.

10-69. The output of the low-voltage power
supply iS usually in the 250- to 400-volt range.
Full-wave rectification and a pi type Filter network
are used in this power supply because of the
moderate current, good regulatIon, and low-ripple
vol tage requiremen ts.

10-70. As an experienced technician, you
should warn your personnel not to operate an
oscilloscope with the case removed. Doing so exposes
high, voltages and could lea`d to a fatal shock.

10-71. Vertical' and liori:ontal amplifiers. The
vertical and horizontal deflecti,m systems of the
cathode-ray tube are relatively insensitive. They
require voltage on the order of several hundred volts
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/
for 1ull-sc44 deflection. Therefore, it is necessary
to use amplifiers to increase the amplitudes of the
test signal voltages for both the vertical ari'd

A
horizontal deflection plates, so that low-amplirude
test signals may be effectively' presented.

10-72. Most oscilloscopes use a cathode
follower input stage, followed by a push-pull
amplifier, to obtain better linearity at the output or
the vertical and horizontal deflection channels.-One
of the most important advantages of usirg4
amplifiers, instead of single-ended amplifiers,'
the deflection plates prcduce a uniformly balan .ed
field with respect to the second anode of the
cathode-ray tube. Also, the push-pull amplifier an
deliver twice as great an output signal a

sirigle-4ded stage. This mode of operation also tends
to reduce the noise generated in the oscilloscope
amplifiers. In this way it reduces the additioh of
internal noise to the noise picked up in thOest leads
of the scope or circuit under test.

10-73. Sweep generator. When you
analyzing a waveform on the screen of a cathode-ray
tube, you should bear in mind that the unknown
signal is always ploued as a function of another signal
whose characteristics are ,known. In most
oscilloscope applications., the unknown signal is

applied to the vertical axis and the sweep generator
signal is applied to the horizontal Lxis. The
conventional form of time base sweep is the sawtooth
waveform. When applied to the horizontal deflection
plates of the cathode-ray tube, the sawtooth produces
a horizontal movement of the electron beam that is
a direct measure of time as the spot moves from left
'to right. In order that time may always be indicated
from 16ft to right, the spot is returncdato the left
side ofthe viewing area at- the complletion of each
sweep. When the pulse rate or frequency of the
sawtooth time base is adjusted to synchronize with
the unknowmsignal applied to the vertical deflections
plates, the time variation or waveform of that signal
is traced upon the cathode-ray tube. The sawtooth
sweep voltage is produced by the circuitry which is
included as part of the oscilloscope. \This circuitry
is known as the sweep, or time base, gz-(*.Z.1_2.1.a,,tor. By
now you should have a good understanding of the
basic function of each of the major units in figure
28.

10-74. Just like any other electronic device, the
oscilloscope is 'subject to limitations and
malfunctions. In the next paragraph we will discuss
some of the safety peautions that must be exercised
when operatmg the oscilloscope. These are in

addition to the one previously mentioned; that is,

not operating the oscilloscope with its (;ase removed.
10-75. Safei,v precautions. When using the

oscilloscope, it is advishle to use extreme caution

1

are



when handling the cathode-ray tube. The glass
envelope of the tube is under a high vacuum. Any
undue stress or rough handling can cause serious
injury due to tube implosion. When handling broken
cathode-ray tubes, avoid direct contaet with the glass.
The fluorescent coating of the cathode-ray tube is
ex treinel), toxic.

10-76. When operating the oscilloscope, you
must not permit a bright spot to remain in a

stationary position on the fluorescent screen. The
energ of the electron beam concentrated in a small
area will burn the screen coating. This concludes
our discussion of the oscilloscope. Next, we will
disLuss the frequency meter.

10-77. Measuring Frequency. In some ac
systems it is necessary to i'c'now the frequency of the
voltage source. The tWo types of frequency meters
suitable for this purpose are h" dynamometer type
and the vibrating reed type. The dynamometer type
uses the electrodynamometer principle. The vibrating
reed type is an electromechanical instrument.

10-78. Dynamometer-type frequency meter.
This type of frequency meter uses a dial and pointer
to provide a visual indication of the frequency being
measured. These are -shown in figure 30. The
commOnly used frequency meter is the type A-1. It

includes, a basic dynamometer type of frequency
meter circuit, also shown in figure 30. , When no
voltage is applied to the meter, the pointer rests on
a stop at the end,of the scale (350 Hertz). (Many
of the older meters will still be calibrated in cps.)
With the power off, the meter is adjusted to 350
Hertz by means of a zero-adjusting screw located on
the front of the movement. The moving coil B of
the dynamometer type movement is pivoted and
under spring tension. Its position is determined by
the actions of coils A and C. Coil A has a core,
and is in series-with a capacitor in the line. At any
instant, coil A will have a 'polarity tending to rotate
the moving coil to the right. Coil C has no core,
(other than air) and is in series with both the moving
coil and (wo current-limiting inductors.. Coil C tends
to rotate the moving coil to the left at any instant
that current flows through it. Two limiting inductors
arc used rather than one; they arc assembled adjacent
to one anothei in such a manner that the exterior
field of one will cancel the exterior field of the other.
Therefore, their exterior fields have no appreciable
affect on the moving coil.

10-7q. As the frequency of the voltage applied
to ffie 'ffit.ter is increased, the current through the
linnting ductors is decreased. Therefore, the current
in field o! coil C and in the moving coil is reduced
because .of the increased reactance of the limiting
inductors The current flow through the capacitor
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and the field coil (coil A) increases considerably,
because this coil and capacitor combination
approaches a series-resonant circuit at some
frequency above 450 Hertz. The sharp increase in
current will magnetize coil A strongly enough to
deflect the pointer to the right. The amount of
deflection will be directly proportional to the
increase in current through the iron-core field coil;
this increase, of course, depends upon the increase
in frequency. Such a meter can be calibrated to
directly indicate the exact frequency. In this system,
the current does not increase at a uniform rate but
increases more rapidly as resonance is approached.
Therefore, this typdiof meter can be used for only
a small frequency range.

10-80. Vibrating reed type frequency meter.
The vibrating reed type meter contains an
electromagnet mounted near a metal plate, When
the electromagnet is energized wfili alternating
current, vibrations are set up which are identical in
period with the flux reversals caused by the
-alternating current in the coil. The vibrations are
transmitted to a metal plate, part of which consists
of a set of carefully balanced metal reeds. The plate
(A) and a vibrating reed (B) are shown in figure 31.
Eich reed is tuned to vibrate excessively at one
particular frequency. If more than one reed is

vibrating, the one vibrating the most indicates the
nearest correct frequency, as shown 'On the dial (C).

11. Spe.cial Aircraft Power Systems Test Equipment
11-1. Many of the measurements you will be

required to make on some of the newer type aircraft
would be difficult p perform with a common meter.
For this reason many special purpose systems testers
have been developed. In the following paragraphs
we will discuss two testers that are used to check
the ac power systems on the fighter aircraft.

11-2. Electrical Power Test Set. The PSM-20B
electrical power tesf set, shown in figure 32, is

designed to be used during flight line checkout and
troubleshooting of the aircraft electrical power
generatifOstem. Connection to the aircraft is made
through two test cables to test receptacles in the rear
cockpit, as shown in figure 33. In order to check
out the aircraft power generating sys m, the aircraft
engines must be operating, and exter al power must
be applied to the aircraft. The test set is capable
of checking the outputs of the aircraft generators
either individually or in parallel. The generator
outputs are checked for correct voltage, frequency,
and phase relationship. The reactive generator loads,
generator protective circuits, and control voltages
may also be monitored. The AN/PSM-20B test set
may also be used on aircraft that have 40 and 60-kv-a



generating systems.
11-3. Control panel. As you can see in figure

32, the control panel consists of two kilowatt-kilovar
meters, one ac voltmeter, one frequency meter, and
one dc voltmeter. The six indicator lights provided
on the control panel monitor generator phase
sequence, generator synchronization, and aircraft
electrical control circuitry. Switches are also provided
to select the various circuits to be monitored by the
test set and to introduce faults into the aircraft
circuits for the purpose of testing various aircraft
protective devices.

11-4. Because of the design of the wiring
harnesses used on the F-4C and newer aircraft, many
of the terminal strips, connectors, and junctions
which were on older aircraft have been eliminated.
With these troubleshooting test points eliminated, the
use and operation of special aircraft systems testers
are of prime importance to the electrical technician.
To help the technician, the electrical sytems
technical order has a list of malfunctions that may
be encountered, and a logic tree for each
malfunction.

11-5. Use of logic trees. When making a
functional check with the test set, make all checks
in sequence. When one of the steps in the sequence
does not check out, stop at that step. Next, make
a note of this particular symptom, and, by using the
table of malfunctions, be able to locate the applicable
logic tree. For example, let us say that the generator
voltage is not within allowable tolerance. He should
then find this symptom in the table of malfunctions.
Once found, this table will refer him to logic tre-e6
number 6.

11-6. The logic tree provides you with a means
to logically pursue a trouble to a satisfactory
conclusion by the process of elimination (see fig. 34).
First the symptom is defined. Next, tests are chosen
so that results will begin with the branches of a tree
in the most logical order of occurrence. Notice in

the figure that the first step is to check thc 'static
exciter regulator. You may be asked if ccpitinuity
exists through all pins. if the answer is no, you will
have to replace the static exciter regulator If Ole
answer is yes, a check of the generator control panel
will be necessary. Thq logic tree breaks the. system
down into subsections. These subsections can be
checked as separate systems. By eliminating
subsections, the trouble can be isolated to the section
.of the system whick does not work, and ttliis, in turrs;
can be traced to a specific unit.

11-7. Electrical Powe,),-,T% Ilarness. The
electrical power test harness (See fiff 35) can be used
to perform a generator system functional creek. It

can also be used to great advantage in trouble .looting
system faults to a specific system compon nt.

11-8. A lockout switch (the center one in the
group of three in the lower left corner) is provided
to ov rride the lockout relay in the contro`Y) panel.
This enables troubleshooting of an overvoltiqle fault.
An underspeed switch (USS. just to the right of the
lockout switch) is provided to override the
underspeed switch in the constant-speed drive wilen
troubleshooting an underfrequency fauh . or a

defective underspeed wiitch. This tester ako has test
points which provide electrical connections to the
control panel receptacle for measuring contiol panel
output voltage while the generating system is in

operation. As with ally tester, you must use the TO
instructions with this, piece of equipment.

11-9. The test harness can be used on the flight
line as well as for bench testing the generating system.
The electrical power test harness is capable of a more
thorough testing of the constant-speed dr:ve and
related circuitry than the PSM-20B tester. For this
reason, the test harness is used mostly for in-shop
testing. The electrical power harness has a functional
checklist for flight line and in-shop apphcations.
With each, of these diecklists, a logic trsee is provided.



ANALYZING COMPLEX DC. CIRCUITS

HOW MANY TIMES have you heard .the squawk box
from workload control sing out, "Dispatch a 7 level
to 545 spot 20, on the double"? The fact that you
are reading this chapter means that you are about
to become the expert for your shop. You are soon
to become the guy whoLgets the rough ones, and
you will be expected to fix them in half the time.
What is it that makes a 7 level so great, on the job?
You must be able to look at the symptoms of a
malfunction, apply some basic logical thinking, and
come up with the answer,

2. In this CDC we cannot give you the
experience which you should have gained thus far,
but we can help you in the area of fundamental
knowledge. It has been some time since you attended
tech school. Many of the things you learned have
slipped deep into your memory. We will help yoy,
by giving a brief review of things you know, and then
bring in some new material.

3. With the swing to solid state control devices
in our modern aircraft, it is necessary to put more
emphasis on dc circuits. Transistors and their
associated circuits are generally dc circuits. As yod
troubleshoot these complicated circuits, you will have
to apply some of the basic laws of electricity to arrive
at a quick fix for the circuit. -In thiechapter we
have covered many of the knowledges that will help
you troubleshoot complex dc circuits. The first
subject is that of magnetic circuits..

12. Magnetic Circuits
I 2- I. The forces which arc responsible for the

workleis of electronics arc invisible electric and
magnetic- forces. Thcse are the forces which make
possible +he operation of electric motors, generators,
lights, doorbells, measuring equipment, and other
electrical apparatus. They are the invisible forces
winch enable energy to travel through space at the
speed of light. In this section we will deal with the
effects associated with magnetic forces and tli.
anplicatIons of these forces in magnetic amplifieri.

12-2. Theories of Magnetism. When a bar
magnet, such as the one shown in part A of figure
36, is broken into two separate parts, as in part B
of figure 36, you can see that each piece will have

(...\.. two poles. The piece which contains the north pole
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of the original magnet will have a south pole at the
end,where the break occurred. In like manner, the
piece containing the south pole of the original magnet
will have a north pole at tiie end where the break
occurred. Each of the two pieces can be broken
again, and you would have four magnets. This shows
that each time a magnet is broken, a new pole is
established at the newly broken end.' This new pole
is the opposite polarity of the other end. If you
could continue to break the magnet in half until
molecular size w s obtained, you would fmd that the
tiny molecule as a magnet. It would have its own
magnetic field ind both a north and a south pole.
These tiny ma ets, which are so small that they
cannot be seen ei..th a microscope, are the, basis for
the molecular theory of magnetism.

12-3. -Molecular theory. The molecules in
material not yet magnetized are thought of as being
jumbled at random with no defmite order. This is
illustrated in part A of figure 37. Considering that
the molecules are small magnets, you might expect
them to automatically align themselves to form a
larger magnet. There are several reasons.why this
does not occur. Even though the magnets tend to
line up with their unlike poles facing each other, it
does not mean that they will line up in a direction
that will provide a maximum magnetic field. Internal
stresses in the iron or steel can override the small
magnetic fields of these magnets and hold them in
their haphazard alignment. Many other factors also
combine to keep the magnets in their haphazard
positions, as shown in part A of figure 37.

12-4. The process of partially or fully
magnetizing a steel bar consists of bringing it into
contact or under the4puence of a magnetic field,
such as a bar magnet. All the molecules turn, as
shown in part B of figure 37. An artificial magnet
can be produced by stroking an iron or steel bar with
a strong magnet, as shown in part A of figure 37.
The molecules then line up as shown in part B of
figure 37. Be sure that all the strokes are made in
the same direction. Magnets that are created in this
fashion are only moderately strong. To completely
magnetize the bar requires a very strong magnetic
field. You can use an electric current to generate
the strong magnetic field.,

2J



12-5. Careful measurements indicate that
substance undergoes a series of changes in 'length
when being magnetized. In general, the substance first
expands and later contracts. This behavior of a
substance being magnetized (and demagnetized) is
known as magnetostriction.

12-6. The molecular theory of magnetism is
supported by many facts which can be proven in your
experience. During your time on the fliglit line you
may have had generators lose their residual
magnetism. Usually this occurs because the heat in
the engine area is so great. or the gdnerator has had
a hard bang. These are facts that point directly to
the molecular theory of magnetism. However, most
scientists agree that the theory of.magnetisrn goes
into the realm of the atom itself, and is more
thoroughly explained by means of the ,electron
theory.

12-7. Electron theory. The electron theory is
a very complicated stud dealing with the energy
level of electrons in. orbit. The level of energy
determines the polarity of spin. Some electrons have
a positive spin, some a negative spin. The unbalanced
conditions in an atom having more positive spin
electrons is believed to correspond with a north pole,
and a greater number of negative spin electrons is
a south pole. This is believed to be the basic reason
why some materials exhibit magnetic properties:

12-8. The atoms in ferromagnetic substances
tend to bond together in an effort to acquire a greater
equilibriutn. They form domains within crystalline
structures. A domain COE tains a.maxirnum number
of atoms, all oriented with their electron spins

parallel, and resulting in a small, fully magnetized
domain. From this point on, the theory is much the
same as the molecular theory. Under the influence
of a magnetic field, these domains will align and
create a magnet.

12-9. Application of Physics to Magnetic Force.
The amount of magnetic force surrounding a magnet
can be estiMated roughly by measuring its lifting
power. However, here are other conditions which
cause the lffting,pojver of [he magnet to vary. Soine
of these condition are:

The kind t maimetic material to be lifted.
The' shape o the material to be lifted.
The manner in which the material is

applied to the magnet.
The shape of the magnet.

A more accurate and more commonly used method
for measuring the strength of a magnet consists of
measuring the farce of attraction or repulsion that
the magnet exerts on another magnet of known
strength.

12-10. Magnetic field. One thing you should
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remember from te& school is 'that a .magnetic field
has direction. This can easily he seen by placing a
compass near a maL,,net. The field leaves the north
pole of the mau,net and enters 4he south pole. We
can say that the field moves north to south outside
the magnet, and. south to north inside the magnet.

12-11. Magnetic lines cf force. By experimental
means, scientists have discoverd that th.: mutual
force between tWo poles can be expressel by the
mathematical relationsliip:

P1 P'
F

;id 2

where F is the force. between the two poks, Pt and
P., are the magnituiles orthe pole'strengths. d is the
distance between
which depends up t le medium surrounding the
poles. The force expressed by this equation can be
one of attraction (-F) or repulsion (+F). The
direction of the force depends on whether Pt and
P, have opposite signs or the same sign. The
drmensions of the ,:quation depend upon the units
in which each !actor is measured. In the
centimeter-gram-second (cgs) system of measurement,
the force (F) will be expressed in dyne,. and the
distance (d) will be expressed in centimeters. The
factor 41 is then specilied as 1 in a vacuum, and has
no dimension, as is the case with Pt and Pz, ullILh
can also be made equal to 1.

12-12, If values are substituted ior lite basic
equation previously given, the results are as follows:

0 poles, and a is constant

F 1 X 1

1 dyne

1 X 1 cm-

This is now the standard equation For the unit pole
and can be stated, "When any two like poles of equal

'strength are placed in a vacuum, I centimeter apart,
They will repel cach other with a Force 01, I dyne."

12,13. Cou/omb' law. From this basic sti,ly
or the theories ot magnetism, you will a direct
connection to all the areas of electronics. Char les

Coulomb discovered experimentally that the force of
the attraction or repulsion between two point charges
of magnitude or strength Q1 and Q, separated by
a distance of d, can be calculated. The equation you
studied in the preceding paragraphs is an application
of Coulomb's law.

12-14. Let us put it to work on a problem
using two bar magnets. There are two bar magnets
that are .10 cm in length shown in figure 38. They
are separaled by 10 cm and they have their north



poles facing each other. The pole strength for each
magnet is P1 = 30 and P2 = 20. One thing to keep
in mind, as you work a problem like this, is. that
each pole of the magnet has an effect on both poles
of the other magnet. Let us take the two north poles
first. By following the equation for Coulomb's law,
we find our problem to look something like this:

F 30 X 20

102

600F
100

dynes of repulsion

(like poles repel)

6 dynes of repulsion

Remember, this is just for the north poles of the
circuit. To compute the south poles we would solve:

30 X 20F = dynes of repulsion

30

2/3 dyne of repulsion
900 9

Total force of repulsion in this circuit would be 6
2/:5 dynes. This is only half of the total circuit. We
must compute the attraction forces, also.

12-15. In this problem the magnets are the same
length. Therefore, we can compute the attraction of
one pair of poles and double it. If the magnets were
ofydifferent lengths, we would have to compute each
fcl-ce. The problem is set up the same:

F 30 X 20 dynes of attraction

202 (unlike poles attract)

00 1 I dynes of attraction

400

Since the magnets are the same length and11 are
goi to double the total force, the attractio ld
be.

1 v- A 2 = 3 dynes of attraction for the circuit
2

The forces of attraction and repulsion are opposite,
so the total force for the circuit will be the difference
between the two. This means that, with 6 2/3 dynes
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of repulsion and 3 dynes of attraction, the resultant
force is 3 2/3 dynes of repulsion.

12-16. Being able to compute this problem will
give you some insight of the interaction of magnetic
forces. These forces are used in all thc circuits on
which you will work as an electrician. You may never
have the need to compute such a circuit on the flight
line. But, by knowing how, you can more easily
understand how a circuit operates. These forces exist
between electrons as well as magnets. They are the
real key to such things as voltage generation, relay
operation, and many of the electronic applications.
One such device is the magnetic amplifier. By
studying this unit, you can see these forces being put
to work.

12-17. Magnetic Amplifiers. Magnetic
amplifiers (mag amps) usually consist of such
components as inductors, dry disk rectifiers, and
resistors. These components are often potted in a
single case. When operated 'within their design
characteristics, they are extremely reliable, suffer
little deterioration with time, and are exceptionally
rugged. The amplifiers are well suited for use in
control systems which are subjected to shock and
vibration. An example of this is our fire warning
systems.

,12-18. The basic operation of the magnetic
amplifier has already been covered in your previous
training. However, we will review and expand upon
its operation. It is an important controlling device
for you to understand because it is used for many
of the electronic circuits you are required to
maintain.

12-19. The operation of a mag amp is based
on the nonlinear B/H characteristics (the explanation
follows) of magnetic core material. When the
characteristic is plotted, it is known as the B/H curve,
magnetization curve, or hysteresis loop. The B
represents flux density, a measure of the amount of
magnetization. H stands for the magnetizing force (or
magnetic field inttnsity). Now look at figure 39. If
the magnetizing force, H, is increased from zero
(point 0) to a value K, as shown in part A of this
figure, -the flux density, B, increases linearly.
HoweVer, as H is further increased, the core material
becomes saturated, and a point is reached where a
further increase in H gives no increase in B. As you
increase the rragnetizing force in the opposite
direction the other half of the 13/1:1 curve is formed.
The curve will vary in appearance with the type of
core material used.

12-20. The basic reactor (a name commonly
used for the transformer of the magnetic amplifier)
consists of three windings on an E-type core. This
arrangement is shown in figure 40. The center



winding is the control winding and receives the
control voltage. This voltage must be dc and is made
variable by using a rheostat. The two outside
windings are the controlled coils. They are connected
in series-aiding and are placed in series with the load,
as shown in figure 40.

12-21. With no current flowing in the dc
control winding, the current flowing through the load
is small because of the large inductance exhibited by
the reactor. When dc is fed through the control
winding, a residual flux appears in the core. The
change in flux density decreases, resulting in less
impedance to the load. By varying the dc control
current from zero to saturation, the impedance in
the ac circuit may be made to vary from a high value
to almost zero. Any dc current change in the control
winding causes a corresponding ac current change of
greater value. Therefore, this circuit exhibits current
gain characteristics. By connecting the ac windings

.in parallel, as shown in part A of figure 41, the loads
can be handled with medium to high current
consumption. However, the amplifier with parallel ac
windings has somewhat slower response
characteristics. Part B of figure 41 shows a variation
that allows the use of a dc load. A bridge rectifier
is used in the ac circuit to provide dc to the load
while keeping any dc component of current out of
the ac winding, thus preventing self-saturation. This
arrangement is used in many of our circuits.

12-22. We have' discussed, to some degree, the
basic forces behind this phenomenon called
electricity. In our discussion, we have made
application of some of these principles. You, as a
7-level electrician, must be fully aware of what makes .
a circuit tick. This knowledge will make you a better
electrician. In the next section of this chapter there
is a review of some of the fundamentals involving
conduction. If it is known what makes the electron
move, the next step is to find out what can hinder
that movement or make it easy. You must be able
to analyze conduction.

13. Analyzing Conduction
13-1. Of course you remember Ohm's law from

your previous training. You know how to find the
values of current, resistance, and voltage in simple
circuits. As you know, the aircraft contains very few
of these simple circuits. As a 7-level electrician, you
must be able to analyze any type of circuit quickly
and with a minimum of known values. This process
takes some logical thinking on your part. You must
have a good grasp of the relationships between such
things as voltage, current, resistance, point of
reference, and polarity. In this section we will briefly
review some of the basic laws and then show you
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some new ones.
13-2. DC Currents and Voltages. All types of

electrical ctirrents and voltages have one thing in
common. They have an interrelationship between
variations in amplitude and the element of time.
Amplitude is the characteristic that represents the
intensity of current or voltage with respect to zero.
Thus, a current of 5 amperes simply means that the
magnitude of the current is 5 amperes greater than
zero. . The time relationship governing the rapidity
of amplitude of change involves seconds, minutes,
and hours.

13-3. Direct cm-rent. Direct current is an
electrical current which moves in only one direction
and has a constant amplitude characteristic with
reference to time. There is iRo pure direct current
since electrical energy depends upon the source of
power. The nearest approach to the production of
pure direct current is the electrical energy obtained
from the chemical reaction in a battery. Ionic
transfer and electron motion within a battery occur
entirely at random on an individual atomic basis.
'There is no way 'to predict the location of the next
atom which will be ionized, nor is there any way

tto predict the actual number of- electrons collected
on the metallic electrode on an instantaneous basis.
However, the actual nuriiber of electrons produced
in the chemical reaction of the battery can be
measilred and predicted with a high degree of
precision. The average number of electrons making
up the electrical current is a measure of the amplitude
of the direct current. Current is measured in

amperes.
13-4. Direct current is unidirectional, that is,

it can move in only one direction. This direction
is always from negative or positive points. However,
a reference point having the symbol is always
chosen in the associated circuit, so that the direct
current is always moving toward or away from the
reference point. The positive or negative.signs affixed
to a current value indicate the direction o f the
current with respect to the reference point.

13-5. Direct voltage. Direct voltage is usually
called dc voltage. It is a unipolar (single direction)
electrical force of constant amplitude. The terminals
of a battery are oppositely chatged, one being
negative and the other po.sitive. When the reference
point is assigned or connected to either battery
terminal, the battery is said to be poled or polarized.
That is, all of its electrical force is exerted in one
direction. If the reference point is located on the
negative terminal, the battery is poled in the positive
direction. If the reference point is on the positive
terminal, the battery is poled in the negative
direction. Therefore, the voltage can be made to have



either a positive or negative polarity.
13-6. Ohm's Law. The relationships of current,

voltage, and resistance were first demonstrated by
Georg Simdn Ohm, a German physicist. He
performed a series of experiments which
demonstrated two items. One was the way voltage
is distributed through a circuit. The other was the
relationships of voltage, current, and resistance.
Ohm's law states that "the current in a circuit is

proportional to the voltage and inversely proportional
to the resistance. This relationship is best stated in
the following equations:

E=IXR

I=

E denotes voltage, I denotes current, and R denotes
resistance. You should remember how to use these
equations in the "magic circle." However, some
problems which seem simple are not as easy as you
might think. Ohm's law will -not always solve your
problems. You should also be familiar with
Kirchhoff's laws.

13-7. Kirchhoff's Laws, Methods of treating
complex circuits are based on Kirchhofrs laws. His
laws are simple to state, but the methods of applying
them are often quite difficult. Briefly stated, the two
laws of Kirchhoff .are 1S follows:

The algebraic sum of the currents at any
junction of conductors is zero.

The algebraic sum of the applied voltages and
of the voltage drops arouneany closed circuit is zero.

13-8. Kirchhoff's first law. The algebraic sum
of the currents at any junction of conductors is zero.
This law can be rrtated as follows: the amount of
current entering a junction must be equal to the sum
of the current leaving it. This law is actually a
consequence of a more general one known as the
principle of charge conservation. For example,
assume that a current (11) of 1 ampere floyrs toward
point A of figure 42, and a current of Vamperes
(12) flows away from point A. What is the current
(13) flowing between points A and B?

13-9. Using a minus sign to represent a current
flowing into a junction, and a plus sign to represent
a current flowing away from a junction, current 1 I

becomes -1 ampere and current 12 becomes +5
amperes. Since the atgebraic sum of the currents
must equal zero, an equation can be written as
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follows:

12 + 13 = 0

4.f

Subtracting 13 from both sides of the equation yields:

11 + 12 + 13 - I
3 = 0 - 13

+11 + 12 = -13

Then multiplying both sides of the equation by a
-1 to make the -13 positive yields:

-11 -12 = 13

Substituting known values for the currents II and
12 results in:

- (-1) - (+5) = 13

-4 = 13

This shows that -4 amperes is the value of the current
flowing between points A and B. The minus sign
shows that the current is flowing into junction point
A. This is obvious since 1 ampere is arriving at
junction A at the same time that 4 more amperes
are arriving at junction A. Both currents join each
other to leave the junction as 5 amperes.

13-10. Kirchhoff's second law. The algebraic
sum of the applied voltages and the voltage drops
around any closed circuit is zero. In order to
understand what this law means, refer to figure 43.
Assume that the current is flowing in the direction
shown by the solid line arrow. The starting point
and the direction are purely arbitrary, since th3
algebraic sum is zero. Starting at point A, and passir.g
through the 100-volt battery, there is a voltage rise
of +100 volts at point B. The current must pass
through the 10-ohm resistor before it can arrive at
point C. Since voltage is equal to IR, you can write
-10I as the voltage drops across the 10-ohm resistor.
Leaving point C, the current must pass through the
5-ohm resistor before it can reach point D. The



voltage drop is -51. Leaving point D, the circuit
current must pass through the 50-volt battery before
it can arrive at point E. So, from D to- there is
a rise of +50 volts. In the circuit from E back to
A there is a negLigible voltage drop. Recording all
data for the various circuit points you will get:

A to B +100 volts
B to C -1OI volts
C to D -51 volts
D to E +50 volts
E to A +0 volts

Since the algebraic sum must be equal to zero, equate
the voltages in the circuit to zero as follows:

+100 -101 -51 +50 + 0 = 0
+150 -151 = 0
150 = 151
I = 10 amperes

Now that the value of I is known, it can be
substituted in the original equation to check the
algebraic sum of the voltages as follows:

+100 -10X10 -5 x 10 +50 +0 = 0
+100 -100 -50 +50 = 0
0 = 0

Thus, the algebraic sum of the applied voltages and
the voltage drops do equal zero.

13-11. Now assume the current direction to be
in the direction indicated by the dotted-line arrow.
This direction is opposite to that assumed previously.
To show that the starting point is arbitrary, start at
point C and work your way around the circuit.
Although you may reverse the signs of the values,
the answer you will get..is still the same. The
direction of current flow assumed and the starting
point in the circuit are immaterial as long as you
are consistent in the application of the principles
involved.

13-12. These are just a few of the laws that
you must deal with as you troubleshoot on today's
modern aircraft. There are many more laws that you
should be familiar with to really understand the
operation of solid state circuitry. However, let us
put these to work on some of the circuits that have
given electricians the most trouble over the years.
Two of the most difficult and yet most commonly
used circuits are the bridge and the mesh circuits.
These circuits are classed as complex dc circuits.

14. Complex DC Circuits
14-1. One of the hardest things for an

electrician to remember when he starts to
troubleshoot electronic circuits is that the point of
reference is not fixed, as it is in the simple circuits.
Voltages in solid state circuits may be positive or
negative, depending on the reference point you select.
In many cases, as you troubleshoot you will
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determine the point of reference by where you place
your meter leads. We will start with the bridge circuit
to disco,rer just how important (his point of reference
is to a troubleshooter.

14-2. Bfidge Circuits. As shown in figure 44,
a reSistive bridge circuit consists of two parallel
circuits containing two series resistors in each arm.
Resistor R5 is the bridge resistor. Suppose that the
resistance values for RI, R2' R3' and R4 are all equal,
and for the time being, assume that the bridge
resistor does not exist. When the applied voltage is
connected to junction points 1 and 3, the voltage
across all four resistors will be equal. Of course the
reason for this is that the resistance values are the
same. In reference to junction point I. one-half of
the applied voltage will be present at junction point
2. Also, with respect to junction point I. one-half
of the applied voltage will be present at junction
point 4. Therjore, there is no difference in potential
between junction points 2 and' 4.

14-3. The total current arriving at junction
point 1 divides into brahches A and B according to
the resistance of the branch circuits. Because the
resistance in branch A of the circuit is equal to the
resistance in branch B, the current divides equally.
The current flowing past point 2 is the same as that
flowing past point 4.

14-4. Suppose that resistor R5, which may be
of any value, is connected across junction pointS.
2 and 4. Because the branch resistances were equal
to begin with, whatever change that takes place at
point 2 in br. ch A because of the addition R5 also
takes place bra h B and point 4. Therefore, the
resistance o the upp' delta (resistors 2, 4, and 5)
remains i aln value the lower delta (resistors
1, 3, d 5). The addition of resistor R5 has not
change the relative valne of resistance between
points 2 and 4 to (point 1.

14- Becausel the voltage distribution is equal
across resista of equal value, one-half of the
applied voltage e ists from points 2 and 4 to point
I. I the voltages at points 2 and 4 are equal, there
is no difference in otential across resistor R5* Since
the voltage is zero cross the resistor, there is no
current flow through .t. The total current then flows
equally through bran es A and B.

14-6. If branches and B are adjusted so that
the resistances are no lo er equal, current flows in
the bridging resistor. Uri.. r these conditions the
bridge is said to be unbabnced. If the condition
described in the above paragraphs shows no
difference in potential between points 2 and 4 to
exist, the bridge is said to be balanced, and no current
appears in the bridging resistor. This is the basic
operation of the bridge circuit.



14-7. It may be necessary, as you troubleshoot,
to compute the resistance of a bridge. You may have
to compute the resistance to determine the direction
of the current through the bridging resistor. One
means used to compute a bridge circuit is the
delta-to-star transformation method. This method
will resolve a bridge.circuit to a.simple series-parallel
circuit. Now you can use Ohm's law to arrive at
the values of the circuit.

14-8. Delta-to-Star Method. While examining
part A of figure 45, notice that the bridge includes
a delta circuit inclosed by points ABD or BCD
Choosing delta circuit ABD, and remembering that
it can be resolved in the corresponding star circuit,
you should see that a sirnple series-parallel circuit
be obtained. Transforming delta circuit ABD _intb its
equivalent star circuit is accomplished as follows:

Ra

RI R5

RI + R5 + R3

1 X 2
1 + 2 + 3

= ohm
3

R1 R3
R,

u + R5 + R3

I X 3
1 + I + 3

= ohm

R3 R5
R

e R
I

+ R5 + R3

3 X 2
1 + 2 + 3

= I ohm

c:c2 7

The circuit now resolves itself into that shown in part
B of the figure. The total resistance of the circuit
can be calculated as follows:

(R + R2) (Rc + R4)
R = R + aT b (Ra- + R2) + (Rc + R4)

2

1 12+ -5-) X 6
+ 12 + 182

= 3.01 ohms

The total current, IT, drawn by the bridge circuit
can be calculated as follows:

ET
1 =
T R

10
3.01

= 3.32 amperes



Current 15, flowing through bridging resistor R5, can

be computed, but flrst the voltage applied across its
terminals must be computed. The total applied
voltage, ET, less the voltage drop, ERb, across resistor

Rb will provide the voltage applied to the parallel =, 6.95 vohs
portion of the circuit. Therefore:

ED IDCR4

= 1.39 (5)

E=E -I R
T T b

= 10 - 3.32 (0.5)

= 10 1 66

= 8.34 volts

The current division between the two separate circuit

branches can now be calculated as fo

I
BC Ra + R2

8.34

0.333 + 4

= 1.926 amperes

s:

Voltage E5, applied across resistor R5, is E5 = EB
- E 7 7 - 6 95 = 0 75 volt. With respect to point
C in the figure, point B is 7.7 volts and point D

is 6.95 volts. Thus, current 15 flows from point B
to point D by way of resistor R5. Current 15,

through resistor R5, is:

E5

R5

) 0.75
2

= 0.375 mpere

t, 14-9. A second bridge circuit is shown in part
A of figure 46. The upper delta may be transformed
into its equivalent star circuit as follows:

R, R4
R

a R2 + R4 + R5

5 X 20
5 + 20 + 1

1 = I - 1
= 3.85 ohm

LO T BC

= 3.32 - 1.926

= 1.39 amperes

The voltage from points B and D to point C can

now be calculated as follows:

EB = I BC
R2

= 1.926 (4)

= 7.7 volts
52

R R2 5
Rb

+ R5 + R4

5 X 1
+ 1 + 20

= 0.192 ohm

20 X 1
c 5 1 + 20

= 0.769 ohm



The total resistance, RT, of the circuit can now be
calculated as follows:

Voltage E1 across resistor R1 and voltage E3 across
resistor R3 are to be calculated next.

(Rb + R1) (Rc + R3) El IABR1
R = R +T a (Rb + R1) + (Rc + R3)

= 3.85 + (0.192 + 5) (0.769 + 20)
(0.192 + 5) + (0.769 + 20)

= 8.00 ohms

The total current, IT, drawn from the battery is:

Er
IT =

75

8.00

= 9.4 amperes

The voltage, E, applied across the parallel branch can
be calculated as the total applied voltage,'ET,.minus
the voltage drop across resistance Ra.

E = ET - IT Ra

= 75 - 9.4 (3.85)

= 36.2 volts

Currents IAD and IAB can now be calculated as
_follows:

I AD R, + Rc

36.2

+ 0.769

= 1.74 amperes

I = I - I
AB T AD

= 9.4 - 1.74

= 7.66 amperes
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= 7.66 (5)

= p38.3 volts

E 3=1 AD R3

= 1.74 (20)

= 34.8 volts

lf junction point A is taken as a reference point,
point B is 38.3 volts, while point D is 34.8 volts.
The voltage between points B and D is the difference
of these two voltages. Because resistor R5 is
connected across these same terminals, voltage EBD
is also equal to E5.

E5 = EB ED

= 38.3 - 34.8

= 3.5 volts

Current 15 through resistor R5 is obtained as follows:

E
5

5
R5

3.5

= 3.5 amperes

14-10. The conditions that exist in a balanced
bridge can be seen by solving the circuit of figure
47 for current 15 through resistor R5. The first step
is, of course, to resolve one of the delta circuits into
its equivalent star circuit, as follows:



Ra RI + R3 +3 R5

10 X 10
10 + 10 + 5

= 4 ohms

R
1

R5
Rb RI + R3

10 X 5
10 10 + 5

= "? ohms

The circuit resolves into that shown in part B of the
figure. The total resistance of the circuit is then
computed as follows:

RT = Ra +
(Rh + R2) + (Rc + R4)
(Rb R2) (Rc + R4)

( 2 + 10) (2 + 10)
= 4 +

2 + 10) + (2 + 10)

= 10 Ams

The total current, IT, is calculated next.

ET
IT =

RT

100

10

= 10 amperes

30
The total applied voltage, ET, minus the voltage drop
across resistance R a

will be the voltage, E, applied
to the parallel arms of the circuit.

E = ET - ITRa

(10 X 4)

= 60 v'&I.ts

Calculating branch currents, 1AB and 1AC, yields:

IAB
+ Rb

60

12

= 5 amperes

I AC =
R4 +

60

12

= 5 amperes

Voltage E4 "across resistor R4 and voltage El across
resistor R.) are calculated as follows:

E4 =
AC

R4

54 3 6

= 5 X 10

= so volts

= I AB R

= 5 X 10

= 50 voRs



Voltage E5 applied across resistor R5 is:

Es = E4 - E.,

5mally,

= 50 - 50

0 volts

current 15 through

E
5

15

R5

5'

resistor R5 is:

= 0 amperes

14-1 I. Mesh Circuits. The other difficult
circuits mentioned in the discussion on complex de
circuits were the mesh circuits. They are pod
examples of difficult circuits which you will have to
compute when troubleshooting electronic circuits.
An example of a mesh circuit is shown in figure 48.
Notice that there are two batteries connected in
parallel with a 100-ohm resistor connected in series.
Also. we can see that a complete circuit., called a
loop. consists of the 50-volt battery, its internal
resistance (0.3 ohm). and the 100-ohm resistor. A

second complete circuit or loop is formed by the
10-volt battery, its internal resistance (0.1 ohm), and
the 100-ohm resistor. The 100-ohm resistor is a
common element to both loops. A series of
interconnecting branches that fonn complete circuits,
or loops, its termed a mesh circuit. Please note that
although you know that electmn flow is accepted
as from negative to positive, we are using it
differently here simply for the purpose of figuring
the internal resistance of the batteries before
considerin,, the external circuit.

, 14-12_ We can solve f&I. We total current in
a mepsh circuit by using Kirchhoff's law. Since the
100-ohm resistor is common to both circuits, it will
be necessary to work two equations at the same time.
The values of the unknowns will satisfy both
equations. The equations are called simultaneous
equations. The number of equations necessary to
solve simultaneous equations is equal to the number
of unknownsvolved.

l 4-13. Sithkiltaneous equations are used to solve
technical problems such as finding the current in
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mesh circuits or calculating the impedance in a bridge
circuit. Such problems often involve several
unknown quantities, and an equation for such a
circuit cannot be written that involves only one
unknown quantity. The two general methods that
may be used to solve these equations are addition
or subtraction, and substitution. You may use either
of these methods.

14-14. Addition or subtraction method.
Simultaneous equations can either be added or
subtracted to eliminate all but one of the unknowns.-
The resulting equation can then be solv for the
unknown quantity. The following guidelines can now
be used to fiVi the variable quantities in two
simultaneous equations.

14-15. Write the equations so that the variable
terms are on the left-hand side and the constant terms
are on the right-hand side of the equation. The
coefficients of one of the variable quantities must
have an equal-absolute value in both equations. If
necessary, multiply one or both of the equations by
a number that will satisfy this condition.

14-16. If the two coefficients of equal-absolute
value have like signs, subtract one equation from the
other. If they have unlike signs, add the two
equations. The resulting equatioRs will have only one
variable. Then solve the resulting equation of one
variable in the following manner.

14-17. Substitute the value of the variable
quantity in one of the original equations. Now solve
for the remaining variable. Check the plution by
substituting die values that have been found for the
variables in both the original equations.

14-18. Simultaneous equations 2x = y and 6x
+ 2y = 25 can be solved as shown below. Write
the equations as follows:

y = 0 (this is the same as 2x = y)
6x + 2y = 25

Multiply the top equation by 2 and add the two
equations.

4x - 2y = 0
+ 2y = 25

10x = 25

5
x

2

Substitute 5/2 for x in equation a - y = 0 and solve
for y.

2x - y = 0



52 ( ) y = 0
2

= 5
Check the 'solution by substi ting 5/2 for x and 5
for y in the equation 6x f 2y = 25.

6x + 2y = 25
6(5/2) + 2(5) =
15 + 10 = 25

25 = 25
The fore, the values for x and
equations.

14-19. Inspection of the circuit in figure 48
shows all of the open circuited battery voltages; these
are the applied voltages. All of the resistor values
are shown, and you may compute the circuit currents
using Kirchhoff's law. The voltages arbund loop
ABCDEHA, according to Kirchhoff's law, are:

y satisfru both

-1001 R + 10 - .1I = 0
1

The voltages around loop ABCFGHA are:
-1001R + 50 - 0'312 = 0

A14o, the circuit current rR consists of a current 11
deli rd ,to the 100-ohm resistor by the 10-volt

battery, and a current 12 delivered 'to the same
resistor by the 50-volt battery. Applying Kirchhofrs
lasfi, you will obtain:

IR = 11 + 12
Three equations having three unknowns, and

rearranged, will appear as follows:

100IR + 0.111 = 10

100IR + 0.312 = 50

Ii + 12 = IR

In the above equations we have three. unknowns.
Becbre we can work the problem we must reduce
that to two. We can do this by substituting for IR.
Since in the equations we have shown that IR =
+ 12, where IR appears we can substitute (II + 12).
Thus, the first equation would be as follows:

100 (11 + 12) + 0.111 = 10

10011 + 10012 +0.111 = 10
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.100.111
+ 1001, z--

Similarly, for the second equation:

100 (I/ + I,) + 0.31 = 50

1001
1

+ 1001-, + = 50

1001
1

+ 100.31 = 50

14-20: Subsdtudon method. \1,ei will use

another method to solve the simultaneous equation,
the -silbstitution method. ,First, select one of the
resulting equations which can be used to solve for
the value of 12 in terms of I as follows:

100.111 + 10012 = 10

10 - 100.111
1

100

an now be used as a substitute in the other

r suitant equation to eliminate another unknown
q antity, as follows:

1001
t

+ 100.
)10 - 100.11 )

1

100

1000011 + 100.3(10 - 100.111) = 5000

50

1000011 + 1003.0 - 10040.031] = sopo

-40.0311 = 3997

4



3997
-40.03

= - 99.8 amperes

Substituting the value of current II into the second
equation and solving for the value of 12 yields:

100 ( - 99.8 ) + 100.312 = 50

- 9980 + 100.311 = 50

100.312 = 50 + 9980

100.312 = 10030

10030

100.3

= 100 amperes

Substituting the values of current into the equation
from Kirchhoff's second law, we find:

IT = -99.8 + 100
IT = .2 amperes

14-21. Notice that the current 11 is negative..
This indicates that current 11 is flowing in the
opposite direction of that assumed for 12. It is

unwise to connect two batteries in parallel that have
different output voltages, because the battery with
the higher voltage will send a charging current
through the battery with the lower voltage. However,
it is not uncommon to find this circuit used in
electronic equipment such as transistors where a
different potential is .connected in parallel to obtain
certain circuit functions.

14-22. The voltage distribution in this circuit
can now be calculated from the known values of-
current and resistance, using Ohm's law:

El = I IR

= - 99.8 X 0.1

= - 9.98 volts
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E2 12R

= 100 X 0.3

= 30 volts

ER ITR

= 0.2 X IGO

= 20 volts

ET = 30 + 20 - 9.98

C= 40.02 volts

14-23. Some of you may ask the question,
'''Where in the world will I ever use this stuff?" Well,
during your next experience with circuit diagrams
having transistors, you will see that they are nothing
more than a simple mesh circuit. These circuits are
connected with voltage divider networks that supply
the different voltages. You can compute the current
through the different legs of the circuit by knowing
the junction resistances. There will be many times
when the knowledge you hive gained will aid you
in understanding the overall operation of complicated
generator circuits on our modern aircraft.



CH"APTER 7

REACTORS IN CIRCUIT RELATIONSHIPS

THE COUNTDOWN was proceeding as scheduled,
10... 9... 8; tension filled the room; 3... 2... 1,...

ignition, ... liftoff. Three men were on their way to
the moon. Several hours later two of those men
became the first human beings to set foot on another
planet. It's hard to believe that it was 10 short years
ago that man first ventured outside of his own
atmosphere. The great advances made in technology
have made this feat possible. These same advances
have changed your job as an aircraft electrician.

2. With the rapid growth of our technology
has come a change in the systems we electricians are
required to maintain. More and more our systems
are becoming less mechanical and more electronic.
Therefore, the need has increased for a broad
backpound in the fundamentals of electronics. The
days of the "shade tree electrician" are gone forever.
Our major systems are so integrated with those of
other major systems that you must be able to

understand how the operation of each component
will affect the efficiency of the entire aircraft.
Relays are being replaced by solid state switching
devices. Most modern generator control components
have been transistorized. These are but a few of the
changes that have taken place.

3. In the previous chapter we spent some time
discussing complex dc circuits. Since most power
and control systems are ac, we need to take a good
look at how components react in ac circuits.

15. Reactance and Frequency in Circuits
1 5-1. The characteristics of alternating current

were not clearly understood until the end of the last
century. The efficient use of alternating current as
a source of electrical power is a comparatively recent
development. In fact, the older sections of some
American cities, such as New York City, are still
supplied with direct current. Alternating current
gradually became recognized as a more suitable
source of power. In addition, alternating current can
be easily converted to direct current.

15-2. Alternating Current. Alternating current
is an electrical current that is continually changing
in amplitude and periodically changing in direction.
A waveform of alternating electrical power is shown
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in figure 49. From a value of zero, alternating
current builds to a maximum amplitude flowing
toward a reference point, then decreases again to
zero. This is followed by an increase in amplitude
to maximum away from the reference point, then
a decrease again to zero.

15-3. Instantaneous and peak values. The
instantaneous value of a sine wave voltage or current
is the value of the voltage br current generated at
any instant in time. -Instantaneous values are
generally indicated by small letters, such as e

(voltage) and i (current).
15-4. The peak value of a sign wave voltage

or current is the maximum value that can he obtained
with given circuit conditions. Peak values arc
indicated as E max or I max'

15-5. Average value. The average value of a
complete sine wave of voltage or current, based on
a zero reference level, is zero. The reason for this
is that thl negative loop of the wave has the same
amplitude as the positive loop bi..kt is the opposite
in sign. Average value is a term apPlied to alternating
voltage or current and is restricted to the average
value of one alternation,

15-6. Phase. Phase is defined as the difference
in time between any point on a cycle with reference
to either the beginning cf that cycle or some other
cycle. The beginning of a cycle is generally taken
to be the point at which the cycle passes thro
zero amplitude while moving in a positive direction.
Such consideration of phase is of immediate practical
importance when the current and voltage cycles start
at different times or when multiple currents or
voltages are simultaneously present.

15-7. When two alternating currents or voltages,
increasing in the same direction, cross all zero
amplitude points at the same time, they are said to
be in phase. This in-phase relationship is shown in
figure 50. When 'two alternating currents are applied
to resistive circuits, the voltage and current are always

That is, they increase and decrease, and
reverse direction at the same time.

15-8. When two alternating voltages or currents
are not increasing in the same direction, or do not
cross all zero amplitude points at the same instant,

4 2



they are said to be out of phase. When alternating'
curre9ts are applied to circuits that are not resistive,
the voltage and current ne normally out of phase.
Conditions of out-of-phase relationships are shown in
figure 51. Later in this section, more will be said
about the conditions of lead or lag, as shown in parts
A and B of the figure.

15-9. The refresher paragraphs you have just
read should be reason enough 'for us to talk in the
same language. Although you should remember most
of the terms that deal,with ac, it is good to review
theln to refresh your memdry. In paragraph 15-8,
we., spoke of a circuit that was not resistive. If a
circuit is not resistive, it is reactive. Circuit reactance
and its causes and effects is the next topic for
discussion.

15-10. Reactors. As an electrical technician,
you have encountered the two basic reaaors, the
capacitor and the inductor (coil). These two reactors
in a circuit cause reactance. This reactance is either
capacitive reactance or inductive reactance. As our
systems are changed to be more electronic, your
knowledge of the reactors and their effects will
become more and ...more important. Here is an
example of a related and interesting problem. The
electricians at a base having C141's were having much
difficulty with the commode flushing circuit. This
circuit was a simple RC time circuit. When questions
were asked, it was apparent that training was needed
on hov:i capacitors worked. Therefore, we will briefly
review and expand upon your knowledge of
capacitors and inductors.

15-11. Capacitors. A capacitor is an electrical
dekrice constructed of conductive materials that are

arated by an insulator. The conductive materials
e referred to as the plates, while the insulating
aterial is called the dielectric material. The

dielectric may be in a solid, liquid, or gaseous state.
15-12. You should recall that the unit of

measure of capacitance is the farad. This unit,
however, is too large for practical circuits. A more
convenient unit is the microfarad, which is equal to
one-millionth of one farad (I X 10"6 farad). The
value of a capacitor is generally marked on the body
of the capacitor by one of two methods:

- Color coding.
- Printing or stamping.
15-13. When the voltage appearing across the

plates of a capacitor becomes too high, dielectric
rupture or breakdown may occur. Such a breakdown
would permit an electrical arc between the capacitor
plates. If the dielectric ruptures on a permanent
basis, the capacitor is useless. The voltage required
to break down the dielectric varies with the kind'of
material used and with the thickness of the material.

A

0
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Thus, a large voltage would be required to break
down a nearly perfect vacuum, but a capacitor using
air dielectric one-thousandth of an inch thick would
break down at 80 volts. If the air space is increased
ten times this value (one-hundredth of an inch), the
breakdown voltage increases in direct proportion up
to 800 volts. Commercial capacitors are normally
marked to indicate the working voltage. The working
voltage of a capacitor designates the limit of safe peak
ac, peak pplsating dc, or steady dc voltage that may
be appliedcontinuously across the capacitor without
danger of voltage breakdown.

15-14. During their manufacture, capacitors
may be subjected to production ancti environmental
factors which can cause the value of an individual
unit to be other than the intended value. Tolerance
ratings are established by two different methods. The
first method is by means of a set percentage variation,
such as 5, 10, and 20 percent. The second method
is expressed in terms of the actual picofarad variation
of the capacitor. The prefix npico" means 1 X 109
This method is usually reserved for small capacitors
of less than 10 picofarads. Enough said about the
capacitor. You will remember most of the things
we have mentioned here. The other reactor to be
reviewed is the inductor, whose applications in
circuits are many and varied.

15-15. Inductors. An inductor may take any
number of physical forms or shapes. Basically, it
is nothing more or, less than a coil of wire and a

core material. This unit operates according tot the
self-induction principle. Inductors can be broadly
classified with respect to core material and Oso with
respect to adjustability. Some inductors are classified
with raspect to their physical shape and to the
manner in which wires are wound around the core.
Choke and reactor are popular names used to
designate an inductor.

15-16. Inductors, like capacitors, come in many
shapes and sizes. Their shapes and sizes are as varied
as their applicatiOn. However, inductor ratings are
different from those 'of the capacitor. The capacitor
has a capacitance rating, whereas the inductor has
an inductance rating. The unit of measurement of
inductance is the henry. The number of henries is
usually stamped or printed on the inductor. In many
instances, you will find that the only identification
is a number. This number is usually the
manufacturers code number for the specific unit.
You must refer to some parts catalog to convert this
code number into the inductance value. This is an
average value, as the inductance will vary with
frequency.

15-17. The current rating is that value of
magnetizing current which places the permeability of



the core material just below the knee of the
saturation current curve. This is the same point
where the inductance of the unit is at its specific

value. This is not to be interpreted as being the
maximum current through the windings without
damaging the inductor. Insulation ratings are

necessary in some applications, such as power supply
filters, where operating voltages are normally high.
Two fairly standard insulation ratings are 1500 volts
rms and 3000 volts rms. Now that we have discussed
the physical characteristics and ratings of the two
most common reactors, the capacitor and the

inductor, we shall discuss them in their proper
environment for the purpose of better understanding
the effect they have upon a circuit.

15-18. Reactance. The opposition offered to
a specific change of current by a reactor is measured
during any given instant in terms of-, counter emf,
that is, the voltage which opposes the applied emf.
In dc circuits, however, any opposition to current
flow is termed resistance and is measured in ohms.
In ac circuits, it is also convenient to measure reactive
opposition in terms of ohms rather than in terms of
volts or counter ernf. This type of alternating-current
opposition is called inductive reactance or capacitive
reactance. It is assigned the symbol XL for inductive
reactance and Xc for capacitive reactance.

15-19. Phase shifts. Reactors used in ac circuits
exhibit the same behavior as they, do when placed
in dc circuits. One reason that they appear to react
differently is that ac is continuously changing in
amplitude. As a result, the reactor is never permitted
enough time to exhibit the characteristic exponential
behavior observed in de circuits. (This behavior was

explained in your previous training.) Because a
counter emf exists, there is a delayed current-voltage
relationship. This delay between current and voltage
is called phase, shift. Phase shift may be either in
the form of lag or lead, as shown in parts A and

B ,of figure 51.
15-20. If we investigate ,the phase shift

produced by an,inductive circuit, as seen in part A

of figure 52, it will show the relationship between

voltage 'and current. These phase relationships are
shown in part B of figure 52. The inductor current
is zero when the applied voltage is maximum, and
it is maximum when

se

the a plied voltage is zero.

Conquently, the current t rough an inductance is
said to lag the applied voltage by 90 electrical
degrees.

15-21. The changing voltage across a capacitor
produces the current through it. An examination of
the voltage waveform across the capacitor, as shown

in figure 53, shows its relationship to the current
produced. As you rersee on the figure, the phase
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of the circuit current can be taken with respect to
either the applied voltage or the counter-voltage. By

fconventional standards, the phase relationship of
current and voltage is based upon the applied voltage.
Therefore, the capacitor current leads the applied
voltage by 90 electrical degrees. You should
remember that if a circuit has an equal amount of
inductive reactance and capacitive reactance, they
will cancell each other and the total reactance will
be zero.

15-22. Reactance versus frequency. The
variation of reactance as a function of frequency can
now be discussed. As you might reason from the
reactance equations, the reactor has no set value of
opposition to ac until a definite frequency is

specified. There are two ways to investigate the
characteristics of reactance.

(I) Maintain a given value of reactance while
the frequency is changed.

(2) Maintain a given frequency while the value
of the reactor is changed.

The formula for computing capacitive
is as follows:

x(^ 17.1.fc

reactance (Xc)

The formula for computing inductive reactance (XL)
is as follows:

XL = 2 rr f L

15-23. As you can see, the relationships of
capacitance and inductance to frequency are

opposite. As frequency increases, capacitive
reactance decre s , while with the same increase in
frequency, inducti
said that capacitive
to frequency, an

reactance increases. It may be
actance is inversely proportional
inductive reactance is directly

pro ortional to frequency. Listed below are two
roblems involving the, capacitive and inductive

reactance formulas. These examples will help you
better understand the principles of frequency versus
capacitive and inductive reactances.

15-24. Suppose that a 0.05-microfarad capacitor
is selected, and that the input frequency is 20 Hertz

(Hz). The capacitive reactance can be worked as
follows:

4

XC
1

2 ir f C



2 7 (20) (0.05 X 10'6)

6.28 (1 X 10 -6)

10 6

6.28

=, 0.159 X 10 6

= 159 K ohms

15-25. Now you try one. Increase the
frequency from 20 to 200 Hz in the same problem.
If you work the problem correctly, you will find the
relationship of frequency to reactance is the varne
as discussed earlier. Your answer should be\ 15.9 K
ohms.. Remember, capacitive reactance is inversely
proportional to frequency. As the irequency
increased 10 times, the capacitive reactance was
lowered 10 times.

15-26. Inductive reactance is directly
proportional to frequency. Suppose that an
88-millihenry indue-tor is selected. Assume the input
frequency to be the same as in the capacitive
problem, 20 Hz. You would compute the problem
this way:

XL = 2 7 f L

= 6.28 (20) (0.088)

= 11 ohms

Again increase the input frequency to 200 Hz.

XL = 2 rr 1 L

= 6.28 (200) (0.088)

= 110 ohms
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As the frequency was increased 10 times, the
inductive reactance increased 10 times. You may
need to review RC, RL, and RCL circuits. We will
make some application of these circuits in the next
section.

16.. Circuit Application of Reactors
16-1. After resistance, inductance, capacitance,

reactance, and impedance, what else can there be?
By way of answer, let us say that there are only two
more important factors that have to be considered.

16-2. Any combination of inductive reactance,
capacitive reactance, and resistance forms the total
opposition (impedance, or Z) to current flow in an
alternating-current circuit. In circuits that. contain
both inductive reactance, XL, and capacitive
reactance, Xc, find the circuit impedance (Z) by
subtracting the smaller reactance from the larger
reactance. There is a special condition where Xc
and XL are exactly equal to each Othe. Since they
are opposita,in effect, the impedance becomes zero.
At this time the circuit is said to toe in resonance.

16-3. Series Resonance. It a coil and a
capacitor are connected in series with a
variable-frequency source of alternating current, as in
figure 54, the combination of parts is known as a
series-tuned circuit. Since the windings of the coil
in such a circuit have a certain amount of resistance,
the effect of resistance must be considered in the
operation of this circuit. The inherent resistance of
the circuit and the coil is indicated in the figure as
resistor R. If the ac source is set at a low frequency,
the greatest opposition to the flow of current in the
circuit results from the reactance of the capacitor.
If -The ac source is adjusted to a high frequency, the
greatest opposition results from the reactance of the
inductor. In other words, at low frequencies the
reactance of the circuit is mainly capacitive, while
at high frequencies the reactance is mainly inductive.

16-4. At only one frequency between the high
and low extremes will the inductive reactance equal
the capacitive reactance. This frequency is known
as the resonant frequency of the circuit, and the
series circuit is said to be tuned to that frequency.
Since the inductive and the capacitive reactances
produce opposite effects, they cancel each other.
This means that the only opposition to the current
flow is that offered by the resistance, R.

16-5. The current flowing in the circuit shown
in figure 54 can be measured by an ammeter. If
the source frequency is increased gradually from a
low to a high value, the current will increase until
it reaches a ma)Umum value at the resonant
frequency, then will decrease. These actions of
increasing and decreasing current are shown in figure
55.



16-6. Remember, the current flow in the circuit
is determined by the impedance of the circuit.
Therefore, the impedance of a series-resonant circuit
is at its lowest (minimum) value at the resonant
frequency. This is shown in figure 55. The
impedance is greater on either side of the resonant
frequency, as shown.

16:7. The voltage drop across each element of
the 6ircuit is proportional to both 'the current flow
and- the opposition offered by each element. Since
the current flowing in a series circuit is maximum
at the resonant frequency, the voltage as measured
across each unit is greatest at the resonant frequency.
The voltages across the coil and the capacitor of the
series circuits, as shown in figure ,56, are equal in
amount and opposite in polarity at the resonant
-frequency. These voltages are very high, even when
a source voltage of only 1 volt is applied. Either
one of these two voltages (across the capacitor or
across the coil) may be used to operate other circuits,
since a marked increase in voltage appears across each
component at the resonant frequency. This voltage
increase, at a particular resonant frequency, is one
of the important effects of tuned circuits.

16-8. The preceding statements may seem haid
to believe at first. However, the mathematics of
electrical circuits further prove the truth of this
seeming paradox. In the series-resonant circuit,
shown in item A of figure 56, the reactances (Xc
and XL) are each equal to 940 ohms. Since they
cancel each other in the impedance formula:

z =JR )(02

the 7.5 ohms of resistance remain as the only
opposition to current flow. With 1 volt impressed
upon the circuit, the resultant current, as determined
by Ohm's law, is 0.133 amp. To find the voltage
across the capacitor or inductor, it is necessary to
multiply XL and Xc by the current flow in the

circuit (940 X 0.133 = 125 volts). The voltage across
the resistor is found by multiplying the value of the
resistance by the current which is flowing through
it (7.5 X 0.133 = 1 volt).

16-9. In item B of figure 56, a graph has been
plotted to show the variation of current through the
circuit as the frequency is varied from a point below
resonance, through resonance, and then above the
resonant frequency. Below resonance, the capacitive
reactance is greater than the inductive,. reactance. In

practical circuits the resistance, R, is purposely kept
to a low value. Although it is shown on the figure
as a separate component, it actually represents the
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3
inherent resistance of the inductor and the

connecting leads. At frequencies appreciably above
or below the resonant frequency,' the current flow
is determined chi fly by reactance. At these
frequencies, the esistance (R) is so small in

comparison with Ue total reactance that the
resistance is no longer onsidered an important circuit
factor.

16-10. When a circuit is at resonance and the
value of either the coil or the capacitor is changed,
the resonant frequency of the circuit is also changed.
If either the capacitance (NOTE: capacitance, not
capacitive reactance) or the inductance or both are
increased, the resonant frequency of the circuit is

decreased. Conversely, if either the capacitance or
inductance or both are decreased, the resonant
frequency is increased. By making either the
inductor or the capacitor in the circuit variable, the
circuit could be adjusted or "tuned" to be at

resonance over a wide range of frequencies. The
limits of the frequency range over which the circuit
can be tuned will depend on the value of the fixed
element and the maximum and minimum values of
the variable element.

16-11. The resistance present in ,a
resonant-tuned circuit determines the amount of
selectivity of which the circuit is capable. Resonance
curves for three different yalues of resistance (R), as
shown in figure 54, are shown in figure 57. These
curves are the same type as those shown in figures
55 and 56, where current is plotted against the
frequency. The current flowing in a tuned circuit,
when equal voltages of many- different frequencies
are applied to the terminals, is composed principally
of frequencies and very near to, the resonant
frequency of the circuit. As resistance is added to
the circuit, the total resonant current is reduced in
such a manner that a nearly uniform but reduced
resonance curve is obtained.

16-12. Parallel Resonance. If a coil and a
capacitor are connected in parallel, as in figure 58,
the combination is known as a parallel-tuned circuit.
As in the series-tuned circuit, whatever resistance is
present in the circuit elements is indicated on the
diagram by resistor R. Since the coil and the
capacitor are both connected in parallel across a
variable frequency source of alternating current, there
are two paths through which the current may flow,
one path through the inductor and the other through
the capacitor. If the ac source is set at a low
frequency, thc greatest current will flow through the
cod. Thc reason for this is that the reactance of
the coil at the low frequency is small and the
reactance of We capacitor is high. II the source of
voltage is set to u high frequency. most of the current
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will flow in the Capacitive branch. The reason for
this is that the reactance of the capacitor at the
higher frequency is low and the reactance of the
inductor is high.

16-13. At the resonant frequency, the same as
with the series-tuned circuit, the reactance of
capacitor C, is equal to the reactance of inductor L.
Unlike the series circuit, the capacitor and inductor
are in parallel.

. The current flowing through the
inductor is opposite in polarity to the current flowing
through the capacitor. With the inductive reactance
equal to capacitive reactance at the resonant
frequency, the currents flowing through the two
reactances are equal in value as well as opposite in
polarity. Consequently, they tend to cancel each
other so that the current flowing in the line circuit
is minimum.

16-14. The current flow may he read from the
ammeter (A), as shown in figure 58. As the applied
voltage is varied from a frequency well below the
resonant frequency, through resonance,, and to a
higher frequency, the line current changes. lt varies
from a high value at the lower frequencies to a
minimum at resonance, and then rises again to a high
value at the higher fre uencies.

16-15. The line cur ent is the diffemcetetween
the currents flowing hrough the inductive and
capacitive branches of e eircuit, as shown in figure
59. Because of the presence of the inherent electrical
resistance (straight dc resistance) in the inductor,
while none is present in thecapacitor, the two branch
currents never cancel each other completely. As
shown, the line current curve reaches a minimum
value when the other two hnes cross (resonance), but
dues not decrease to zero value. The lower the
inherent resistance, the lower will be .the current
taken from the line. Although the line current draw
may be very small, there is a current circulating
between die coil and capacitor which may be very
large.

16-16. Assume that a capacitor in a
parellel-tuned circuit is charged by means of a
battery, as in item A of figure 60. As the switch
is moved away from the battery connection, the
capacitor retains that stored charge. Next, the switch
is moved to make contact with the terminal of the
inductor (coil), as shown in item 13 of the figure.
When connected to the coil, the voltage stored in
the capaCitor causes current to flow from the lower
plate, through the coil, and toward the positive plate
of the capacitor. As the current moves through the
coil, a magnetic -field is built up about the coil, as
shown m item g, When the capacitor is discharged,
a self-induced voltage is generated in the coil by the
collapsing flux. This action is shown in item C of
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the figure. The direction of induced voltage
maintains the current flow in 4he same direction.

16-17. Cyrrent flow, caused by self-induction
of the coil, allows the condenser to become charged
with an opposite polarity. Thus, before the magnetic
field about the coil has completely collapsed, the
capacitor is charged once again. Because of the newly
stored voltage and a complete circuit, a current will
begin to flow in the opposite direction, as shown in
itern D. Thus the whole process is repeated over
again.

16-1 8. To summarii,e; the energy in the circuit
which originally came from the battery is first stored
in the capacitor. The energy is then transferred to
the magnetic field about the inductor by the current
flowing in the circuit. This current is alternating,
since it reverses its direction at regular intervals. This
process would rreat itself indefinitely if the circuit
contained no resistance. Since all circuits contain
some 'resis nce, the process will continue only until
the energy which has been applied to the circuit has..

been spent by the resistance of the circuit.
16-19. In order to produce a sustained

alternating current, it is necessary, to supply sufficient
power to such a circuit to overcome the resistance
losses. The current taken from the lineis very small
when compared to the current oscillating within the
circuit.

16-20. The line current in a parallel-resonant
circuit is minimum at the resonant frequency. This
means that the impedance of the circuit must be
maximum at the resonance. It also means that circuit
impedance decreases at the frequencies on either side
of the resonant frequency.

16-21. Uses of Resonan t Circuit. As has oeen
mentioned previously, one of the most common uses
of the series-resonant circuit is to tune a, radio to
a station. This is what you do when you turn the
tuning knob from one station to another ,in
attempting to fmd a ballgame broadcast. The circuit
components in the radio are set up where XL = Xc
at any desired frequency. This allows only currents
at that frequency to flow from the aerial into the
receiver. All other frequencies are blocked by the
high reactance of either the capacitor or the inductor.

16-22. Another application of the
series-resonance principle is in the speed control
circuit of certain motor-generator sets that are
designed to operate at a predetermined speed. The
electrical circuit for such a speed control circuit is
shown in figure 61. Included in the design of the
unit is a voltage winding, item C, in which an
alternating voltage is generated as the motor rotates.
The voltage generated is applied through the rectifier
bridge, item B, whose function is to change the ac



to dc within the motor control field, item A. The
circuit.is then completed through a fixed capacitor,
item D, and a variable inductor, item E, which
together form a series-resonant circuit. As the rpm
of the motor rises above its predetermined operating
speed, the frequency output of the voltage winding
will cause a resOnant condition in the control circuit.
The large current resulting from this series-resonant
circuit condition flows through the motor control
field (A), where it reacts with the magnetic field of
the armature to reduce motor speed. At low motor
speeds, the frequency of ac generated in the voltage
winding (C) is low; and the high impedance of the
control circuit limits the current flow through the
motor control field to a very low value. For this
reason, at all frequencies other than the resonant
frequency, the small amount of current allowed to
flow through the motor control field will not affect
motor speed. AS the speed of the motor and the
frequency output of the voltage winding increase, the
value of inductive reactance approaches the capacitive
reactance value in the control circuit. When the
resonant frequency is reached, the two reactance
values are exactly equal, at which time the only
opposition to current flow through the motor control
field is the comparatively small resistance of the
speed control circuit. As the resulting high current
reduces motor speed, the frequency output of the
voltage coil decreases, and the circuit reactance
increases to a point where the motor control field
is no longer effective. This condition allows the
motor speed to increase again, slightly, until
resonance is reached, whereupon the same cycle of
events will take place. The net effect of this control
circuit is to maintain a motor rpm at that speed
required to produce a resonant condition in the

control circuit.
16-23. Since the voltage generated in the

voltage winding is an alternating voltage, two

different arrow lengths are used on the circuit
schematic diagram to assist you in following the flow
of current in the circuit. The short arrows indicate
the path of current when the voltage is generated
with one polarity, and the longer arrows indicate the
path of current flow when the polarity of the yoltage
is reversed. Because the current flow through the
rectifier bridge always passes through the motor
control field in one direction, it is a direct current.
Now that we have covered some of the uses of
series-resonant circuits, what about uses of
parallel-resonant circuits?

16-24. The impedance of parallel-tuned circuits
is very high at the resonant frequency and low at
all other frequencies. For this reason, they are used
in vacuum tube circuits to generate, detect, and
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amplify small signals of a given frequenc . You will
fmd Some applications of resonant-type circuits in
multi-generator power systems. Since you have been
in the electrical field for some time, you are very
aware that troubles can occur in power syscems.
Therefore, let's 'discuss ways of diagnosing
malfunctions in multi-generator power systems.



CHAPTER 8

DIAGNOSING MALFUNCTIONS IN A MULTI-GENERATOR DC POWER SYSTEM

A DC GENERATOR system--an old hat, you say?
Well maybe, but there are a number of aircraft whose
primary poWer systems are dc. In fact, during a tour
in Vietnam we were surprised to find that some
7-level electricians had trouble working on aircraft
whose primary power systems were dc. Many of
these electricians had never worked on a dc generator
system before.

2. As a 7-level technician you will be required
to work on many different types of aircraft. Some
may be familiar, and others may not. In any case,
you will have the job. In this chapter we will discuss
a dc generator system, a type you rnay have to
on if you haven't done so already. The first thing
that comes to mind is, what do we need to know
to troubleshoot a dc generator system? How about
operation? We cannot possibly know when
something is wrong if we do not know what is
considered to be right.

3. The above statement puts us right into the
middle of a technical order, the place to find out
how the system operates. Usually, you are presented
this problem, that is, your troubleshooting job
beginswhen you are handed some kind of work
order that tells yotr, among other things, that a
trouble exists in the generator system. Then, to top
it off, you realize that you have never worked on
this type of aircraft before. Now let's assume that
you go out to the aircraft and have a look.

17. Generator System and Component Operation
17-1. As you appraoch the aircraft, the engineer

comes out to meet you. "We sure got one this time.
Number 1 generator won't stay on the line, and that's
all I can tell you." Now it looks like you have a
good one on yout hands. So. where are you going
to start? ou are right, get out the technical order
and read up on the generator system. Now let's see,
what the technical order can tell you about the
system.

17-2. DC Power Supply System. The primary
dc power supply is furnished by six engine-driven,
30-volt-dc generators, rated at 350 amperes each. As
a reserve supply of dc electrical power for operating
certain electrical units, two 24-volt, 36-amp-hour
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batteries are provided. These generators and batteries
are connected for parallel operation to supply
electrical power to the distribution buses.

17-3. The generator system includes feeder and
internal generator ground-fault protection,
undervoltage protection, overvoltage protection,
differential current, and reverse-polarity protectiOn.
Each generator is controlled by a carbon-pile type
voltage regulator, an overvoltage control panel, and
switches at the flight station.

174. Manual control of the dc generating
system is provided by the following: six generator
switches, six generator field clicuit breakers, three
dual dc ammeters, a dc voltmeter, six generator
overheat warning lights, and six field relay trip
warning lights. These contrOls are all mounted at
the flight engineer's station:

17-5. The generator manual control switches
are four-pole double-throw, with ON-OFF positions,
and a momentary position identified on the switch
panel by the marking GENERATOR SWITCHES
DOWN TO RESET FIELD RELAYS. Moving the
generator switch to the ON position will connect the
generator to the bus if all circuit conditions are
correct, if the generator is delivering rated voltage,
and if enough load is applied to the bus to produce
the required equalizer action.

17-6. Operating the generator switch to the
momentary (down) position, with power on the bus,
will reset the field relay if it has been tripped by
overvoltage or inadvertently left in the tripped
position. This also flashes the generator field through
a current limiting resistor to assure correct polarity
of the generator voltage.

17-7. Moving a generator sw.tch to the OFF
position will disconnect the generato from the bus.
However, it 'will not open the fie1dccit. In this
way, the generator voltage may be chec ed with the
generator disconnected from the bus.

7-8. The generator field circuit breakers are
switch-type automatic breakers for emergency use
only. They are normally closed. They are to be
opened to the OFF position only when it is nececsary
to deenergize the generators in the event of a
malfunction of the system.



17-9. The dc voltmeter is connected to the line
through a rotary-type selector switch. This, makes

possible voltage readin of the batteries, of each of
the six engine-driven gene rs, and of the main bus.
The dual dc ammeters indica the output of each
of the generators.

17-10. This brief cl ption of the overall
generator system has given you only a general
working knowledge of the system. If you are going
to deterthine why the generator will not stay on'the
line, you are also going to need a working knowledge
of the generator system components.

17-11. Generator System Components and
Circuit Operation. If you will check figure 62, you
will see that the generator system contains a number
of cqmponents, most of which can cause trouble.
Our discussion will include all of these components
and their operation. We will start with the generator.

17-12. Generator. The generator is self-excited,
and has a shunt-connected field assembly (see fig.
62). When the engine-driven armature assembly is
rotated within the yoke assembly, its armature coils
cut the residual magnetic field existing in the field

poles of the generator. The small voltages induced
in the armature coilS are collected from the armature
by the brushes. These small armature-coil voltages

cause a flow of direct current through the field coil
assembly, increasing the intensity of the magnetic
field. This, in turn, causes higher induced voltages,
increased field current, and still higher field intensity.
Since the value of the induced voltages is also

proportional to the speed of armature rotation,
generated voltage continues to build up as the speed
of the generator increases. When generated voltage
reaches a value coinciding with the setting of the
voltage regulator, the voltage regulator prevents

further increase in field current. The voltage
regulator will maintain a constant generated voltage
by automatically adjusting the field circuit resistance.
However, the regulator al16ws the field current to
increase when the voltage decreases, because of load
application or decreas in speed.

17-13. Voltage'r41ator. The voltage regulator
is, essentially, an automii-c generator field rheostat
that maintains a constant outut voltage by
automatically controlling the generator field current.
A view of a voltage regulator and its circuitry is given

in figure 63. The electrical schematic in figure 63
is an enlarged view of the one shown in the lower
left corner of figure 62. The regulator voltage coil
is connected through an adjustable rheostat across the

dc output circuit, from L- to L+. The carbon pile
is electrically connected in series with the generator
field circuit, from G+ to F+. When generator voltage

rises above the voltage at which the regulator has

been set, the current in the voltage coil increases.
This action increases the magnetic attraction- of the
armature core and relieves pressure of the armature
diaphragm on the carbon pile. The carbon discs id
the pile tend to separate, increasing the resistance of
the pile. The result is a decreased generator field
current and output voltage. When the generator
voltage, falls below the voltage at which the regulator
has been set, reverse reactions take place. The carbon
pile is compressed, thus increasing field current and
output voltage.

17-14. In parallel generator operation, the
voltage regulators equalize the output of the
generators by reducing the voltage of the generator
carrying the greater load and 'increasing the voltage
of the generator carrying the lesser load. This action
is accomplished through the voltage equalizing coil.
This coil acts upon the carbon pile in a manner
similar to the action of the voltage coil. The voltage
drop in each generator series field is diiectly
proportional to the current output of that generator.
If there is an unequal division of the load, the voltage
drops in the generator series fields will differ. This

causes a current flow through the equalizing coils of
the regulators, with a resultant change in carbon pile

resistance. The result is a more equal division of
the load.

17-15. Armature shunting relay. The armature
shunting relay is shown in detail in figure 64. It

is also shown in the upper center of figure 62. It

is the magnetically latching type and is tripped, or
reset, by power from the essential bus through
contacts of the field relay. As the field relay is
tripped by either the overvoltage sensing circuit or
the feeder fault scnsing circuit, the armature shunting
relay shunts the generator armature through a total
circuit resistance of about 0.02 ohm. It first isolates
from each other the lead to the negative armature
terminal D and the leads to the equalizer and fault
sensing circuits. The contacts E and J part first to
isolate these circuits, then the contacts A and B close

to short-circuit the generator armature. Finally, the
contacts H and I close to provide a. ground
connection for the field relay reset coil. Contacts
F, L, C, and K on the relay interrupt its trip, or
reset..coil, circuits when either action is complete.

17-16. Following an overvoltage fault and
resulting trip of the armature shunting relay, the

generator draws reverse current from the bus before
the line contactors have time to open. This current
is limited by the total resistance of the generator
series field, the shunted armature circuit and feeder

wires, and by the internal resistance of the bus, as
a power source. The peak value of this current never

exceeds about one-quarter of the interrupting
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capacity of the main contactors.
17-17. Resistor R12 . (connected between F

and H in figs. 62 and 64) prevents tripping of the
fault sensing circuit under certain overvoltage
conditions. The resistor is connected from the
essential bus to terminal H, through a set of contacts
on the field relay, when the latter is tripped. A small
voltage is applied through the resistor to the fault
sensing circuit while the double-throw moving
contact bar of the armature shunting relay is traveling
from one set of contacts to the other. IYuring the
transient period following an overvoltage fault,
increasing reverse current may be drawn while the
contact bar is in motion. During this motion, the
shunt coil of the fault sensing relay may close its
contacts because of unopposed current in its series
coil. Resistor R12 prevents a current from circulating
(due to increasing reverse current in the current coil)
through the shunt coil of the fault sensing relay, and
through the forward-current relay coil such a
direction as to trip the forward-curren elay. If this
trip were not prevented for an ove.rv1ftage condition,
it would be indicated that a feeder fault had caused
trip of the protection system, and reset would not
be possible without first resetting the forward-current
relay.

17-18. Field relay. The field relay, shown in
figure 62, is a latched relay with eight sets of
contacts, a trip coil, and a reset coil. Operation of
the overvoltage relay or the forward-current relay,

a feeder fault, energize§ the trip coil. When
ced, the field relay performs the following

fu tions:
Isolates the voltage regulator, thus opening
the shunt-field. circuit.
Deenergizes the main contactor and
auxiliary contactor coils to provide breaks
between the generator feeder and the bus.
Deenergizes the overvoltage relay and the
equalizer relay.
Turns on the trip indicator light.

Energizes the armature shunting relay trip
coil.
Deenergizes the field relay trip coil.

17-19. Undervoltage protection. To prevent
reduction of bus voltage to a value likely to become
dangerous in normal operation, (due to eqi.Lzer,
action when one or more generators are slo . down,
stopped, or deenergized with switches closed) an
equalizer relay is provided on the overvoltage control
panel. This relay is operated by the differential
reverse-current relay, and adds resistance to the
equalizer circuit when the reverse current relay opens
(see fig. 65). This resistance is the maximum that
will still permit enough equalizer action to bring the
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generator on tir bus. With this value of resistance
on a six-generator system, one dead generator with
its switch on produces a drop in voltage of the other
five of 0.6 volt, from no-load to full-load. The
equalizer relay is a single-thr w double-pole normally
open relay. It has Palladium ontacts for low contact
resistance. The coil qsistan e is 235 ohms, and the
contacts close m of 18 volts at room
temperature.

17-20. Reve e polariy protection. Each
overvoltage control pa4el cont(ins a rectifier (CR1
in fig. 62) to prevent damage to the electrolytic
condensers in the overvoltage circuit, due to reversed
polarity of the generator. The rectifier is installed
in series with a current-limiting resistor, between the
negative side of the field relay trip coil and ground.
If a generator with reversed polarity is installed or
the polarity of an installed generator is inadvertently
reversed during normal maintenance of the system,
reverse current through the rectifier energizes the trip
coil of the field relay. Operating the generator switch
momentarily to RESET position flashes the
generator field an restores correct polarity.

17-21. Overvoltage protection. Overvoltage
may be caused by,,failure of the voltage regulator or
by short-circuiting of the generator field to a voltage
source. The overvoltage protection system for each
generator consists of two basic sections. One section
contains the voltage sensing relay with its shunt
capacitors and series resistor for time delay. The
other section contains the selector relay which
detects the generator responsible for the overvoltage.

17-22. The polarized selector relay (this relay
is shown in fig. 66 as the selector relay) is a normally
open, sensitive relay, with a 0.6-ohm coil connected
in series with the equalizer circuit for its particular
generator. Regardless of the magnitude of the load,
the generator producing an overvoltage delivers higher
current than the other generators. Since the potential
at point D is negative with respect to grounka higher
current in the series field of generator No. l puts
point D on generator No. 1 at a lower potential than
point D on the other generators. The equalizer
current of the high-voltage generator is sent in a
direction away from the equalizer bus, while the
equalizer current of the other generators is sent in
a direction toward the equalizer bus.

17-23e The selector relay is connected in such
a manner as to close its contacts when the equalizer
signal is sent in a direction toward the equalizer bus.
Its polarization prevents it from closing when the
signal is sent in the opposite direction. Thus, with
all generators operating in parallel, all selector relays
(except the one for the high-voltage generator) close.

,When they close they shunt out their 'respective



overvoltage relays and prevent their operation. The
selector relay for thIACTg711-voltage generator will not
operate, thereby permitting operation oF the

overvoltage relay. This assures that only the
generator causing the (wervoltage will be tripped and
made inoperative. The I00-ohm resistor that is in
series with the selector relay contacts prevents
damage to these contacts by discharge of the
capacitors. During single-gencrator operation there
will be no equalizer current. Therefore, the selector
relay contacts will remain open and overvoltage
protection will be afforded the generator,

17-24. The oN4ervoltage relay is a sealed,
sensitive, normally open relay. Its coil has a

resistance of 1000 ohms and is in series with a fixed
750-ohm resistor and an adjuLtible 500-ohm resistor.
Two 25-mfd electrolytic capacitors dr,: connected in
parallel with the oveivoltage relay coil. Thc relay
coil is calibrated to trip at 30,1 (±,5) volts across
the coil circuit, including the resistors and capacitors.
The contacts of the relay are in series,with the field
relay trip coil, through a 20-ohm Current-limiting
resistor. The high Value of series resistance/limits
the rate of charge of the capacitors, which must be
charged before enough voltage is applied to the

overvoltage coil. This provides the necessary time
delay to prevent tripping on voltage transients.

17-25. Feeder-fgult protection. The feeder
protector relay assembly includes the differential
current fault sensing relay, the differential voltage
and reverse-current pilot relay, a potential relay, and
a main contactor. These units are shown on the
lower right-hand side of figure 62. The

reverse-current relay contactor circuit. of the felay
assembly consists of the main contactor, the
differential voi lge and reverse-current pilot relay,
and the potential relay. The differential voltage and
reverse-current relay is the toggling type. It is

polarized and has two coils wound on the same
magnetic circuit. One coil has many turns and is
connected to sense tfic differential voltage between
the generator feeder and the bus. It closes the relay
when this differential is +0.2 to +0.35 volt. The

other coil is a heavy copper strap 'and carries the
generator current. It opens the relay when the
generator draws reverse current From the bus in
excess of 30 amperes,

17-26. The relay contacts, in series with the
generator switch, energize the coils of the main
contactor, the auxiliary contactdr, and the equalizer
relay. The function of the potential relay is to

protect the coil of the differential voltage and
reverse-current relay against excessive terminal
voltage. It is polarized, and its cod senses the voltage
betwee.n the generator feeder and the ground whcn
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the generator switch is closed. The relay closes at
20 to 24 volts and opens at 18 volts.

17-27. The differential current Fault sensing
circuit of the relay assembly consists 0r a polarized,
normally open relay having two coils on a common
magnetic circuit. One coil is a single turn of heavy
copper and is connected in series with the feeder at
the main. bus. The other coil consists of many turns
of small wire. The coil is conne,:ted through
temperature compensating and calibiAting resistors
across the series fiefd of the generator. The relay
closes,if there is a Substantial difference between the
current in the generator scries field and the current
in the generator feeder at the bus, as puld result
from a feeder fault.

17-28. The auxiliary contactor is a heavy duty
unit. It is identical to the main contactor in the
reverse-current and Fault sensing relay. As shown in
figure 62, its contacts are connected in series and
its coils are in parallel with the same parts of the
main contactor. The two contactors disconnect the
feeder from the bus and increase the interrupting
,capacity at high voltages. In the event that

:iovervoltage is produced by a short circuit between
the generator armature positive (terminal B of the
generator) and the shunt field positive (terminal A)
at high generator speed, and the arruawre-shunting
relay is in operation, the two contactors in series
become a double safety factor.

17-29. The forward-current relay (you can see
this i the lower portion of fig. 62) is a polarized
toggling-type relay. It can operate when the current
in the series field is sent in the normal direction, but
not when it is reversed. When the fault sensing relay
operates, it closes the circuit to the forward-current
relay. If the ,rrent in the series field is reversed,
the relay will not operate. If the current is sent in
the normal direction. Ow relay will toggle, operating
the trip circuit of the field relay. This action, of
course, deenergizes the system. I1te ielay contacts
remain in this position until mechanically reset. The
forward-current relay can be reset only by means of
the mechanical reset button on the relay cover case.

17-30. Reset circuit. If the field relay, as shown
in detail in Figure 67, has been tripped because of
overvoltage or a generator feeder fault, it will not
be immediately evident as to which malfunction has
caused the trip. An attempt to reset the field relay
may be made by opening the generator switch and
closing it toithe opposite (down) position. This is
a morrientary-on position.

17-31. If the trip has been due to an overvoltage
condition, and the cause haS been removed, the
indicator light wdl go out and the.circuit will be
restored tt5 normal. IF the cause of overvoltage

1



persists, the 'field relay win bc reset but will
immediately trip again. Th c tripping action is so
rapid that thc generator switch cannot bc reclosed
quickly enough to allow the overvoltage to bc applied
"to the bus. Cycling of the field relay trip coil and
reset coil at this time will be prevented by the action
of the reset lockout relay. Resetting the field relay
opens the negative side, of the reset ea, thereby
placing the reset coil and the lockout coil in series.
Because the lockout coil has a greater coil resistance
than the reset coil, the two in series will allow passage
of enough current to actee the lockout relay bilt
not enoue.fi to actuatc tlie reset coil. Thut, to make
a second resct attempt, the generator switch must
be released, thcn pressed again. If the cause of the
overvoltage remains, the indicator Iignt wilt-g out
momentarily, then come on each 'time this is done.

17-32. Following a feeder fault, the

forward-current relay retrips to open thc negative side
of the field relay reset coil. The forward-current relay
is remotely located and is reset manually by a button
on its case. The system, therefore, cannot be reset
by pressing the generator Switch to the RESET
position until the forward-current relay has been
reset. The trip indicator light will burn continuously
during such an attempt. This circuit prevents the
reapplication of power to a feeder fault and

distinguishes a feeder fault trip from an overvoltage
trip. It is purposely made difficult to reset the circuit
after a feeder fault in flight, because the fault should
be located and corrected before a reset istttempted.

17-33. The two preceding paragraphs proVide
us with the answer as to why the generator will not
stay connected to the main bus. From what we have
learned about the system, checking for overvoltage
is a good place to start. Assume that a short in the
field circuit, between points B and A at the generator
(figs. 62 and 67), is causing the trouble. All you
have to do is to clear the short, and the aircraft can
be on its way. Before we go into a detailed discussion
of system malfunction, let's discug power
distribution. This discussion includes external power
as well as the aircraft battery system.

18. Power Distribution System
18-1. In all aircraft generator systems, the

generated power must be distributed throughout the
aircraft before it can be put to work. Included in
the power distribution system are provisions for
connecting external power to the aircraft buses. Also
associated with the distribution system is the aircraft
battery po7ver system. Our discussion will include
each of these systems.

18-2. System Description. Figure 68 shows the
power distribution for the generator system
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discussed. The power circuit and branch circuits of
the distribution systcm are protected against

sustained overloads by thermal-type automatic circuit
breakers. With very few exceptions, circuit breakers
consist of the trip-free type vhich cannot be held
closed if overload conditions exist.

18-3. Current limiters are also used in the
distribution system. A current limiter is an aircraft
fuse especially designed to provide protection of
aircraft electrical distribution 4/stems against short
circuits. The time/current characteristics of the
limiter are designed to permit a temporary overload
to be carried in the electrical wires but to assure that
the limiters will promptly clear short circuits.

'18-4. Power from the aircraft generators is fed
through insulated copper wires to the main power
panel (not shown in fig. 68) and to the main dc bus.

rom the main bus three wires transmit electrical
forward to the crew door bus. From this bus,

power transmitted to the station 260 bus, the main
junction 2.x (MJB) bus, connector panels, and
various items of equipment. ,

18-5. Two number 1/0 wires are used between
the generator and the nacelle firewall. The two wires
are used to transmit the current from each generator'=,,
to reduCe the voltage drop and to assure enough
current-carrying capacity to handle the aircraft dc
load. The major dc loads required at the nacelles,
such as starters, feather pump, and cowl flaps, are
supplied from nacelle buses. Two sectionalizing
relays, one for each wing, serve to isolate the nacelle
buses from. the main bus, except when the nacelle
equipment is being used.

18-6. Other major dc loads, including inverter
input power, are supplied directly from the main dc
bus through current limiters. So much for the overall
power distribution systcm. Now let's take a look
at how external power is connected to the
distribution system.

18-7. External Power. Two type MD-3, ac/dc
external power supplies are recommended for use
when the aircraft is to be checked out on the ground.
One unit is used to supply ac power only; the other
unit, dc power only. The combined output of both
units is 45.0 KW. The total dc load for system
checkout is about 24.8 KW.

18-8. Two 5-pronged receptacles are provided
for connecting external power to the aircraft
distribution system. These receptacles are shown in
figure 69. One receptacle is provided for the main
dc bus, and the other for the electronic dc bus. Both
systems include a reverse-current relay (RCR). The
RCRs are used to connect and disconnect external
power from the aircraft distribution syktin. The
relays are controlled by a stngle-pole single-throw



sWitch on the engtheer's panel.
18-9. Two green push-to-test indicator lights,

one for the main dc bus and the other for the
electronic dc bus (located next to the external power
switch), give visual indications that one or both
auxiliary power units (APU) are connected and
turned on. Two white' lights, one for each bus
(located next to their, associated receptacles), give
visual indication to the,ground crew that the ground
power supply is connected to the aircraft distribution
system. These lights are connected to the indicator
terminal on the RCRs (see fig. 69).

18-10. The dc power to close the RCRs and
connect dc auxiliary power to the aircraft bus is
provided by the APU. This power is taken from the
short pin of the receptacle, through a 5-amp circuit
breaker, and through the external power isolation
control relay to the SW terminal of the RCR. When
the external power switch is put in the. \ON position,
power is applied to the SW terminal '6f the RCR
which closes it. When the RCR closes, dc power
is applied to thf,. aircraft dc distribution system.
When auxiliary power is applied to the system, be
sure to put the battery switch in the OFF position.
Failure to do so can cause generation of explosive
gases in the battery compartment.

18-11. To check the operation of the external
power system, connect an APU to the separate
electrical and electronic dc power receptacles and
turn on the power units. The green lights for the
main dc bus and for the electronic dc bus should
be on. Place the external power switch in the ON
position. The white lights in the external power
receptacle box should come on. These indicate that

'external power is connected to the aircraft dc
distribution system.

18-12. Place the external power &Witch in the
OFF"position. The white power-on lights should go
out to indicate that external power has been
disconnected from the aircraft distribution system.
Shut down the auxiliary power units a)d disconnect
them from the aircraft external power receptacles.
The green power-on lights should go off to indicate
that auxiliary power has been removed from the
aircraft.

18-13. This completes our discussion of the
external power system. There is one other source
of power for the aircraft distribution system, and that
is the batteries. The batteries are also considered
an emergency source of power in case of a complete
generator system failure.

.18-14. Aircraft Batteries. The electrical power
system under discussion is provided with two 24-volt,
36-ampere-hour batteries. These flatteries are the
covered type provided with a venting system which
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picks up rammed air through. a tube and forces it
through the space at the top of the battery.., This
air is then forced overboard through the acid trap
(sump jar) to the atmosPhere. .

V. There is not much to the battery power
system, and it should not present any problems. The
batteries are conne d to the bus by a relay (shown
in fig. 68). The relay''s t ontrolled by a switch on
the /4.1B No. 1 Switc-2nel. In an emergency,battery,

.----
power is cohnec ed through the rudder and elevator'
relajt to the station 238 circuit breaker panel,

18-16. Remember, we have saicf that the battery
provides emergency p wer in the event of complete
generator system fa ure, This means that the
condition of the batte is very important. How long
has it been since you werev required, ,to service a,
batt ry, or e en bheck one? Let's review and expand
upon s m I the more important points of servicing
lead-ac id ba t te ries.

18-17. The state of charge of a lead-acid battery
is determined by the specific gravity of its electrolyte.
A fully .charged battery should have an electrolyte
reading between 1.275 and 1.300, when corrected for
temperature. lf an electrolyte reading is 1.240 or
below, the battery should be replaced.

18-18. When it becomes necessary to add water
to a battery, use distilled water. Clean.drinking water
may be used if distilled water is not available.
Battery plates should be covered with electrolyte at
all times, but this leVel should not be more than 3/8
inch at any time. Excessive filling of the battery
will cause overflow and will p:obably result in

weakening the battery. If the battery is going to --._
be exposed to temperatures below freezing, do not
add water unless the battery will be charged
immediately after adding the water. Charging the
battery will cause the water °to mix with the
electrolyte:, otherwise it will stay on top and freeze.

18-19. Check the battery terrninals for
corrosion. Remove corrosion by brushing with a
stiff, nbnmetallic brush. Then wash the battery with
'a solution of sodium bicarbonate and water (1 pound

%
the battery. Remember, corrosion

per gallo r ,,or water) to neutralize any electrolyte
remaining
(between the battery terminal and the battery cable)
acts like a high resistance in a circuit. It can prevent
the battery from providing its full rated power
an emergency. So, make sure that e bat rY
terminals are clean and tight.

18-20. Check the battery vent system. Examine
the felt pad in the sump jar. If it becomes covered
with a white. Ilaky deposit or if the sump japcontains
liquid, you must take the following definite actions.
First, remove the felt pad and wash it in warm water.
Second, saturate it with a concentrated solution or
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sodium bicarbonate and water. Third, remove any
excess liquid from the jar. Finally, reinstall the pad.

18-21 . This concludes our overall discussion of
an aircraft dc power system. Now, we shall take
another look at the same system and discuss some
problems you may encounter when required to work
on a dc generator system.

19. System Analysis
19-1. System analysis of the dc generator

system is the detection, isolation, and correction of
malfunctions which become evident during normal
operation or checkout of the system. In all cases
of failure or improper operation, immediately
disconnect the generator by opening the generator
field switch. Investigate the trouble as soon as
possible. When troubleshooting, use an accurate,
portable voltmeter with a range corresponding to that
of the generator,volia e. If one component of the
system has bee dama ed, the entire system should
be inspected fo arty additional damage. Before we
continue our discussion of generator system
malfunctions, let us review a method you can use
in akilYzing the type of problems we will be
discussing.

19-2. System analysis is a test of ingenuity as
well as of knowledge. For this reason/ we will review
a method of eubleshooting prese tied during your
5-level training. It is in this area f your duty
assignment that your real value to a'n electrical
maintenance activity can, and will, be measured.

19-3. System analysis procedures cannot be
considered as ironclad rules. Experience has
increased, and will continue to increase, your
knowledge of electrical systems. Experience will also
reveal new checks and more efficient methods of
analyzing problems in these systems. Realistic system
analysis is not a hit-or-miss, remove-and-replace,
trial-and-error process; it must be an orderly sequence
of mental and physical actions, ending with the
identification and elimination of a system
malfunction. A combination of maintenance skills,
intimate knowledge of the operation of the system,
and the use of logical steps in the problem-solving
process is essential to a systematic analysis of any
system malfunction.

19-4. Method of Analysis. Although there are
numerous troubleshooting procedures that you might
adopt, let us consider a procedure that experienced
technicians have found very successful. We said earlier
that you must use logical steps to identify and

rtemedy system malfunctions. Consider the steps
sted below:

( 1 ) Identify the problem.
(2) Investigate the problem.
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(3) Evaluate the findings.
(4) Isolate the exact cause.
(5) Repair remedy.
19-5. Careful inspections and operational

checks are the key to identifying system
malfunctions. While operational checks are in
progress, notice all indications given by the system
warning lights, indicators, and meters, if any.

19-6. 'To investigate the problem, consult the
technical manuals. Read about the affected system
in the applicable publication for the aircraft, and
study the circuit wiring diagram. The time required
for this study is small compared with that required
for hit-or-miss replacement of units. Now you are
ready to evaluate your findings.

19-7. When you evaluate your findings, ask
yourself this question, "What in this system will cause
the symptoms I have observed?" If the problem
appears complex, it might be a good idea to list on
paper all the possibilities that come to mind as y4a.
work through the circuit diagram When you have
listed all those things that could cause the problem,
you are ready to isolate the trouble.

19-8. In the fourth step of system analysis, you
need to eliminate all those possibilities not actually
responsible for the trouble. Where do you start first?
I am sure your experience has made the answer to
this obvious; check the easiest things first. In other
words, check theyircuit breaker's first. This is a good
check to malce at the beginning of any
troubleshooting situation. By checking the easiest
things first, you may fin the cause of the trouble
before you perform other t --consuming checks. If
so, you have saved time, wor d much wear and
tear on the aircraft.

19-9. In the final step of this procedure, repair
or remedy, you must decide what needs to be done
to correct system malfunctions. Just remember:
before you make a costly replacement, prove that
your conclusions are correct. The downtime of an
aircraft to change a component may be many hours,
only to find that the trouble is still there.

19-10. We have now covered the steps that can
help you analyze system malfunctions. In the
paragraphs that follow we will discuss four problems
in a dc generator system. As we discuss these
problems, apply the procedures just outlined, and see
if they will work for you.

19-11. Problem Number 1, The generator is
disconnected from the load. A voltmeter connected
between G+ and L.- (as shown on fig. 62) at the
voltage regulator base indicates a low output voltage.
Let's discuss the most probable cause of a
malfunction of this type first, then discuss the
solution to the problem.

A



19-12. Probable cause There are several things
in a generator system that will cause a low-voltage
condition. The following are the most frequently
recorded causes for low voltage in a dc generator
system:

Faulty or improperly adjusted voltage
regulator.
High resistance in the internal or external
connections of the generator circuit.
Binding, worn, or imRroperly seated

brushes.

A short, grourld, or open in the generator
armature.

1913.- Discussion. Of all the probable causes
for low voltage in a generator system, the voltage
regulator rates number 1. In most cases a minor
adjustment of the voltage adjusting rheostat, located
on the voltage regulator (this is shown in fig. 63),
will correct this condition. This is the only
adjustment that should be made on the voltage
regulator.

19-14. The voltage regulator is set at the
factory, or overhaul activity, to regulate at 28.0 volts.
The precision of this setting is plus or minus 0.7 volt
over the full range of generator speed, load, and
operating temperature. Do not adjust the core or
pile adjusting screws at any time while the regulator
is installed in the aircraft. These screws can change
the voltage setting as well as the regulating
characteristics of the unit.

19-15. If the adjustment of the rheostat on the
voltage regulator does not correct the low-voltage
reading (with the problem isolated to the regulator),
replace the regulator. While the regulator is removed,
inspect the regulator base. Be sure the regulator
contacts are clean and free of corrosion. After you
have replaced the regulator, an operational check of
the system must be performed in accordance with
the aircraft technical order.

19-16. Where in the generator system would
high resistance most likely affect the generator
output voltage? If you came up with the field circuit,
you're right; it's better thane even chance that you
will find the trouble in the field circuit. Just how
extensive a check should be required to locate the
trouble will depend upon the generator system which
you are working._ For the generator system just
discussed, the field circuit can be checked with an
ohmmeter. Turn back to figure 62 and we will check
out the field circuit.

19-17 For example, connect the ohmmeter
betweeu F+ dud L- at the voltage regulator, with the
regulator removed. _from its base. You should read
betweerP'1/2 10 3 ohms. A reading higher than this
may incl'irte trouble in this circuit. Suppose you
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did get a higher reading (9 ohms) than that
considered normal. What component of the
generator system would you check, and why?

19-18. Consider this fact. The only contacts
in this part of the field circuit are in the field relay.
Relay contacts are a weak point in any low power
circuit, such as the field circuit of a generator system.
An ohmmeter check between terminals 3 and 4 of
the overvoltage control panel, shown in figure 62,
will test both 'sets of contacts in the field relay. Any
resistance across these contacts will ifequire
replacement of the field relay. r

19-19. Generator output is applied through the
field relay to the voltage regulator. This circuit also
passes throUgh contacts of the field relay. High
resistance across these contacts can also cause a low
output condition.

19-20. The generator may bgtat fault. Binding,
worn, improperly seated, or loose fitting brushes will
cause a low output voltage. An open or short in
the armature will also cause this p blem. In the
event the problem is isolated to the g erator, a good
idea would be to remove it and send t to the shop
for bench check. 1113w let's take a look at a high
output voltage problem.

19-21. Problem Number 2. The generator is
isolated from the load. A voltmeter connected
between G+ and at the voltage regulator base
shows a hiFli output voltage. The cockpit voltmeter
also shows a high output voltage. As with the low
output voltage problem, the resistance of the field
circuit is affected.

19-22. Probable cause. The following are the
most frequently recorded causes for high voltage in
the generator system:

The voltage regulator.
Power short between the generator output
and the field circuit.

19-23. Discussion. This reading of high voltage
is an indication of worse things to come unless the
generator is immediately disconnected from the bus.
Keep in mind that various protective devices in the
system will automatically disconnect the generator
from the bus before any appreciable damage can be
done in the system due to high voltage. High-voltage
readings in the generator system indicate that there
is no control over the amount of current flowing
through the shunt field coils. This, in turn, points
to our two probable causes stated above.

19-24. Because of the protective devices in the
systern and the possible damage to the aircraft
systems, the problem should be checked with an
ohmmeter from the voltage regulator base.

Remember, when checking any circuit with an

ohmmeter, be sure that the battery switch is in the



OFF position and that the generator is not running.
The circuit being checked by ohmmeter must have
no other source of electrie.al power than that
contained in the .ilimnieter itself.

19-25. In tas system the, voltage regulator is
the easiest component to check first. If there is an
open in the voltage coil circuit, the resistance of the
shunt field circuit will be minimum, thereby
permitting increased current flow in the field circuit.
This will give you the high output voltage reading
in the system. How will you isolate this type of
problem'? An ohmmeter reading between B and G..
on the regulator will show you the condition of the
vol t age coil.

19-26. If the voltage regulator is not the
ploblem. the entire field circuit must be checked for
a short between the generator output and the field
circuit. Do not discount an open ground circuit at
the voltage regulator base. With an open 'in the
ground circuit, no current will flow in the voltage
coil circuit. As a result, carbon pile resistance will
again be at a minimum with increased current flow
in the field circuit. Our next problem deals with
a zero output voltage from 'the generator.

19-27 Problem Number 3. No generator
output: the test meter reads zero. The generator was
reset. but the output ined zero. The first thing
that should come to nd is the generator. Why the
generator? If the ge erat\or is turning, you should
get a residual voltage r adi g. This reading, for most
generators, should be 0.5 to 2 volts.

19-28. Probable cause. Here is a good case
for a broken_ generator drive shalt. Look again at
figure 62. When the generator was reset, the field
was flashed but the generator output remained zero.
That eliminates the loss of residual voltage as a

probable cause.
19-29 An open lead in tlie syistrern will give

you a zero reading if you are deriending on the
cockpit meter, but your test meter also reads zero
and is connected to terminal B at the generator. You
will no dotiht agree that the shaft should be checked
nt-xt. Anyway, we know now -diat the trouble is
In the generator. You check the generator and find
the drive shaft broken. Before you install a new
generator you had better do some thinking about the
cause of the broken shaft.

19-30. Discussion. Any condition that will
impose shock loads on the generator may cause
failure of the drive shaft. The generators in this
syst'em are driven by reciprocating engines. This, in
itself, can cause a problem. When the engines are
started with the generator switch in the ON position,
the initial acceleration of the engine imposes a load
on the generator drive shaft. In this case be sure
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the generator switch is in the OFF position for the
purpose of 'reducing the torque required to bring the
generator 'up to speed.

19-31. When the engines are running rough, as

they do right after starting, there is considerable
speed fluctuation. The Aenerators will assume and
drop load, which in turn imposes lar tresses on
the generator drive shaft. Again, 4ing this phase
of starting, the generator switch rst remain in the
OFF position.

19-32. Operation of high loa equipment during
ground handling operations, while taxiing the aircraft,
imposes stress on the generator drive shaft. While
taxiing, engine speeds are often changed rapidly. The
technical order says that high electrical loads should
be avoided during ta.xiing operations. The only thing
you can do about a problem like this, if it persists,
is to bring it to the attention of the operations
personnel.

19-33. Finally, bearing failure, but not to the
extent of complete shaft seizure, will cause shaft
failure. Serious roughness can develop, causing the
air gap to vary or the brushes to bounce, which in
turn will cause the output voltage to fluctuate. The
fluctuating voltage will cause shock loads on the
generator, which can cause the shaft to fail.

19-34. Problem Number 4. With the generator
connected to the load, the system ammeter and
voltmeter fluctuate excessively. Thisotype of trouble
can take many many hours of your time and tax
your knowledge ola dc generator system to the limit.
With this in mind, we will discuSs some probable
causes of fluctuating generator output.

19-35. Probable cause. There are three things
that should come to mind with this type problem.
They are:

Loose connections in the aircraft wiring.
Defective generator brushes.
The condition of the commutator.

19-36. Of all the causes for this type trouble,
loose connections in the aircraft wiring would be very
difficult to find. We will discuss this area first.

19-37. Discussion. It's a good idea to check
first for loose connections at the various generator
system components. Experience with a system like
this reveals that loose connections are often found
at the voltage regulator base. If this is not the case,
then a point-to-point check of the entire control
system vv. be necessary. Don't overlook the
possibility of rosion on the voltage regulator base
contacts, or the 1ss of contact tension. Trouble with
the contacts on e voltage regulator base is con-
sidered to be a loose connection and could cause
a fluctuating generator output.

19-38. If a complete check of the system does
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not reveal a loose connection, then the genetator
should be checked. Binding, worn, impropeAy
seated, or loose fitting brushes will cause fluctuating
output voltage. Low brush spring pressure, scored
or pitted commutator, shorted, grounded, or open
armature windings can also cause fluctuating output
voltage. If the generator has any of the prOblems
cliscussed above, it must be Teplaced.

19:19. This concludes our discussion of the
entire dc generator system. There are many stich
systems in use today in USAF aircraft. They may
not contain all of the same type components as the
system just discussed, but the Rrincifiles involved are
the same. You will find that these same statements
will be true of the ac system which will be discussed
in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER,9

MULTI-GENE-RATOR AC POWER SYSTEM PROBLEMS

MOST OF OUR modern aircraft use a great deal of
ac power: consequently, there has been a switch from
a primary dc power system to a primary ac power
system. One of the most important parts Of your
job, as an 'aircraft electrician, is troubleshooting
malfunctions in electrical power systems,. One of the
basic require'rnents for a good troubleshooter is ,to
have an intimate knowledge of the normal system
operation. Without this knowledge, your
troubleshooting efforts will be hit or miss.

2. In this chapter we, will discuss systems
operation, poWer dist-ribution, 7. external power
systems, and trOubleshooting*of a multileneratorac.
power system. Our first discussion will be on normal
system operation.

20. AC Generator System' Description
.

'10-1. The generator system to be discussed is
the 60-KVA main power supply system used on a
fighter aircraft. This electrical system consists of two
30-1&A brusIlless generator systems. Each 30-KVA
generator, system consists of a 30-KVA, 200/115-vac,
3-phase, 400-Hz generator, a constant speed drive,
and a voltage regulator/supervisory: panel. An ac
power control box and a frequency and load control
are _also used. Each of these'serve both the left and
right generatinp systems.

20-2._ Since we discuss many transistorized
circuits in this and the next chapter, it is necessary
to review and expand upon the discussion of solid
state devices in your previous training. In figure 70
we have presented a few of the symbols which are
used throughout the text: In detail A of the figure
is the symbol for a PNP transistor. You will
remember that the emitter is identified with an
arrow. The arrow indicates which way the positive
hole charges should move. The letters 1E, IC, and
1B represent the current in the emitter, collector, and
base of the transistor. The same applies to detail
B, which is an NPN transistor. This time the arrow
is pointing away from the base. When you have
doubts as to what kind of transistor to use,
remember, the arrow always points toward the
N-type material.

20-3. The unijunction transistor that is shown
M detail C k nothing more than a diode with two
connections made to one portion of the
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semiconductor. TerMinal E represents the emitter,
terminal B1 represents one of the base connections,
and B2 the other base connection. For all, practical
purposes you can consider the unijunction transistor
to have the same operating characteristics as the
conventionall'N junction.

20-4. Detail D of figure 70 shows the symbol
for a silicon controlled rectifier (SCR). The SCR
'can be considered as two separate transistors. The
SCR consists of an anode, a cathode, and a gate.
These elements control the turn-on and turn-off
processes of the rectifiers.

20-5; The exacting requirements of the various
electrical and electronic s'ystems in tl:te aircraft, in
regard to input voltage and.frequency, demand the
ultimate in performance from an electrical power
supply system. To handle this requirement, the
brushless- ac generator and its transistoriked voltage
regulatOr maintain the -output voltage within ±-2
percent, with rapid recovery from load 4anges. The
constant speed, drive and the frequency ,and load
control box together provide frequency control
within ±-1 percent., Protective circuits in the.voltage
regulator/supervisory panel and the power control
box remove the generators from the buses if their
voltages drop to an undesirably low value or rise to
an excessively high value.

20-6. Generator Regulation and Excitation. An
ac generator requires an excitation voltage applied to
its field before any output can be realized. This
voltage is obtained from .1 permanent magnet
generator (PMG) contained within the ac generator.
The single-phase output of the PMG is applied to a
transformer-rectifier (T/R) in the voltage
regulator/supervisory panel (VR/SP). The dc output
of the T/R (it is inqhe VR/SP) is applied through
a transistorized amplifier (voltage regulator) to the
exciter field of the generator, as shown in foldout
3.

20-7. The generator output voltage is
maintained at a constant value by comparing the
generator voltage to a reference, and adjusting the
excita tion accordingly. The voltage regulator
circuitry is sensitive to small voltage changes, and
responds quickly to adjust the excitation to the
exciter field. The low transient reactance of the
exciter and the gain between the exciter field and
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the.rotor cause the main generator field strength to
change rapidly. This action maintains the generator
voltage relatively xonstant under varying load

conditions.
20-8. When the generators are operated in'

parallel, a reactive load loop, consisting of two
current transformers and a cOmparator cireuit,
supplies reactive,load division signals to the voltage
regulator. 'The excitation is increased to the
generator supplying the, least reactive power, and the
excitation to the other generator is decreased. In

this way the reactive load between the generators is
equalized.

20-9. Genrator Frequency Control. Each

generator is driven by a constant speed drive. The

drive is a mechanical-hydraulic-transmission which
converts the variable speed of the engine to a

constant speed for driving the generators. The-drive
maintains the generator frequency at 400 Hz, with
engine speeds varying from idle to full military rated
power. Each drive, contains an underspeed switch
(USS) and a set of bias coils. The USS is a

pressure-actuated switch Which permits the generator
to be"energized and cormeCted to the buses if its

frequency is above approximately 375 Hz. If the
generator frequency 'drops below 360 Hz, the USS
trips the generator from the line. The bias cod in
the drive biases the basic,,governor which allows the
frequency and load control box (FLCB) to vary the
speed of the drives, maintaining equal real load

division between the generators.
20-10. Generator System Control. The ac

generator system is controlled by the system's

switching circuits. These circuits connect the
generators to the aircraft buses when their output
voltages and frequencies are correct. The generator
control switch enables the pilot to place the systcm
in operation or to reset the systein in the event a
malfunction causes a generator to be tripped off the
line. The switching circuits also allow the output
of a single generator to supply the entire aircraft
electrical load if the other generator should become
inoperative. The switching circuits work in

conjunction with the fault protection circuits to

remove a faulty generator .from the bus without
interrupting power to the buses.

20-11. Generator System Fault Proteciion.
Circuitry in the VR/SP provides undervoltage,

overvoltage, underexcitation, overexcitation, and

unbalanced current protection. If an overvoltage,
undervoltage, or excitation fault should oCcur.,the
sensing circuits detect the fault and provide signals
to the system control circuits to remove the faulty
generator from the bus. The unbalanced current
sensing circuit senses the amount of currerlt supplied
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by cach generator during parallel operation. If one
generator is furnishing excessively more current than
the other, thc sensing circuit provides a signal to the
control circuits to split the buses. Time delays are
provided in thc various protective circuits to prevent.
nuisarice tripping or momentary vari.:tions occurring
during normal system opetation.

20-12. Generator Paralleling. The generator
paralleling circuit au tomatically parallels the
generators when all the paralleling requirements arc
met. These requirements are as follows:

Both generators operating.
Both generator control switches on.
Both line,contactors energized.
Thc generators' frequency within 6 Hz
of each other.
Phase angle between generators less

135°.
The paralleling circuits are contained in the frequency
and load control box. The circuit is-essentially a
phase de tec tor which energizes an au tomatic.

paralleling relay (APR). The APR then provides a
'signal to the system control circuits to energize the
tie contractor, thus paralleling the-generators' output.
Now that you have a basic understanding of the
generator system components, let'odiscOss. in detail,
the, circuitry required for thesc components, and how
the circuitry func,tions.

21. Generator System Components and Circuit
Operation

21-1. When troubleshooting the 60-KVAt.mairi
power supply system, or any aircraft electrical power
system, you will find it very helpful if you can divide
the system into subsystems. Then, by eliMinating
subsystems, the trouble Can be isolated to the section
of the System which does not work. To do this,
you must have extensive knoWledge ot system
coMponent operation. You must also know the
system's operational -sequence. These subject's are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

21-2. AC Generator. The .30-KVA generator
is a brushless, 3-phase, oil-cooled, syry.:hronous

machine using an ac exciter. Also eontamed within
the generator ?s a 12-pole permanent rnag

generator (PMG) which provides powcr for excitat on
and system control. As you can see in figure 71,, t e

generator is dk,ided into three parts. The permarierIt

magnets. are mounted al the beartng end of the rotor,\
the main generator field windings make up.the center
portion, and the exciter ac windings are mounted at
the drive end of the rotor. The genencto( lield
rectillers are mounted in the portion of the rotor
supporting the exciter's ac windings.

21-3. A brushless generator can be thought of
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as two alternators on a common shaft, one alternator
acting as the exciter for the other. The exciter field
is wound on the stator. This is schematically shown
in figure 72. The exciter ac output windings, the
main ac generator field winding, and the main
generator field rectifiers are mounted on the rotor
assembly, while the main ac generator output
windings are contained in the stator assembly. The
excitation voltage from the voltage regulator is
applied to the exciter control field, which .. in turn

,is induced in the exciter .rotor 'windings. This is
rectified by the silicon diode generator field rectifiers
and is applied to the rotating main ac generator field.
In turn, the generator output Voltage it obtained from
the main ac genirator windings. Thus, a dc excitation
Voltage is applied ta,the main rotatinglield without
the use of brushes and sliprings.

21-4. Voltage RegulatorlSupervisory Panel.
The voltage regulator/supervisory panel (VR/SP)
contains all the circuitry required for regulation,
supervision, and proteCtion Rfr the generating system.
Many of the functions of the VR/SP are shown in
foldout 3. The voltage regulator portion of the
VR/SP provides excitation to the generator and %/Aries
this excitation to maintain a constant generator
output voltage. The supervisory portion of 'the
NIR/SP monitors the system operation and, upon
detecting a malfunction, remoVes tlie defective
system from the aircraft buses-: To simplify the._
explanation of the,VR/SP, wek-will dismiss the voltage'
regulator first.

21-5. Voltage Regulator. The voltage regulator
'(VR) ,section of the. VR/SP is completely
transistorized. It supplies all the excitatiOn tb the
brushless generator during buildup, normal operation,
and fault conditions. The VR has two modes of

'operation. When the 'generators are not operating in
parallel, the Jegulator controls the excitation to the
generator's field to maintain a constant output
voltage. When the generators 'are operating in
parallel, in addition to the function of regulating,
generator voltage, one regulator operates in
conjunction with the others to equalize the-reactive
load between the generators. At this point, let us
break the voltage regulator down to see what makes
it work.

21-6. Thc voltage, regulator section of the
\IR/SP is schematically shown in foldout 4. It is

made up of -the, following six basic circuits:
Phase voltage reference circuit.
Waveshaping circuit.
Error -ensing bridge.
Current amplifier.
Power supply circuit.
Reactive current sensing circuit.
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We will discuss these circuits one at a-time, starting
with the phase voltage reference circuit.

21-7. Phase voltage reference circuit. In
reference to foldout 4, transformers T1, T2, and T3
are connected to phase A, phase B, and phase C
respectively. The outputs of these transformers are
full wave rectified by diodes CR1-CR6. The dc
voltage output from the rectifiers is used as the
generator phase voltage reference. The level of this
dc voltage is represatative of -the average phase
voltage. If the voltage on one phase rises appreciably
above the others, this increases the average of the
phase voltages, and the dc reference voltage
increases. ^I his manner, high phase voltage limiting
is accompli
is then

This pulsating de voltage output
to the waveshaping circuit.

21-8. Wapeshaping circuit. The waveshaping
circuit is made up of R1 and Cl. The 2400-Hz
ripple on the dc voltage output of the rectifiers is
changed to a sawtooth wave by the time constant
of R1 and Cl. The output of this circuit is a 2400-liz
sawtooth (as shown on FO 4) aperimposed on the
dc phase reference voltage. This signal is then applied
'across the error sensing bridge.

21-9. Error sensing bridge. The bridge circuit
is made up of resistor R2, thermistor RT1,
potentiometer R7, Zener diode CR7, and resistor

,R12. The error sensing bridge performs two
functions. The first function is to pulse-width
modulate the first amplifier stage (Q2), with the
sawtooth wave riding on the phase reference voltage.
The second function is .to detect a change in
generator phase voltage arid bias Q2 accordingly. If,
for example, the phase voltage drops, the bridge will
bias Q2 to conduct over a wider portion of the
sawtooth pulse, thereby' increasing the generator
excitation. Conversely, if the phase voltage increases,
the-bridge will bias Q2 to conduct over a narrower
portion of the saWtooth wave, thus reducing the
generator excitation.

21-10. The bridge can best' be thought of as
two parallel resistive legs connected across the output
of the waveshaping circuit. Components R2, RT1,
and R7 make up one leg of the biidge, and CR7
and R12 make up fhe other_ leg. CR7 is a Zen&
diode which is used as a constant voltage reference.
The temperature characterist;-s of thermistor RT1
are the same as those of the Zeiler diode CR7.
Consequently, any temperature effects on CR7 are
offset by RT1, and the bridge balance is not affected
by temperature changes.

21-11. The output of the --bridge is taken
between the wiper of R7 and the junction of CR7
'and R12. The polarity of-this output4 with respect
to the junction of CR7 and R12. is dependent upon
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the direction of the generator voltage error: For
example, ifl the generator voltage is low, the wiper
of R7 is positive with respect to the junction of CR7
and R12. WUn the generator voltage is 115 volts,
the potential difference across the output of the
bridge is approxigiately zero, and the bridge is in a
balanced condition. .

21-12. airrent amplifier. The current amplifier
is divided into three stages, Q2, Q1, and Q3. Q2
is a waveshaping amplifier. As discussed earlier, Q2
is tri ered by a sawtuoth wave and produces a square
wave in its output circuit. Q1, a voltage amplifier,

of Q2 sufficiently to drive Q3. 3, a switching
increases the amplitude of the squ e wave output

amplifier, applies the excitation tu the generator.
The excitation is a pulsating negative dc voltage in
the form of a square wave. These square wave pulses
of excitation are of a constant amplitude, the width
of the pulse being varied to meet the excitation
requirement of the generator.

m. 21-13. Power supply. The permanent magnet
generator transformer-rectifier provides two outputs,
one used by the VR and the otieer by the supervisory
portion of the VR/SP. The output used by the VR
is obtained from a secondary winding of T5
connected to a full-wave bridge rectifier circuit. The
positive side of the bridge rectifier output is

connected to the chassis ground through a set of
normally open generator control relay (GCR)
contacts. The negative side of the rectifier output is
filtered by C30 and C31 and applied to a voltage .
divider network consisting of R5 and R11. This same
signal is applied to the emitters of Q2 and Q3 and
to one side of the sensing bridge output.

24-14. Reactive-current sensing circuit. The
purpose of the reactive curren\s"sing circuit (RCS)
is to equalize the reactive load between the generators
'during parallel operation. Since reactive load division
is a function of generator excitation, the output of
the RCS circuit is used to bias the voltage regulator
circuitry. This signal increases the excitation to the
generator carrying the least reactive load and
decreases the excitation to the generator carrying the
greater reactive load.

21-15:' The RCS circuit is made up of two
identical bridge reptifier circuits. They are connected
to the secondaries of, T1,.. T2, and T4 (refer to fig.
73). The primary of T1 is connected to phase A,
the primary of. T2 is connected to phase B, and thy
Primary of T4 is connecteci to thn output ofth'e
phase C current transfarmer loop. mThe secondaries
of T1 -and T2, in each bridge circuit, are connected
in series, and'the voltage across them is representative
of the phase A t9, phase B vOltage. The voltage across
the secondaries of T4 is proportional to the amount
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of reactive load unbalance, and the phase of the
voltage is determined by the generator which is

carrying the greater reactive load.
21-16. When the generators are carrying equal

reactive loads, the output of the current transformer
loop is zero. This is because the current transformers
are connected with their outputs opposing each
other. With the output of the current transformer
loop being zero, only the phase A to phase B voltage
appears across the rectifier bridges, and the output
of bridge A, mcasured across C8, equals the output
of bridge B, measured across C7. This results in no
RCS output across the RCS load resistor R8.

21-17. As an example, let's assume that the
left generator is carrying the greater portion of the
reactive load. The output of the left C phase current
transformer will exceed the output of the right C
phase current transformer, and a voltage appears
across the current transformer loop. This voltage is
applied to the primary of T4 in both the left and
right VR/SP. In the left RCS, T4 adds to the voltage
applied to bridge B and opposes the voltage applied
to bridge A. This causes a voltage to appear across
R8. The end of R8 connected to the base of Q2
is negative with respect to the end connected to R7,
because the output voltage of bridge B now exceeds
that of 'bridge A. The voltage across R8 increases
the negative bias on Q2, thereby decreasing the
excitation to the left generator.

21-18.. Since the wiring of the current
transformer loop to the right VR/SP is 1800 out of
phase with the left VR/SP, the opposite action takes
place in the right RCS. This increases the excitation
to the right generator. As the right generator's
excitation is increased, it assumes more of the
reactive load; while decreasing the excitation to the
generator causes it to relinquish part of its reactive
load. This action will continue until the loading is
equalized.

21- I 9. Supervisory Panel. The sup ervisory
panel section of the VR/SP is completely
transistorized, and 'uses only five relays. The
supervisory panel performs its functions in groups of
four operations that occur in sequence. These
operations are as follows:

Sensing.
Time delay (where required).
Logic decision.
Control.

21-20. As you can see from this list of
operations, the first objective of the panel is the
sensing of an unsatisfactory condition 'in the system
operation. Once this unsatisfactory conation has
bcen noted, a time delay, where required, will occur
before the scrising circuit could apply a signal to a



logic decision circuit. The logic circuit will compare
this signal with the signals from other sensing circuits
and operate the appropriate system control circuit.

21-21. Feeder fault sensing circuit. One of the
functions of the supervisory panel is feeder fauh
sensing. A simplified schematic of the feeder fauh
sensing circuit is shown on foldout 5. The feeder fault
sensing (FFS) circuit performs the protective
functions of feeder fauh protection and generator
burnout protection. This circuit is a low phase sensing
circuit, and it detects feeder faults by comparing each
phase voltage with the average of the three phase
voltages appearing on the voltage regulator error
sensmg bridge.

21-22. When a feeder becomes fauhy, the
voltage on that phase drops. The voltage regulator
detects the drop and increases the excitation to bring
the voltage ur It is this action, plus the extremely
low impedance of the generator, that causes an
eXcessive amount of current to be supplied to the
fault. If the fault does not clear immediately, and
if the phase voltage does not drop sufficiently to be
detected by the undervoltage sensing circuit allowing
the generat r to be tripped on undervoltage, the
generator &ould burn out. Under these conditions,
the FFS cir it reduces the excitation to the
generator, thus preventing generator damage and
allowing the generator to be tripped off the line on
undervolt age.

21-23. The FFS circuitry consists of a half-wave
rectifier circuit and a blocking diodc in each phase,
a transistor, Q25, connected across the vohage
reference element, and CR7 of the voltage regulator
error sensing bridge. Duhng normal operation of the
system, the dc output of the A, B, and C phase
rectifier networks is compared to the base of Q25
by CR117, CR121, and CR125. Q25 is normally cut
off, and the voltage functions in a normal manner.
Q25 iUl remain cut off as long as the voltage
between each phase and neutral does not differ by
more than approximately 5 volts.

21-24. If a feeder for any phase faults, the
vohage on that phase drops. The vohage regulator
senses tius drop and applies wre excitation to the
generator. When the generat& are in parallel, the
unbalanced current sensing circuit biases the voltage
regulator for still more excitation. The dc output
of the rectifier circuit on the faulted phase drops
proportionally to the drop in the phase voltage. If
the phase voltage drop is more than approximately
5 volts, the blocking diode between the faulted phase,
the rectifier circuit, and the base of Q25 conducts.
This also causes Q25 to conduct, shunting the Zener
diode CR7. The lower voltage drop caused by Q25
conducting becomes the reference for the error
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sensing bridge. This new reference is such that it
produces a generator outputof approximately 70 vac
on each phase. The new level of generator voltage
is far below the trip-out point of the undervoltage
sensing circuit (UVS). The generator will trip off
the line on undervoltage, and because of the lower
generator voltage the probability of damage to the
generator from overcurrent during the UVS time
delay is greatly reduced.

Undervoltage sensing circuit. The
undervoltdg sensing circuit provides the generator
system with ndervoltage protection. In conjunction
with the reactive bias circuit, it provides
underexcitation protection. The undervoltage sensing
circuit monitors the lowest pilase voltage. If this
voltage is less than 102 volts, the undervoltage circuit
provides a signal through a 3.8-second time delay
circuit to trip the generator off the line.

21-26. lf, during parallel operation, a voltage
regulator malfunction should result in unexcited
condition of the generator, the unde ltage sensing
circuit (in conjunction with the reactive bias circuit)
trips the fauhy generator system off the line. For
example, if a generator is underexcited, its output
voltage decreases. Since one generator is capable of
supplying the entire aircraft electrical load without
going into an undervoltage condition, the decrease,
in voltage from the underexcited generator causes
only a slight decrease in the voltage on the buses.
However, the underexcited generator supplies the
smaller portion of the reactive current. The reactive
bias circuit detects this current unbalance, and
changes the trip-out points of the undervoltage
sensing and overvoltage sensing circuits. The trip
points for the generator supplying the most reactive
current are lowered, and the trip points for the
generator supplying the least reactive load are raised.
Since the generacirs are paralleled and each
undervoltage sensing circuit is detecting the same
voltage, the underexcited generator trips off the line
on an undervoltage fault and the other generator
supplies the entire aircraft electrical load.

21-27. Overvoltage sensing circuit. The
overvoltage sensing circuit (OVS) provides the
generator system with overvoltage protection and, in
conjunction with the reactive bias circuit, provides
overexcitation protection. The OVS circuit responds
to the highest phase overvoltage and, through its time
delay, produces a trip circuit with the delay time
being inversely proportional to the overvoltage level.
If a generator becomes overexcited during parallel
operation, the reactive bias circuit. biases the OVS
circuit to produce a trip signal with the same time
delay characteristics as the overvoltage trip signal. If,
during parallel operation, a voltage regulator



m function causes a generator to become

overexcited, both OVS circuits sense the overvoltage
and trip both generators. This actitin results in a

complete power loss to the aircraft. To prevent this
from happening, the reactive bias circuit provides
selective tripping signals to the OVS circuit, and the
faulty generator will be tripped off the line on
overvoltage. In the next few paragraphs we will
discuss the operation of the reactive bias circuit
during, the time the system is in an overexcitation
or underexcitation fault.

21-28. Reactive bias circuit. Let's aisume that
a failure of the voltage regulator in theAeft VR/SP
cause,s the left generator to be overexcited, and its
voltage increases to 125 volts ac. /Because the
generators are paralleled, both OVS 1ircuits detect
the overvoltage. However, the reachve bias circuit
(RBC) biases the OVS circuit sp. that only the
defective (overexcited) gencrator iS tripped off the
line. If it were not for thi's RBC action, both
generators would be tripped. Of/ course this would
result in complete loss of the aiqraft power system.

21-29. Because the left ;generator is being

overexcited, it is supplying the mast reactive current.
This causes an output from the\ C phase current
transformer loop which is applied across T7, as shown
in figure 74. The wiring to the VR/SP from the
current transformer is such that the output of T7
adds to the voltage applied to bridge C of the
generator supplying the greater amount of reactive
current. Since the left generator is now overexcited
and supplying the greater amount of reactive current,
the voltage from secondary 2 of T7 is adding to the
voltage of secondary 2 of T6 in the left RBC. This
causes an increase in the positive output of bridge
C. The voltage from secondary 3 of T7 is opposing
the voltage from secondary 3 of T6. This causes
a decrease in the negative output of bridge D. Since
the magnitude of the positive voltage has been
increased while the magnitude of the negative voltage

\ has been decreased, a positive voltage now appears
across the RBC load resistors in the left OVS and

UVS circuits. Since the wiring of the current
transformer loop to the right VR/SP is 180° out of
phase with the left VR/SP, the opposite action takes
place in the right OVS and UVS.

21-30, We'will assume,, the degree of current
unbalance between the generators is such that the
positive voltage across the RBC load resistor R74 will
lower the left generator overvoltage trip point u 120
volts. At the sarne time, the right generator
overvoltage trip point is raised by the the sarnc
amount, making it 130 ,ialts. Since the overexci tation
in thewcample raised the phase voltage ;to 125 volts,
the left generator trips on overvoltage. Because the
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right generator overvoltage trip point was increased
to 130 volts, the' right generator continues to operate
normally and now assumes the entire elcetrical load.
When the left generator tripped off the line, the loop
shorting relay was deenergized 'by the system
switching circuits, shorting the; current transformer
loop. The RBC output dropped to zero and the
overvoRage trip point for the right genentor returned
to nOrmal.

21-31. The action of the RBG during an
underexcitation fault is the same as during an
overexcitation fault. In either case, thc RBC lowers
the trip point or the UVS and the 0\ S circuits in
the generator system supplying the most current, and
raises the UVS and OVS trip points in the generator
system supplying the least current. In the case of,
an overexcitation fault, the generator supplyingthe
most current is the faulty one and it is tripped on

;overvoltage. In the case of an undcrexcitation fault,
the generator supplying the least reactive current is
the faulty one and it is tripped on undervoltage,

21-32. Corrtactor lo:4c circuit. The contactor
logic circuit is shown in foldout 6. It operates the
generator control,relay (GCR), the contactor control
relay (CCR),'and the isolate relay (IR). During

generator buildup, the contactor logic circuit
temporarily thsablcs thc UVS circuit and closes the
GCR. This action applies excitation to the generator
and system control voltage to the CCR circuitry.
When the generator voltage builds up above 107 volts,
the UVS circuit-signals the contactor logic circuit to
close the CCR, thus energizing the generator line
con tac tor.

21-,33. The contactor logic circuit responds to
signals from the system protective circuits to open
the line contactor, and deenergizes the generator ,p
the event of a malfunction or fault within the system.
If an overvoltage-ove rex ci ta tion or
undervoltage-underexcitation condition occurs, the
contactor logic circuitry trips the isolate relay, thus
opening the tie contactor to allow the protective

'circuits to trip the defective generator off the line.
At this point we will take a closer look at the

contactor logic circuitry. The circuitry shown on
foldout 6 can be broken down into four basic
circuits: the GCR close-coil circint, the UVS
disabling circuit, the CCR control circuit, and the
GCR trip-coil circuit.

21-34, The GCR is a dual coil latching relay.
The application of* power to one coil closes the relay:
power to the other coil opens the relay. The GCR
close-coil circuit rurwtions to energize (close) the
relay. This will apply excitation to the generator
and voltage to thc CCR control circuit. The close-coil
circuit functions in the following manner. When the
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generator control switch (GCS) is closed, voltage is
apphed to 013. Since SCR1 is not normally
cmiducting. Q13 is forward-biased and conducting.
The voltage drop across R52 forward-biases Q14, and
when the underspeed switch closes. Q14 conducts.
This closes the GCR and at the same time a set of
GCR contacts ground the base of Q14, causing it to
turn off. The GCR now remains -closed until the
trip coil is energized.

21-35. Undervoltage sensing disabling.circuit.
The UVS must be disabled prior to-the closing of
the GCS and the underSpeed switch (USS) to prevent
an automatic lockout of the GCR. Transistor Q29
performs this operation. The UVS trip signal is

blocked (until the USS closes) by transistor Q29.
Transistor Q29 does this by keeping Q16 in a state
of conduction. Normally; if an undervoltage
condition exists, the UVS will function to trip the
generator off the line. However, Q29 is cut off
during initial buildup. Because Q17 of the UVS
circuit:, is conducting. electron flow now exists from
the collector of Q17 through R113, CR103 and
R117, to the unregulated powertoply. This applies
sufficient voltage to the base" of Q16 to keep it
conducting, and keeps Q9 from firing. Thus no trip
signal is applied to the contactor logic circuits, and
when the USS closes, QI4 closes the GCR and the
generator starts to bulld up.

21-36. Contactor control relay control circuit.
The third basic circuit of the contactor logic circuit
is the contactor control relay (CCR) circuit. The
CCR control circuit energizes or deenergizes the CCR,
which, in turn. energizes or deenergizes the line
contactor. The circuit consis's of transistors Q18 and
Q19 and the CCR coil. Transistor Q18 energizes the
CCR coil, and Q19 deenergizes the coil.

21-37. When the GCR is closed, a de voltage
is applied across the series circuit, consisting of CR53,
Q19, the CCR coil, CR79, Q18, and CR67.
Transistor Q 1 9 is forward-biased by voltage divider
network R7'), R51, and R48. QI8 is reversed-biased
because there is no electron flow from the UVS
circuit through the voltage divider network R71 and
R78. When the generator voltage builds up to 107
volts, Q16 in the UVS will conduct, causing electron
flow through R71 and R78. This will cause Q18
to conduct, and the CCR closes, locking itself in
through a set of auxiliary contacts and energizing the
line contactor. The CCR remains closed until a

system protective circuit causes SCR1 to fire and cut
off Q19, or until the GCS or the USS is opened.

21-38. When the generator is shut down, either
by manuOy plating the GCS to OFF or a protective
circuit lires SC11.1 , the CCR and the GCR must
operate in sequence. That is, the CCR must open
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before the GCR; otherwise the generator would be
deenergized while still connected to the bus. This
sequencing is accomplished by CCR contacts 2 and
4. Supply voltage is not applied to Q26 until after
the CCR has deenergized, thus preventing the GCR
from opening until the line contactor has opened.

21-39. GCR trip-coil circuit. The fourth section
of the contactor logic circuit to be discussed is the
GCR trip-coil circuit. The purpose of the GCR
trip-coil circuit is to deenergize the GCR. The circuit
is composed of Q11, Q12, and the relay trip coil.
Transistor Q12 energizes the relay coil, while Q11
insures that Q12' is turned fully on. Normally, Q11
and Q12 are reversed-biased and not conducting.
When a system protective circuit fires SCR1, Q26
being cut off causes Q12 to conduct, opening the
GCR. With Q12 conducting, the base of Q11 is near
ground potential. This causes Q11 to conduct,
increasing the forward bias on Q12 and deenergizing
the GCR.

21-40. Unbalanced current sensing circuit. The
unbalanced current sensing circuit (UCS) functions
during parallel operation to split the buses if the real
load division between the generators becomes
excessively unbalanced. If a CSD malfunction should
occur, causing one generator to supply considerably
more current than the other, the UCS detects the
unbalance and applies a signal through a fixed time
delay circuit to the isolate relay circuit. The isolate
relay then energizes and opens the tie contactor,
splitting the system.

21-41. When an unbalanced condition exists,
a voltage proportional to the amount of current
unbalance is applied across the bridge rectifier circuit.
As shown on figure 75, this circuit consists of C.R.33,
CR84, CR85, and CR86. The output of the bridge
rectifier circuit, filtered by C24, is applied to the base
of transistor Q21. Q21 is normally at cutoff.
However, if the current unbalance becomes excessive,
the positive output of the bridge will turn on Q21.
When Q21 conducts, Q20 will conduct. This causes
most of the power supply voltage to appear across
R102. When Q20 conducts, the voltage on the
cathode of CR88 becomes greater than the voltage
on the anode, and the diode becomes reverse-biased.
R89 is adjusted so that approximately 5 seconds is
required for the voltage across C25 to increase to
a level sufficient to fire unijunction Q22 and to close
the isolate relay. This opens the circuit to the tie
contactor, cadting the generators to split. Now, the
system protective circuits in the VR/SP will function
to remove the defective generator system from the,
bus, and the switching circuits will reclose the tie
contactors, allowing the remaining generator to
supply the entire electrical load.
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21-42. This completes our discussion of the
VR/SP. As you can see, there are many circuits
containeli in this single unit. Looking at foldout 3
again, you will notice that for each generator there
are only six major units that can malfunction. So

far weAve discussed two of them. Next, we will
discuss the frequency and load control box.

21-43. Frequency and Load Control Box. The
frequency and load control box (FLCB) contains the
circuitry required to perform three generator system
control functions. These functions are fine frequency
control, automatic paralleling, and real load division.
The FLCB is made up of six major circuits, as shown
on foldout 7. Let's identify these circuits one at a
time, beginning with the dc power supply. This
power supply provides the operating voltage for the
transistorized circuits. The frequency reference
providep a 400 ± 0.2-Hz reference signal. The

frequency comparator samples the generator
frequency and compares it to the reference signal.
The load division demodulator detects a real load
unbalance between the parallel generators. It also
provides a pulse amplitude correction signal to the
power output and mixing circuit. The power output
and mixing circuit combines the frequency
comparator and load division demodulator signals in\_,
a correction signal which is applied to the bias coils
in the CSD. Finally, the automatic paralleling circuit
will close the tie contactor when the generator
outputs are within prescribed limits as to phase angle
and frequency difference. Now we will discuss these
circuits separately, starting with the dc power supply.

21-44. DC power supply. The dc power supply
is a conventional full-wave center-tapped transformer
rectifier circuit. The power supply receives its input
from C phase of the left generator, as shown in
foldout 8. As previously mentioned, the dc power
supply provides the operating voltage for the

transistorized circuits of the FLCB.
21-45. Frequency reference cirruit. The

frequency reference circuit provides a 4b0 ± 0.2-Hz
signal, which is used'as a standard by the frequency
comparator circuit. The frequency reference circuit
consists of two separate circuits, the tuning fork
oscillator circuit and the fork scale-of-two circuit.
The tuning fork oscillator circuit produces an 800
± 0.4-Hz signal which is applied to the frequency
comparator circuit.

21-46. When the dc voltage from the power
supply is applied to the tuning fork, the fork starts
vibrating. The tuning fork circuit is shown in the
lower right corner of foldout 8 and in detail in figure
76. The vibration of the. fork produces an 800-Hz
signal, which is amplified by Q801, and appears in
the form of a modified square wave at the junction

of R802 and C802. This signal is steroed down to
400 Hz by the fork scale-of-two circuit.

21-47. The fork scale-of-two circuit kas two
stable conditions. The circuit is stable wheN
is conducting with Q504 cut off, and also, when
Q504 is conducting with Q503 cut kCf. For the
purpose of explanation, we will assuri,e. that Q503
is conducting and Q504 cut off. The modified square
wave signal from the tuning fork oscillator is formed
into a clamped square wave by Zener diode CR505.
This clamped square wave is coupled to the
scale-of-two circuit by C503 and CS04. When the
input signal goes negative, Q503 will ct off. When
Q503 cuts off, the collector voltage will increase.
This causes an increase.in the voltage Lhop across
R516, causing Q504 to conduct. This Lompletes the
shift of the scale-of-two circuit from one stable state
to the other.

21-48. The next negative pulse from the tuning
fork circuit turns Q504 off. When Q-304 cuts off.
collector voltage increases, causing an increase in the
voltage drop across R515. This turns on Q503, and
the scale-of-two circuit is now back to the original
stable state. The transition from one stable state to
theother occurs on each negative pulse of the input
square wave. This results in an output signal across
R503 in the form of a square wave exactly one-halt
the frequency of the input signal.

21-49. Frequency comparator c:ircui I The
frequency comparator circuit consists of three
reference scale-of-two circuits, three generator
scale-of-two circuits, and a phase demodulator circuit.
Looking at the frequency comparator circuit of figure
77, you will notice that the generator frequency
input is to the generator scale-ofltwo circuit No. I.
Now three circuits of the generator scale-of-two
circuit will reduce the generator's input signal to

one-eight its original frequency. As an example, let's
say that the generator input frequency co the

generator scale-of-two circuits is 400 Hz. Each

scale-of-two circuit will reduce its input signal to
one-half the original value. Therefore. thc signal
entering the phase demodulator will be SO Hz. On
the other side of the circuit at the same time, the
reference scale-of-two circuits arc reducing the ulput
signal from the frequency reference circuit. This
signal is also,reduced to 50 Hz and applied to the
phase demodulator circuit. The phase demodulator
will now combine these two signals and provide an
output signal to the power output and mixing Lircuit
in proportion to the amount of frequency difference
between the -eference signal and the generator
frequency signal. a

21-50. II the generator frequent!y is greater than
the reference frequency, the feedback circuit blocks



the final generator scale-of-two signal. This results
in the pulse width of the signal from CR401 being
the greater, and the power output and mixing circuit
reduce the speed of the drives. This brings the
generator frequency down to that of the reference
frequency. The same also applies when a generator
is operating al the same frequency as the reference,
but the phase of the generator signal .is lagging the
phase of the reference signal. In this case, the width
of the output signal from CR401 is greater than the
width of the output signal. from CR402. These
output signals are applied to the power output and
mixing circuit, causing drive speed to increase and
bring the generator and reference in phase with each
other.

21-51. Load division demodulator circuit. The
load division demodulator circuit provides a voltage
amplitude modulated signal to the power output and
mixing circuit. It does this to "correct for an
unbalanced real load condition between the paralleled
generators. The input signal to the load ,division
demodulator circuit is supplied by a current%,

transformer loop in the ac power control box.
21-52. When current is flowing in the C phase

generator lead, a voltage proportional to the amount
of C phase current is induced within the C phase

.current transformer, as shown on foldout 9. The
C phase current transformer for each generator is
connected with its outputs opposing within a loop.
When the generators are supplying equal c:urrents,the,
output of the current transformer loop is zero.
However, if one geiivrator is supplying more current
than the other, an output voltage appears across the
current transformer loop, if the right generator is
supplying more current than the left generator, pin
R of the FLCB Lonnector is positive with respect
to pin P. If th: left generator is supplying more
current than the right generator, pin P is positive with
respect to pin R

21-53. The load division demodulator contains
two bridge rectifiLT circuits. Bridge A and bridge
B are powered by. separate secondaries of TI through
separate secondaries of T3. The secondaries of T3
are so connected in the circuit that when the output
of one T3 secondary is adding voltage tu its bridge
circuit, the othe; T3 secondarN is subtracting voltage
from its blidge circuit. rhis results in one bridge
applying a greater voltage to the power output and
mixing Lircuit than to the other bridge. This action
causes one CSD to speed up slightly and the other
to slow down slightly, thus balancing the real load
between the generators.

21-54. To illustrate the operation of the circuit,
we will assume that the right generator is supplying
3 greater amount of current than the left generator.

This will cause the instantaneous polarity of pin R'-'
to positive with respect to pin P. Normally, no
v tage is present across the prinlary of T3, and the

nly voltage applied across bridges A and B is that
rom the secondaries of T1. Thus, the bridge A and

bridge B voltages Oplied to thc power output and
mixing circuit are equal. However, one generator is
now producing more current than the other, and a

voltage is applied to the primary of T3 from the
current transformer loop. Tge voltage from the
secondary of 13, connected to bridge B, is opposing
the voltage from the secondary of T1, thereby
reducing the bridge B output voltage. The voltage
from the 13 secondary, connected to bridge A, is
adding to the voltage from the secondary of T1,
thereby increasing the bridge A output voltage. The
powe4 output and mixing circuit reduces the speed
of the right CSD and increases the speed of the left
CSD. .Because the generators are in par . el, thea

actual spee,51 of the drives does not chang . It is
the torque of the drives that actually changes,
resulting ih an equalizing of the real load.

21-55. Power output and m ng circuit. The
power output and mixing circuit is shbwn on foldout
10. It consists of digital circuitry which .

tegrates,
the frequency error signals from the frequen0
reference circuit witli' the unbalanced load sign
from the load division demodulator circuits.
resultant output signals are applied to the drivq to
correct the off frequencN, or unbalanced /load

_ conditions.

21-56. For example, we will tissurne that the
real load is balanced betWeen the generator, and
the generator frequency 11, synchro lied with the
reference frequency Under theQe (. mditions, thc
voltages from bridges A and 13 of ilie load di-
vision demodulatof circuit arc equal, and the
widths of the pulses from the frequency compara-
tor circuit, through CR401 and CR402. are equal.
Whcn a positive signal is present from CR402.
transistors 0201 and 0202 conduct. This allows
current flow through the left CSD "increase" coiL
and through thc right CSD "increase" coil. Whcn
a. positive signal appears from CR401, CR402 is
negative. cuttirt, oIl 0201 and Q202 with Q203
and 0204 conducting. This cuts off the current
flow, through the left and right "increase" coils.
Now current is permitted through the left and
right "decrease" coils. With mdrcquency or load
error, the "increase" and "decrease" coils in the
drivCs are enerOzed alternately with pulses of
equal width and amplitude, thus resulting in no
change in the drive speed.

21-57. When the generator frequency is low,
the width of the pulses from CR402 will be greater
than the 'width of the pulses from CR401. This will
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cause Q201 and,, Q202 to conduct longer than Q203
and Q204. This actron energizes the "increase" coils
for a greater period of time than that of the
"decrease" coils. This causes the drives to increase
speed until the_ pulses from CR401 and CR402 are
equal. If the generator frequency were high, the
width of the pulses from CR401 would be greater
and the opposite action would take place.

21-58. If the left generator was supplying the
greater load currek the voltage from bridge B in
the load demodulator circuit would be greater than
the voltage from bridge A. This results in the voltage
on the right "increase" and left "decrease" coils being
greater than the voltage .on the right "decrease" and
left "increase" coils. The net result of these voltage
differences causes the ,left drive to slow down and
the right drive to speed up. This action equalizes
the real load by changing the torque on the drives.
Any combination of frequency and load errors can
be corrected by the power output and mixing circuit.

21-59. Automadc paralleling circuit. The last
circuit contained in the FLCB to be discussed is the
automatic paralleling circuit. This circilit is shown in
foldout I I. It consists of a phase-shift transformer,
bridge rectifier, and Kl, the automatic paralleling
relay (APR). It will parallel the generator -1t,Itpti'L
(close the tie contactor) when conditions of )Rhase
angle and frequency between the generators \= are

suitable for paralleling.
21-60. The automatic_ paralleling circuit

functions as a phase sensitive detector. When the
left and right generators are placed . in operation,
phase C voltage from the left generator is applied
directly to one side of the bridge circuit (refer to
FO 1,i), and phase C voltage from the right generator
is..applled to the other side of the bridge through
T2. When these two voltages are beat together across
the bridge, the resultant dc output of the bridge will
vary from zero vdc, when the generators are -1800
out of phase, to approximately 230 vdc, when the
phase angle between the generators is zero degrees.
The dc voltage varies at a rate equal to the beat
frequency of the generators (refer to details A and
B of FO I 1).

21-61. The dc output of th bridge is then

applied to the APR coil. When ttte phase angle
difference between the generators is approximately
900, the output of the bridge is-enough to close the
APR. The relay remains dosed dntil the phase angle
between the generaiors exceeds a proxiMately 140°.
At this phase angle the output df the, bridge is too
low to hold' in the APR, and it will open. Thus,

it can be seen how the APR will pulse with the beat
frequency of the generators. The generator system

-control voltage is applied to the tie contactor cod
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'through the normallNpen contacts of the APR. As
the APR pulses, 'the tie contactor attempts to pulse
also. However, due to the physical charaCteristics
of the, tic contactor, such as armature size.. friction
between the movable parts, etc., the pulses from the
APR must be apptoximately 90 milliseconds or

longer before. the tie contactor can close. The closing
of the tie contactor parallels, the genecator Qutputs,
the generators lock- in phase, and the APR ,r_emains
closed.

21-62, AC Power C'ontrol Box. The ac poyver
control bo1/4 is the main connecting unit between -the
generator and the aircraft loads.' By looking at
foldout 12. you can see that the unit contains the
following major components:

Left and right line, contactors,
RLC.
Tie contactor, TC.
Nxternal power contacior,
Loop shorting relay, LSR.

- Cat-rent transformers, CT.
21-63. C'ontactors. The ac power control box

contains 4-our contactors. Each contactor has three
main contacts to complete the 3-phase power leads
and several auxiliary contacts used in the switching
sequence. The left and hght line contactors connect
the output of the left and right generators to the
aircraft loads. The tie contactor is used to parallel
these two outputs. The external power contactor
connects the aircraft loads to the"external power
receptacle. The operation of these contactors is

controlled mainly by the voltage

regulator/supervisory panels.
21-64. Loop-shorting-relay. The loop-shorting

relay shorts the three current transformer loops
whenever the tie contactor is deenergized. This is
done 'since the only time the current tfinsformer
loops.,are used is when the generators are paralleled.

'2 I-6c. CUrrent transformers. Two current
transformers are connected to the C phase of each
generator, and orie to the B phase of each generator.
The current induced within each current transformer
is proportional to the amount of current flowing
within the line monitored. The current transformers
are connected in a loop and phased so their outputs
are opposing. The output of the loop is then'

proportional to the difference in the amount of
current produced by each generator. The six current
transformers make up three loops, one for reactive
biasing, one for real load division, and one for the
operation of the difference current relay and the
open phase relay. As -stated previously, all three

loops ol he current transformers are shorted by the
loop shot-ling relay whenever the tie contactor is

deenergized.
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! 21-66. Constant Speed Drive. The constant
speed drive is a mechanical-hydraulic device. By
controlled differential action, it adds to or subtracts
from the variable input speed of the aircraft engine
in Inder to maintain a constant output speed. The
three most important units in the constant speed
drive for the electrical specialist are the basic
governor, the limit governor, and the underspeed
swi tch.

21-67. To provide for load division, the basic
governor is provided with a magnetic trim solenoid.
The frequency and load control box furnishes a
corrective signal to the trim head to maintain a

correct real load eivision when the generators are
operated in pardel.

21-68. The limit governor provides two
functions. It controls the actuation of the
underspeed switch and actuates the trip valve. As

.the engines are started and the Increasing output
speed becomes equivalent to 375 Hz, the limit
governor ports oil pressure to the underspeed switch.
After engine shutdown the opposite action
occurs--the governor drains oil from the underspeed
switch and actuates the trip valve. The action of
the trip valve drains oil from the control cylinder,
reducing the drive output speed to minimum. Once
the drive is placed in this underspeed condition, the
engine must be stopped to allow pressure to be
removed from the trip valve, returning the drive to
normal. The underspeed switch prevents the
gerrators from being connected to the aircraft bus
until the generator frequency has built up to
approximately 375 Hz.

21.-69. Now that we have discussed the major
units of the generator system, we will describe the
operational sequence of the system during normal
generator buildup and operation.

21-70. Normal System Buildup. Referring to
foldout 13, we will start the left engine before the
right engine. As the left generator builds up speed,
the PMG output builds up and is applied to the PMG
transformer rectifier. The output of the transformer
rectifier is used for generator excitation as a dc
control voltage for operation of system relays and
contactors. It is also used as a power supply for
the semiconductor circuits in the VR/SP. When the
GCS is closed, the control voltage is applied to the
USS. and through CR25, to the main dc control bus
in the ac power control box. The USS will close
when the generator frequency reaches 375 ± 5 Hz.
This action applies the dc control voltage to the GCR
close-coil logi circuit and the GCR-1 contacts. The
logic circuitry nergizes the GCR close coil, closing
the GCR. The CR-1 contactelipply control voltage
to the contactor control relay (CCR) and its logic
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circuitry. The GCR-2 and GCR-3 contacts apply
excitation voltage from the voltage regulator to the
generator field. When the generator output rises
above 107 vac, the left UVS circuit provides a "close"
signal to the CCR logic circuitry. The CCR closes,
locks in through a logic circuit, and energizes the left
line contactor (LLC) through TC-1 contacts. The
LLC locks in through the LLC-1 contacts, and the
left generator powers the left 115-vac bus through
LLC-10 contacts. The relay's LLC-9 contacts will
then extinguish the LH GEN OUT light, but the
remaining warning lights are still illuminated through
TC-7, TC-8, and RLC-9 contacts.

21-71. The main dc control bus voltage is
<> applied through RLC-3 and LLC-2 contacts, the

normally closed side of TCR-2, and the EPC-2
contacts to the TC coil. This closes the TC-10
contacts, and the left generator also powers the right
115-vac bus. The LH GEN OUT and the BUS TIE
OPEN lights now being extinguished indicate that the
left generator is operating normally, powering both
the left and right buses.

21-72. As the right engine is brought up to
speed, the right generator system builds up in the
same manner as the left system, up to the time the
CCR closes. The CCR cannot energize the right line
contactor (RLC) because the TC-2 contacts are now
open. The TC must be deenergized to allow the RLC °
to close, as well as to allow the automatic paralleling
circuits in the FLCB to check the generators for
proper frequency and phase relationship prior to
paralleling.

21-73. When the right CCR closes, contacts
TC-4 and RLC-4 energize TCR-2. TCR-2 locks in
through its normally open contacts, and its normally
closed contacts deenergize the TC. The TC-10
contacts open and remove the right bus from the left
generator. At the same time the TC-4 contacts open
and reset, TCR-2 and the TC-2 contacts close and
energOze the RLC. The RLC locks in through the
RLC-1 contacts. RLC-9 contacts open and extinguish
the RH GEN OUT light. Also, contacts RLC-10 close
and connect the right generator to the right 115-vac,
bus.

21-74. The LH GEN OUT and the RH GEN
OUT warning lights are now extinguished. This
indicates that both generating systems are functioning
properly and are supplying their respective buses. The
BUS TIE OPEN light is illuminated by contacts TC-8,
and' indicates that the generators are not yet in
parallel. When conditions are right for paralleling,
the APR closes the TC. Voltages from the main dc
control bus are applied through the LLC-7 and RLC-7
contacts, the normally closed contacts of TCR-1, the
APR contacts, the normally closed side of TCR-2,
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and the external power contactor-2 (EPC-2) contacts
to the TC cOil. The loop shorting relay is also
energized through the LLC-8 and RLC-8 contacts.
This removes the short from the current transformers,
allowing the sensing of ,reactive current and
unbalanced current. Contact TC-8 will open and the
BUS TIE OPEN light will be extinguished. All &fee
warning lights are novi extinguished, indicating that
the generating systems are operating normally and in
parallel.

21-75. This concludes our discussion of the
generating system and its components. As an
electrical specialist, 1 am Certain that you are aware
of the importance of the external power ',ystem. Not
only do we use this sytern to perrorm operational
checks on electri6a1 and electronic equiprnerrt but
other maintenance activities must also depenci upon
it. In the next section we will discuss the external
power and battery power distribution system.

22. Power Distribution System
22-1. The power distribution system consists

basidally of the left and right 115-vac, 3-phase buses
and low-voltage ac and dc bus systems. Refer to
foldout 14 during this discussion. Power from the
left generator is connected to the left 3-phase,
200/115-volt system through the left line contactor.
l'ower from the right generator is connected to the
right 3-phase, 200/115-volt system through the right
line contactor. Under normal operating conditions,
the left and right 3-phase, 200/115-volt systems are
paralleled through the tie contacts. The
autotransformer supplies I4/4-volt ac power to the
left 14/28-volt buses and 28-volt power to the right
and left instrument 28-vac buses. This enables the
cockpit warning ,tights to be switched from 28 vac
for day operation to 14 vac for night operation of
the warning light system.

22-2. External 200/115-volt, 400-Hz, 3-phase
power is used for ground operation. The system we
ire about to discuss makes use of an external power
transformer rectifier for converting one phase of the
external power source to dc for energizing the
external power contactor which connects external
power to the aircraft buses. Let's discuss this system
in More detail with the help of foldout 14.

22-3. External Power. The aircraft external
power control circuit includes the generator control
switches, external power contactor (EPC). external
power transformer rectifiers, external power
receptacle, and instrument ground power switch. On
foldout 14, you can see that A phase of the external
power is connected direcly to the external power
transformer rectifier. The 28-vdc output of the
transformer rectifier is applied to the EPC solenoid.
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When the EPC contactor energizes. the external
3-phase, 115-vac power is applied to the left 115-volt,
3-phase bus. The left 3-phase bus then energizes the
left T/R, and its 28-vdc output energizes the tie
contactor solenoid through a set of normally open
EPC contacts. As you can see, the energizing of the
contactor applies external power to the right
115-volt, 3-phase bus. Actuating the instrument
ground power switch will apply power to the
instrument 115-volt, 3-phase bus through the external
power switching relay and thepstrument bus lock-in
relay. Also ,..:ontained in the system are 28- and
14-volt ac buses which supply the aircraft's
low-voltage requirements. Looking at the diagram
you will notice that each ac bus is poWered
independently from an autotransformer. Each
autotransformer is protected from overloads by a
circuit breaker. The rest of the power distribution
system will be discussed with the battery power
system.

11.4.

far the most misunderstood components in the
aircraft electrical systems, ye,t there is no other single
piece of electrical equipment more important.
Aircraft have been lost because a battery had not
been properly maintained, and thus failed to provide
the necessary emergency power to operate essential
flight equipment during an emergency.

22-5. The servicing, charging, repairing, and
testing of the battery as well as troubleshooting its
control system are some of your responsibilities. The
knowledge requirements for you to perform these
tasks are pre'sented ir this section. Because the
battery and the battery power system are so

important, let's start our discussion with a review of
the nickel-cadmium battery.

22-6. Aickel-Cadmium battery. The plates of
a nickel-cadmium battery are made of a powder
sintered to a nickel wire screen. The active materials,
nickel oxide on the positive plate and metallic
cadmium on the negative plate, are electrically
bonded to the basic plate structure. The electrolyte
used in the nickel-cadmium battery is a 30-percent
(by weight) solution of potassium hydroxide in

distilled water. It provides a conducting path for
the ,current which flows between the positive and
negative plates. The electrolyte does not take part
in the chemical reaction as does the sulphuric acid
in lead-acid storage batteries. The specific gravity
of the electrolyte is, the same whether the bauery
is charged or discharged.

22-7. A cell is the fundamental unit of a
battery. The cell consists of the positive and negative
plate structures, separators, and electrolyte and
container. The positive and negative plates, which

Battery Power System. Batteries are by



are assembled as a cell core, are separated from each
other by two layers of nylon cloth and one layer
or cellophane. The plate structure is housed in avol.
cell case of molded nylon. The nominal open-circuit
cell vohage is 130 volts. This voltage varies with
the rate and state of charge. Generally, the higher
the current drawn from the battery and the lower
the state of charge, the lower will be the cell voltage.
Nickel-cadmium batteries for 24-volt systems consist
of 19 individual cells connected in series.

22-8. Nickel-cadmium batteries have several
major advantageN' over the othcr commonly ,used
storage batteries. as follows: ( I ) deleted. (2)
the) maintain a relatively steady yoltage when
being discharged at high currents; (3) they are
not permanently damaged if overcharged.. over-
discharged. or charged in the wrong direction; (4)
the) can stand idle in any state of charge for an
indefinite time; (5 ) they retain their charge if
stored in a charged condition for prolonged per-
iods of time: (6 ) they are not damaged by freez-
ing; (7) thc, are not subject to failure by vibra-
tion or se\,ere jolting; (8 ) thcy do not normally
exude corrosive fumes; (9) they are composed
of individually replaceable cells.

22-9. These batteries are not adversely affected
by extremely low temperatures. The lower the
temperature, the better they will retain their charge
when in idle storage or standby service. They do not
have to be removed from the aircraft during cold
weather under normal operating conditions.
Nickel-cadmium batteries will accept a charge at
-temperatures as lowN -65° F. While charging at low
temperatures. a longeS period is required to bring the
batteries up to full charge. Generally, the lower the
temperature, the longer will be the charging time.
The voltage on discharge is lower at low temperatures
than at normal temperatures. Voltage decreases with
a decrease in temperature, and with an increase in
discharge rate. The capacity is similarly affected.
However, the batteries need not be operated
interrnittentl) at low temperatures as must other
commonly used battery systems.

22-10. The state of charge of nickel-cadmium
batteries cannot be determined by the battery voltage
or by the specific gravity of the electrolyte. A
reading of approximately 24 volts means that the
batteries may be completely charged or almost
completely discharged. The state of charge cannot
be determined by the specific gravity of the
electrolyte, because the electrolyte is not changed by
the chemical reaction which occurs in the batteries;
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the specific gravity is the same whether the bat-
teries are charged or discharged.

Paragraph 22-11 and 22-12 deleted.

22-13. Battery power circuit. Refe,r, to
foldout 14, you can see that the bat power
system is a very simple circuit con4sting of a
nickel-cadmium battery, a 24/28-volt dc bus, the
battery relay, and the essential 28-vdc bus. The
purpose of the battery in this system is to provide
electrical power for the engine ignition, four whit,
flood lights, and the EGT indicator inverter. The
main source of emergency power for this aircraft
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system comes from the emergency ac generator,
which is ram air turbine driven. Because this system
does incorporate a separate emergency power source,
you can see from the diagram that the battery can
only be connected to the essential bus by one of
the following conditions:

- When either engine master switch is in the
ON position.
Whenever the ground refueling control
switch is in the REFUEL or DEFUEL
posit,ion.

22-14. When either switch gives the batten,/
relay a ground, the battery bus will assume a voltage
of 28 vdc, which is provided by the left and right
transformer rectifiers. So far in this discussion no
mention has been made of some of the associated
systems that operate in conjunction with the battery
power systems and the battery charging systems.
This omission is intentional because of the wide
differences inithese systems and because some are
peculiar to only/one type of aircraft. For example,
most battery systems provide some means of
monitoring or indicating battery voltage and the
amount of charging power available. Other battery
systems use a variety of warning lights to indicate
whether the battery is charging or discharging, or
whether it has reached the end of its usefulness. In
the next section we will discuss some of the
malfunctions and indications ofthe systems discussed
so far in this chapter.

23. System Malfunctions
23-1. ,Trouble analysis is a test of ingenuity as

well as of knowledge. For this reason, trouble
analysis procedures cannot be considered as ironclad
rules. Experience wal increase your knowledge of
various electrical systems, and reveal new checks and
more efficient methods of troubleshooting. By

adopting these new methods, you can devise
shortcuts to eliminate lengthy checks for similar
troubles.

23-2. Although you have a firm background
in electrical fundamentals, this is still not enough to
enable you to do your job with ease. In addition
to the fundamental inforrnation you possess, you
must have a thorough understanding of
trou bleshooting procedures. Realistic
troubAhooting is not a hit-or-miss,
remove-and-replace, or trial-and-error process. It is
an orderly sequence of mental and physical actions
ending with the identification and elimination of a
system malfunction.

23-3. As you gain experience you will find that
in most cases, certain troubles are caused only by
certain components in the electrical system, and that

you will be wasting your time if you check items
that have nothing to do with the trouble. For this
reason we can break these malfunctions down into
three main categories: frequency, voltage, and load
division. Let's start our discussion with the
frequency problems.

234. Frequency Problems. In almost all cases,
frequency problems consist of either constant
frequencies which are higher or lower than normal
system frequency. Since only certain units are used
to control the generator frequency, troubles of this
nature usually present no great difficulty. For
example, higher or lower than normal frequency may
be caused by a defective frequency a n d load control
box or by the drive governor system. To determine
which unit is malfunctioning, you would have to
remove the connector from the frequency and load
control box. After this is done, operate the engines
and build up the generator with the frequency
problem. If the gerterator comes on the line, and
its frequency is within 400 -±. 4 Hz, the frequency
and load control box is defective. If the frequency
is not within these limits, the CSD may be faulty
or out of adjustment. If the frequency varies as the
engine speed is varied, the CSD is dafective. If,

however, the frequency reniains steady is the engine
speed is varied, but is not within 400 ± 4 Hz,
adjustment of the CSD basic governor is necessary.
Before you replace a drive unit, however, it is best
to test the frequency and load control box with the
electrical power test harness as discussed earlier.

23-5. Voltage Problems. Another common
trouble that you will encounter is one in which the
generator or bus -voltage is higher or lower than
normal, or there is no voltage at all. If the trouble
is a complete loss of voltage from one generator, the
first step is to determine if the CSD is turning the
generator. This can be determined by measuring the
voltage output of the permanent magnet generator.
If a good voltage indication is obtained from the
permanent -magnet generator (PMG), the CSID and
PMG are operating normally. This leaves only the
voltage regulator or the generator control relay
circuitry in the VR/SP.

23-6. High- or low-voltage troubles are usually
caused by the VR/SP, the generator, or in some cases,
the generator drive. Some other possible causes of
low output voltage are high resistance in either the
exciter input or output circuit to the generator. Also,
an open in 'the exciter output circuit of a brushless
generator can cause low generator output voltage.
High voltage output is most generally caused by a
defective VR/SP. CSD, or ac generator. Another
cause for excessive generator output is the higher
than normal output from the exciter generator. This
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Can usually be detected by measuring the PMG
output. A thorough knowledge of the information
contained on foldout 13 should give a technician
enough information to be able to isolate any
malfunction of the ac power system to one or two
main units.

23-7 . Load Division Problems. Load division
problems are probably the most difficult and

thought-provoking problems that you will encounter.
These are the types of problems that really test your
knowledge of the electrical power systems and your
ingenuity in troubleshooting.

23-8. Load division problems show temselves
in many ways. A generator in parallel oper ion may
not carry its share of the KW or KVAR load, or it
may try to "hog" the load and carry more than its
share2112 some cases yod may notice a marked
tendency for generators operating in parallel to swap
the load back and forth between them. In some cases
of extreme load underbalance, one or more of the
bus tie relays may split the buses. For example, an
overexcited generator, in paraal, will tend to cai)ry
more than its share of the reactive load, and the
overexcitation protective device will automatically
take the generator off the line.

23-9. Suppose you have discovered a load
division problem. After testing the frequency and
load control box or the VR/SP, you find that they
are functioning properly. Obviously the trouble must
be somewhere in the sensing circuits for the
components. You should recall from previo 's
discussions that the load division circuits receive th ir
input signals from current transformers located in e

ac power 'control box. The current transformers re

the source of many malfunctions in the load d' sion
circuits. Their characteristics are very easily ged,

either by installing them incorrectly or by fa ing to
short them when operating the affected syste . If
maintenance has recently been performed on the
affected system, it is worthwhile to check tlw cu ent
trinsformers of the systcm for proper connection.
Another check you should make is to find out
whether the transformer had been shorted or left
disconnected when the system was operated. If a
current transformer is not shorted when it is

disconnected from an operating system, extremely
high current will flow through the transformer and
change its characteristics.
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CHAPTER 10

ANALYZING CONTROL AND WARNING SYSTEM PROBLEMS -

IF YOU SHOULD acCidentally put your hand Q,a

hot soldering iron, a certain series of events will
normally occur. First, you should feel some pain
as the extreme heat burns you. Secondly, the normal
reaction is to pull your hand away quickly. Two
specific body systems have been used. The nerves
in your hand act as a warning system telling you the
iron is hot. This causes the second body system,
the brain, to respond, which activates a control
circuit to move your hand away. Whereas the brain
is the control center for your body, the pilot is the
control center for the aircraft. WarMng circuits feed
information to him so -that he can respond with
corrective action.

2. As you know from your experiences, a great
number of manhours are spent maintaining the

aircraft control and warning systems. The systems
are as varied as the aircraft. These systems become
more complicated with each new weapon. In this
chapter we have chosen four areas that seem to cause
most of the trouble. The technique that you have
developed to troubleshoot the systems will apply to
most control and warning circuits. Let us begin with
the fire warning system.

24. F ire Warning System
24-1. 1, Fire is one of the most dreaded

emergencies that can happen to an aircraft. The

maintenance of the fire warning system must be of
prime concern to you as a technician. The system's
proper operation must be counted upon. False

indications due to malfunctions cost the Air Force
thousands of dollars per year in missed flights.

Proper maintenance by you and your men, coupled
with your complete understanding of system
operation, can greatly reduce the manhours expended
on this task. Before we start our discussion on
system operation we will review the most common
systems.

24-2. Types ()J Systems. There are several basic
fire warning systems being used on the aircraft in
our inventory. Some of the older planes which were
thought to be heading for obsolescence have been
returned to prime importance due to their supporting
role in Vietnam. We will begin with an earlier system
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used on most aircraft equipped with the R4360
engine, the Edison thermoCouple system.

24-3. The Edison thermocouple system. The
Edison thermocouple system is designed to detect
fires that occur in the engine nacelles or around the
auxiliary electrical power plant. Each engine has
three zones or circuits. A circuit consists of a number
of thermocouples located in the power plant nacelle.
Also, a sensitive relay, a test unit and slave relay in
the fire detector relay shield, and a test switch and
indicator light combine to complete the circuit.

24-4. As you should remember, this system
operates on the principle of rate of temperature rise.
The difference in temperature, rjs between the hot
and cold junctions of the th mocouple can produce
up to 50 millivolts.
the system.

24-5. The photoelectric (fireye) system. Some
,aircraft still use this system as the prime fire detector,
while most cargo aircraft use a variation of it in their
cargo compartments. This system consists of a

number of photoelectric detectbrs, a power unit, two
signal lamps, a relay, and a rotary test switch located
on the fire emergency panel.

24-6. The operation of the photoelectric system
depends upon the varying radiation of the flame. As
the rediatipn varies, the resistance of the detector
varies. This establishes an output of pulsating dc.
If the output signal is in a given frequency range,
the signal lamp will light, providing the pilot with
a visual indication of a fire. Because the system is
frequency sensitive, light sources such as the sun will
normally not trigger it.

24-7. The Fenwall fire and overheat detector
system. The Fenwall system is used,. on both
reciprocating and on some older jet engines. It

consists of a series of adjustable thermal switches.
an indicator light, and a test switch. The thermal
switches or detectors may be set for various
predetermined temperatures. This system normally
gives an indication of a fire or overheat condition
when the temperature setting of e detector is

exceeded.
24-8. Fire detection cable assemblies. This

system is most commonly rcTerred to as the

This millivolt signal activates



continuous cable syStern.I. it is used ommost aircraft
that arc familiar to you. Beca'9s'e this system is most
commonly used, we will Cliscuss it in depth. An
electrical schematic of .a continuous cable circuit is
shown in figure. 78. The fire detection cable system
.consists of a fire detection cable assembly, a fire
detection control assembly. a fire pull switch,'a red
warning lamp. a fire detection test switch, arid a fire
detection test relay. The sensing cable assembly
consists of as many series connected sensing elements
as necessary for the installation. The cable assembly
is routed through the engine nacelle and around the
engine in the paths where fire is most likely to occur.

24-9. The sensing elements in the cable
assembly usually consist of two inconel wires that
are ncased in a temperature-sensitive ceramie
material. This material is encased in an inconel
shield. which is a. good conductor. The ceramic
between the wires acts as a dielectric and insulates
them from each other under normal temperatures.
One lead is connected to a power source, and the
other is grounded through the shield.

24-10. Continuous Cable System Operation.
When heated, the ceramic decreases in resistance until
current flows between the wires. This current flow
provides a signal to the fire detection control unit

hich operates to turn on the red light. The system
wh. h you are presently responsible for may vary.'
For xarnple. some sensing elements have just a single
condlictor runnmg through the center of the element
and use the shield as the second conductor. There
are actually two different types of continuous cable
fire warning systems. One uses a transistorized
detection control circuit, while the other uses a
magnetic amplifier. We shall restrict our discussion
to the transistorized system. The entire circuit for
this systeM can be divided into four basic circuits
as follows:

Power supply circuit.
Sensing circuit.
Amplifier circuit.

- Warning circuit.
Each circuit v, ill be discussed in the above sequence
with respect -to normal conditions. Following this
is a discussion relating to the complete operation of
the system.

24-11. Power supply circuit. Dc power for the
detection control circuit is supplied by the aircraft

er system through a voltage regulator circuit
containin transistor Q3, resistors R10 and R12, and
diode CR2. A 28-volt dc potential is applied to the
normally open set of contacts of relay Kl and the
collector of transistor Q3. The regulated output from
this transistot, which is connected as a common
collector amplifier, is used to bias transistors Q1 and
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02 in, the amplifier circuit.
24-12. -The sensing circuit. The sensing circuit

contains the sensing element. resistors RI, R2, and
R3, diode CR1, and capacitor Cl. Normally, the
impedance of the sensing element is large (equivalent

iapproximately to an open circuit). It will affect the
network only if it is heated. It has a negative
temperature coefficient of resistance. This means
that if the temperature should increase, its resistance
will decrease. .

24-13. During normal operation, a constant
potential is applied to the circuit from the voltage
regulator. Because all components in the circuit have
constant values (here we assume the irnpedance'of
the sensing element to be equivalent to an open
circuit) current flow through the emitter-base
junction of transistor QI and resistor RI, R2, and
R3 establishes a maximum positive potential at the
base of transistor Ql. Therefore, the emitter-base
junction of transistor Q1, in the amplifier circuit, is
forward-biased at a maximum value, and diode CR1
is reversed-biased.

24-14. The amplifier circuit. The amplifier
circuit is a two-stage amplifier composed of
trans4stors Q1 and Q2, the coil of relay Kl, and
various resistors. Both transistors are connected as
common emitter amplifiers and are directly coupled
together. Furthermore, the coil of relay KI (in series
with the collector of transistor Q2) is deenergized
when transistor Q2 is cut off. It has already been
shown that the emitter-base junction of transistor Q1
normally has a maximum forward bias. However,
since this is a common emitter amplifier, its output
voltage will be at a minimum positive value. _This
voltage, when applied to the base of transistor Q2,
reverse-biases its emitter-base junction, which cuts off
transistor Q2. Therefore, relay Kl is normally
deenergized.

24-15. ne warning circuit. The normally open
contacts of relay K1 and the fire warning light make
up the warning circuit. Under normal flight
conditions, the relay is deenergized, which opens the
circuit to the fire arning light. It is obvious that
the light shoul illuminate only if a fire occurs.

24-16. 9icuit operation. It has already been
established 7lhat under normal conditions, if the
impedamlx of the sensing element is equivalent to an
open circuit, the potential applied to the base of
transistor Q1 is at its maximum positive value. This
causes its output voltage to be at a minimum value,
which is applied to the base of transistor Q2, cutting
it off. Therefore, transistor Q2 does not conduct.,
relay K1 is deenergized, and the warning light is out.

24-17. When a fire occurs, the impedance of
the sensing element decreases This additional path



for current flow is from the junction of resistors RI
and R2, diode CR1, and capacitor CI through the
sensing element. Therefore, the voltage at this point
decreases as the impedance of the sensing element
decreases, decreasing the reverse bias of diode CRI.
At a certain temperature (and therefore impedance)
of the sensing element, diode CRI becomes

forward-biased. When this occurs, the voltage at the
base of transistor Q1 is reduced, thereby increasing
its output voltage. This forward-biases transistor Q2

enough to energize relay K1 and Complete the circuit
for the fire warning light. If the temperature of the
element decreases, its impedance again increases, and
diode CR1 again becomes reverse.biased. In this way

the entire circuit reestablishes itself to its normal
condition.,

24-18. Maintaining Fire Pt,Vrning Sys Vemi. The
secret of success in maintaining the tire warning

system is preventive maintenance. A direct

relationship exists between your inspection
procedures and the reliability of the system. The

shop to which you are presently assigned may have
all of the types of systems we have discussed. The

technical data for each assigned aircraft will provide
you with the inspection procedures. You, as a 7-level

technician, must see that the inspections are

performed in accordance with that technical data.
24-19. Inspecting Inspections. One of your

major responsibilities as a technician will be

supervisory inspections. These may he thought of
as inspecting inspections. How can your inspections

keep the fire warning systems operating? One

menace to good system operation is corrosion. The
rapid temperature changes encountered in the engine

area make it a perfect breeding ground for this

culprit. We as electricians fail sometimes to place
the proper emphasis on corrosion control of the fire

warning system. Good inspections will reveal the
highly corrosive areas, allowing you to take

preventive action.
24.20. The F-106 is equipped with *the

continuous cable system. When the test switch is
placed in the TEST position, a ground is provided

for the cable assembly. This operation checks the
cable assembly for continuity. Since each segment
has a specific resistance, the system will not function

correctly if any one of the interconnectors has
become corroded. ft is not feasible to break each
connection in the system to inspect for corrosion,
nor is it called for in the inspection requirements.
However, because of the high rate of malfunctions,

a method for checking this item had to be devised.
It was discovered that if the detector control unit
was removed and the test relay closed, a continuity

check could be made from the detector unit
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connector plug_ From the tech, ical order the

Maximum total resistance oh each loop was

determined. With this information the system could
be checked for corroded connections. .An increascd
total Idop reistance would inthcate Mc need to clean
those cunnet. tors m the loop being checked. This

check greatly reduced the number or problems
encoun tered in tile F-106 system.

24-21. Another menace to me fire warning
system is the maintenance personnel that work in the

engine bay area. One of die last insoections before
the engine is cowled, or in the case of a jet before

the engine is installed, is a visual and operational
check of the fire warning system. You as a supervisci
must insure that the system is Lorrect before the area

is closed. Many manhours have bcen expended by
having to repeat work because we aye foiled to pa
attention to details such as this.

24-22. We would be at faint ii we did not
discuss the other inspection requhements. Proper

safety wiring, frayed wire, bent ,ir kinked cable
assemblies, bent or broken mounting biackets, and
the condition of the insulators arc some of the things

that you should be concerned about during a periodic

inspection. A saying from the "Ole Surge" might
Ilt here. "Anything worth doine, i worth doing

right." Good inspections can save you many hours
of headaches in the lire warning system. Another
system that is involved in warnin the pilot that
unsafe conditions exist is the master caution system.
This system is our next topic for discussion.

/25. Master Caution Circuits
25-1. Most of today's modern aircraft are

equipped with a master caution and warning light

system. This system is designed to caution the
aircrew that an unsafe or potentially unsafe condition

exists. Once the light is activated, some member of
the aircrew must reset it to cause it to go out. This

is to insure that there is an awareness of the warning.

25-2. 'Mere are several types of master caution
and warning systems in use today. This discussion

will l?e limited to 'wlid state circuitry. ilowcvei.
many of He cui, epts used arc smiilar to older

systems. As you study the master caution and
warning circuits, compare them with the one used
on your aircraft and notice their similarities.

25-3. System Charac tens ucs. The entire
system is prunarily contained in two separate units.
namely, the main caution light..panel and the master
control light assembly. This system is composed of
the individual caution lights, the master caution light,

a shutter, and the electronic circuitry required for
its operation. This circuitry can he divided into three

separate circuits as follows:



'Hie individual caution hght circuit.
the master caution light circuit.

a D d 'the reset circuit..
I or our .1,1;itysr, the operational chalactenistics of
the inasier caution] system, refer to figure 79. You
should be familiar with the electronic symbols used
from our review in Chapter 9. Let's begin with the
individual caution light circuit.

25-4. The Individual Caution Light Circuit. The
individual caution light circuit is located in the main
.,:aution light panel. This circuit includes diodes CRI,
CR2. CR3. CR4. the caution light module, and a

hright.diin switch When a 28-volt dc signal is applied
to the fault input or test input, a circuit is completed
through the individual light module. If the ground
is available through the bright-dim switch, the lights
will be bright. IC not, thc circuit will be completed
through Zener diode CRI, causing the lights to be
dim. The application of this fault signal 4)S0 applies
a positive voltage through diode CR5 to the master
caution input circuit. This allows the operation of
the master caution light if silicon controlled rectifier
SCR I in the re,et circuit is not conducting.

25-5. Vasicr Caution Light Circuit. The master
caution light circuit is made up of two lights, a
shutter coil, transistor QI. unijunetion transistor Q2,
silicon controlled rectifier SCRI diodes CR5 and
CR6. capacitor C2, and resistors R4 through RIO.
Thr! application of 28-vdc to this circuit provides the
power to illuminate the lights, operate the shutter,
and bias the circuit. When a positive voltage i applied
to the master caution input circuit, the master
C.aution lights illuminate and the shutter opens after
a time delay. If this input signal is reduced, the lights
go out and the shutter closes.

25-6. Under normal conditions (no aircraft
malfunctions), transistor QI is biased at cutoff. The
emitter is al a positive potential established by a
voltage dividing hetwOrk consisting of resistor -RIO
and diode CR6 However, the base is at ground
potential becausc no input signal exists. This
reverse-biases the emitter-base junction of transistor
01 Since transistor QI cannot be conducting, the
master caution light is Obi and the shutter is closed.

25-7. Where a system fault occurs, a positive
poteiitsil is applied to the junction of resis tors R4
and R.5 \ A voltage is 4hen simultaneously applied
to base I and base 2, as well as to the emitter of
unnunction transistor Q2. However, these positive
potentials are not necessarily the same or constant.

25-8 With the initial application of a fault
signal. the emitter of Q2 is near ground potential.
ht!catisc caoactir)r C2 charges through resistor R4. At
tie same instart !lie potentials at base I and base
2 are at dif ferent positive values. These potentials
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are determined by a voltage dividing network
consisting of resistors R5, R6, R7, and the N-section
of Q2. This reverse-biases Q2 upon the initial
application of a fault signal. Therefore, transistor
Q1 remains cut off because the potential at its base
has not changed.

25-9. As the time interval increases from the
initial application of a fault signal, the potential. at
the emitter of Q2 increases with time. At some
instant during the charging cycle of C2, the emitter
of Q2 becomes positive with respect to gradient)
voltage directly across from its emitter. When this
occurs, Q2 becomes forward-biased and conducts.
This creates enough positive potential at the gate of
SCR2 for it to conduct. This results in the
application of a positive potential to the base of
transistor Q1 with respect to its emitter,
forward-biasing its emitter-base junction. Transistor
Q1 conducts, allowing the master caution lamps to
illuminate, and the shutter to open.

25-10. The lamps continue to glow and the
shutter remains-open as long as SCR2 is conducting.
Furthermore, SCR2 conducts as long as a high
enough input voltage is applied to the master caution
input circuit. To turn off the light and close the
shutter, the input voltage need only be reduced in
magnitude. This can be achieved by either one of
two methods. One, obviously would be the removal
of the initial fault condition. The other is done by
pressing the master caution light cover.- This operates
a reset switch which activates the reset circuit.

25-11. The Reset arcuit. The reset circuit is
madc up of one reset switch, resistors R2 and R3,
capacitor CI, and a tripping device, SCR1. The
circuit affords a method of turning off the master
caution light and closing the shutter after the
condition is noticed,

25-12. Depressing the cover of the Master
caution light assembly activates the reset switch. This
applies a positive 28-volt dc potential to one side of
resistor R3. The potential on the other side, at the
gate of SCR,I , is initially zero, because capacitor CI
must charge through resistor R3. As this voltage
increases exponentially with time, the voltage to the
gate of SCR I also increases. When the gate voltage
reaches the firing potential for SCRI, it conducts and
reduces the potential at the junction of resistor R1
and diode CR5. Because this reduced voltage is
coupled to the master caution input circuit, the
magnitude of 'the master caution input voltage is
reduced.

25-13. This reduction in the master caution
input voltage reduces the voltage at the cathode of
SCR2. turning it off. The voltage at the base of Q.)
is also reduced, which again reverse-biases its



emitter-base junction. This cuts off, transistor Q 1.
which turns off the master caution light and closes
the shutter. Unijunction transistor
off, because the voltage at its base
reduced to a level sufficient to

2 is also cut
and base 2 is

reverse-bias its

junction. We should note here that the master
caution light cam-lot be relit from the original fault
condition if it is uninterrupted. However, if a fault
should occur in another system, the master caution
light would then come on. Also, you should notice
that the individual caution light is in no way affected
by the operation or the master caution light circuit.
This light will remain on until the fault is corrected.
One of the many systems that have inputs to the
master caution system is the fuel warning circuits.
The pilot must have constant contrOl over his fuel
supply. The next system which we shall discuss is
the fuel system and its circuitry.

26. Ftiel System Circuits
26-1. Many of the troubles you have

encountered on the aircraft have been in the fuel
-system circuits. If you are like most electricians,
Several long nights have been spent troubleshooting
this system. Most of this time could have been saved
if niore had been known about the ope'ration of this
system.

26-2. Until recently, the responsibility for fuel
system' maintenance belonged to several career fields.
Although we now have fuel system specialists, you
as an electrician must be able to troubleshoot the
circuitry. This requires a solid understanding of
system operation. You must also be able to train
your men in system troubleshdpting. This again
requires yrou to know how the complete system
operates. In this section we will discuss fuel system
operation and circuitry. The system vie have selected
to discuss is a typical system found on fighter
aircraft. You may work on another type system,
but ydu should find the operating characteristics and
basic circuitry of this system much like your own.
We will break out discussion into several specific
areas, such as:

Engine fuel supply.
Fuselage fuel supply.
External fuel supply.
Air refueling system.

A good place) to begin our discussion is with the
engine fuel supply.

26-3. Engine Fuel Supply. The engine fuel
supply system is defined as that portion of thc fuel
system, which maintains a contimious supply of fuel
to the ennes during all attitudes of flight. This

is done by two ac motor-driven, centrifugal-type
boost pumps. They are located in the bottom of
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the number 1 -,Cuel cell. These pumps supply fuel
ilnder pressure 'directly to the engines. Provision is

also made. For a gravity fuel system in ease of a
double-pump failure. The gravity rate of fuel flow
is, enough to keep the engine' running ,at reduced
power settings., -`

26-4. Both boost pumps fecd into a common
mahifold which separates to direct fuel to each
engine.. A motor-driven 'shutoff valve and a Clapper
check valv.e are lOcated in each ot these engine
manifold lines. Also, located in/the lines are the right
and left fuel hydraulic radiators and boost pump
pressure transmitters.

26-5. Fuel is pumped from the number 1 fuel
cell by the two submerged double-ended boost pumps
mounted in the bottom of the cell. Each pump is
,driven by a 1/15/208-volt, 3-phase, 400-Hz ac motor.
Both boost pumps operate continuously during
normal -flight conditions or when external power is
applied and eillier of the following conditions exist:

When either engine inaster switch is
placed in the ON position.
When the ground fueling \switch is

placfecl in either the REFUEL or
DEFUEL position witu both engine
master swifthes off.
When either boost pump elle& switch
is placed in the CHECK position.

26-6.. -The engine fuel shutoff valves, located
in each manifold, open when the engine master
switch is plaLed in the ON position, and the

corresponding engine throttle is athanced to the

IDLE position. This allows fuel to flow to the
engine-driven pumps.. The pressure in each' engine
manifold cause>; the boost pump pressure transmitter
to send a signal to the boost pump pressure indicator
on the pilot's console,.

26-7. Therriber 1 fuel cell that supplies fuel
to the engine fuel system receives ruel -from the
fuselage fuel supply system. Now that we know how
Fuel is fed to the engine, we need to find out how
we move fuel from the other cells. The fuel iS'moved

by the fuselage fuel supply system.
26-8. Fuselage Fuel Supply. The Cuselage fuel

supply system (see FO 15) consists of Leis 2 through
7. Cells numbers 4 and 6 each contain an electrically
driven fuel transfer puRp and a hydraulically driven
fuel transfer pump. These four pumps feed a

'common manifold which transfers fuel into cells 1

and 2. The flow of fuel is controlled by pilot valves
and control valves -located in cells 1 and 2. The

pressure switches in thc system are energized during

the transfer plimp checks.
26-9. The electrically driven transfer pumps run

continuously whenever power is available and either



engine master switch is on, or both engine master
switches asc off, and the ground refueling 'switch is
in the REFUEL or DEFUEL position. The
hydraulicall): driven transfer pumps run during the
four specific operauons that follow:

Afterburner operation on either
engine.
Air refuel switch to EXTEND.
Fuel load in cells 1 and 2 falls below
1800 pounds.
Hydraulic transfer pump check switch
'in the CHECK position.

As long as electrical power is maintained on the
hydrauhc transfer pump control valve by the
hydraulic transfer pump and fuel transfer relay, the
hydrauhc system pressure is held off the pump.
When power iskremoved by the hydraulic transfer
purriP control relays on the master switches, the
control valve allows hydrauhc pressure which causes
the pump to run. As you can see, ir the aircraft
experienced an electrical power failure, the hydraulic
pumps would transfer the fuel to cells 1 and 2.

26-10. You should begin to see the relationship
9f system to system. When you are called upon to
analyz.e a fuel problem, you must be able to isolate
the specific system having difficulfy. Once you have
made this determination, your kno.wledge of specific
system ope,ration should lead you to the
malfunctioning component. The next portion of the
fuel system to be thscussed is the external fuel
supply.

26-11. External Fuel Supply. The external fuel
system is composed of two 370-gallon external wing
tanks, one 600-gallon external centerline tank, and
the lines and valves necessary to control fuel transfer
from the external tanks to the fuselage cells. These
tanks and their related components arc shown in
foldout 16. External fuel is transferred to fuselage
cells .1, 3, and 5 when the external transfer switch
(refer to F016) is placed 'in either the CENTER
or OUTBOARD position. When the external transfer
switch is placed in the OFF position, external fuel
transfer stops.

26-12. When the enema] transfer swircld is

placed in the CENTER position and a centerline tank
is aboard, the system is configured as follows:

a. The refueling shutoff valve and the centerline
shutoff valve are both energized open.

b. The fud flow transmitter is energized to
illuminate the CTR EXT FUEL light when the flow
from tile centerline tank stops.
When the external transfer switch is placed in the
OUTBOARD position with either external wing tank
aboard, the system is configured as follows:

a. The external wing tank shutoff valves arc
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energized open.
b. The fuel flow transmitters are energized to

illuminate the L EXT FUEL and R EXT FUEL lights
when fuel from each tank stops. If the external tanks
arc not installed, all pressure regulators, pressure
vacuum relief valves, and fuel shutoff valves are
energized closed. Additionally, the mechanical
disconnects are closed to prevent ldss of fuel in the
event a shutoff valve malfunctions.

26-13. Fuel is transferred from the exiernal
centerline tank into the aircraft by air pressure. The
pressure is maintained by an aircraft mounted
pressure regulator and vent valve combination. During
refueling, the fuel level in the tank is controlled by
the 'tank 'control valve and pilot valve located in the
tank. All tanks contain a float assembly which
actuates a FULL light in the cockpit. The pressure
regulators and pressure vacuum relief valves that
control the air pressure for the internal wing tanks
are located in tht wings. When either external wing
tank quick-disconnect is connected, a circuit from the
external wing tank pressurization relay is completed.
The tarils will pressurize as soon as external electrical
power is applied or if a generator is put on the line.
This en izes the pressure vacuum relief valves closed(4
and EI ens the pressure regulators.

26-14, The pilot may then transfer fuel from
the external wing tanks by placing the external
transfer switch in the OUTBOARD position. This
opens the two external wing tank shutoff valves.
When the external wing tanks are empty, a float
lowers to the bottom of the tank and closes the
control valve. So far we have discussed the systems
that provide fuel for engine operation. We have
looked at those systems while the fuel is being..movea
into the feed cells. There is one important system ,
left for us to discuss, the air refueling system.

26-15. The Air Refueling System. The air
refueling system provides a means for transferring
fuel from a tanker aircraft to the fuel cells during
flight. The tanker boom connnects to the fuel system
through a receptacle mounted on, the top of the
fuselage above the number 2 fuel cell. A hydraulic
actuator raises and lowers ale receptacle as required.
In addition to the actuator (refer to fig. 80): the
receptacle package incorporates an induction coil, a
nozzle lock limit switch, a nozzle contact limit
switch, a receiver retract limit switch, a receptacle
illuminating light, and a sequencing valFe. An air
refuel switch, a boom release switch, a receptacle
downlock timer, a control amplifier, a demagnetizing
relay, and a reset switch are located in the cockpit.
Each controls some function of the air refueling
system. A green DISENGAGE light and a green
READY light are mounted at eye level in the forward
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cockpit. The receptacle is illuminated for night
refueling operations.

26-16. To prepare the air refueling system for
air refueling from the tanker, the air refuel switch
is moved to EXTEND (rdfer to fig. 80), and the
number 1 solenoid in the nozzle lock sequencing
valve is energized to extend the receptacle. The

receiver retract limit switch is actuated to the

EXTEND position, and the receplacle illuminating
lights come on. The green RtAigY lighl comes on
when the receptacle is in the EXTEND position.
When contact is completed between the tanker and
the receiver, and the boom is seated in the receptacle,
the nozzle contact limit switch is actuated. This

completes the circuit to the coil of the nozzle lock
sequencing relay. When the relay actuates, both
solenoids on the nozzle lock-sequencing valve- are
energized. The nozzle locks will move to the 1_,OCK
position and actuate the nozzle lock limit switch.
This causes the thyratron in the signal amplifier to
fire and actuate relays K1 and K2 in the amplifier.
At the same time, it sends a signal to the tanker
through the induction coils in the receptacle and in
the boom, to in ate that the sy§rem is ready to
receive fuel.

26-17. When refueling is completed, a

disconnect action can be initiated from either the
receiver aircraft or the tanker. From the receiver
aircraft, the pilot initiates disconnect action by

depressing the boom release switch on the stick grip.
This causes the thyratron to fire through relays K3
and K4. The DISENGAGE light comes on, the coil
of the nozzle lock sequencing relay becomes
deenergized, and the nozzle locksare released. At

the same time, the coil of the demagnetizing relay
is energized. When this relay actuates, a pulse of.
current passes through the receptacle induction coil.
This signal is picked up by the induction coil on the
boom and shuts off the flow of fuel from the tanker.
When the receiver aircraft has disengaged from the
tanker, the air refuel sWitch can be moved to
RETRACT. This energizes the receptacle downlock
timer, deenergizes the number I coil, and energizes
the number 2 coil of the nozzle lock sequencing
valve, retracting the receptaele. When the receptacle
retracts fully it opens the receiver retract limit switch,
disengaging the, air refueling receiver timer. After a

60-second delay, the air refueling receiver tinier

deengerizes the receptacle manifold selector valve.
With the air refuel switch in RETRACT, al power
is removed from the aMplifier. All relays in the
amplifier reset, and tile DISENGAGE light goes out.
All remaining relays in the system revert to the

normal in-Nit position, and the fuel system is set
up for normal operation.
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26-18. We have discusse the four major
sections of the aircraft fuel system. You must be
able to analyze malfunctions and quickly isolate the
trouble to one of these systems. Another system
that has given the electrician much trouble is the nose
gear steering system. Next in our discussion of
systems, we shall cover modern transistorized nose
gear steering.

Ai)

27. Nlose Wheel Steering Circuits
27-1. The need for the pilot to have positive

control of the aircraft during ground operation
created the need for the development of nose gear
steering systems. As aircraft have become more
sophisticated, so have their systems. The rapiaity
of advancement in technology has created a situation
where you may have some aircraft with the ear4iest
mechanical sytem .and some with the latest

transistorized system. For our discussion in this
section, we will use a typical transistorized control
box, as seen in figure 81.

27-2. Operational Analysis.. The nose gear
steering ,system may be ener-gized when the nose gear
is down and locked and the maixgear struts are
compressed. As the pilot moves the rudder pedals
back and forth, he varies the output voltage of the
nose gear steering command (input) potentiometer.
This signal is then applied to a differential amplifier
in the nose gear steering control unit. The output
of the differential amplifier determines which coil
will receive more current in the nose gear steering
servo valve. This valve controls the nght or left tum
function of the nose gear steering power unit. Geared
to the power unit is the nose gear steering followup
potentiometer. The 'followup output signal is also
applied to the differential amplifier. If an error signal

exists between the output of the followup and
command potentiometers, the differential amplifier
produces a differential current to the servo val--7-1
which directs hydraulic flow -to the vane motor in
the power unit. The vane motor turns the wheels
in the desired direction to re
As outputs of the two potent]
the error signal is educed,
amplifier reduces differential

uce this error ,signal.
eters become equal,

art4 the differential
current to stop the

wheels aPthe desired angle of turn.
27-3. In the event of an open or short circuit

in one of the inputs to the control unit, a failure
detection network detects this g.rid removes hydraulic
pressure from the steering system. This network
consists of a dual three-input AND gate which drives
a lockout network consisting of a timing network and
a silicon controlled rectifier (SCR). When a failure
exists, transistors Q1 and/or Q2 will cut off and start
the timing process which fires the Sjk. These



devices arc shown in figure 81. Action of the SCR
causes a relay to deenergize, interrupting the ground
path from the solenoid in the nose gear steering
selector valve. When the solenoid in the selector valve
is deenergized, hydraulic pressure is removed from
the ,steering system. Recycling of the steering switch
resets the ,SCR and allows normal operation to

resume, providing the cause of the original failure is
removed.

27-4. Right turn theory. When the right rudder
pedal is moved forward to execute a right turn, the
c,ommand potentiometer wiper arm, mechanically
linked to the rudder pedal, produces an increasing
voltage through pin M into the differential amplifier
(Al ). In Al. the voltage is applied through CR7
and CR8 to the base of Q4. The emitter of Q4
apphes an increasing current to the base of Q3.
Current from the emitter of Q3 passes through R12,
and off the wiper arm- of R14 to the collector of
Q5. Q5 acts as a Gurrent stabilizer. Current from
the emitter7of Q5 passes through R17 to the -24-vdc
power supply. Increased 'current to the base of Q4
and Q3 results, in increased conduction (reduced
impedance) in the return path of the right turn coil
in the servo valve. Current from the power supply
to the center ta,p (neutral) of the servo valve,increases
through the right turn coil, back into pin L to Al,
and through CR9 and Cl:11 to the collectors of Q4
and Q3. From Q4 and Q3, current follows the same
path as current from the wiper arm of the command
Potentiometer. The servo valve is now subjected to
a differential current, and directs hydraulic flow to
the ane mouir for the purpose of turning the wheels.
As the heel turns,. the wiper arm of the followup,
potentio eter moves to produce an increasing voltage
to pin N. From pin N the voltage is applied to Al,
through CR13 and CR14, to the base of Q7. The

emitter of Q7 applies an increasing current to the
base of Q6. Current from the emitter of Q6 passes
through RIO and R14. Q7 and Q6 increase
conduction (reduce impedance) in the return path of
the servo valve left turn coil. When voltage from
the followup potentiometer equals voltage from the
comrnarild potentiometer, the error signal is zero and
current equalizes in the left and right turn coils of
the servo valve. The servo valve with no differential
current holds the wheels at the desired degree of right
'turn

27-5. Lti t turn theory. As the left rudder pedal
is moved forward to execute a left turn, the

command pdtentiometer wiper ann produces a

decreasing voltage through ,n M, and along the same
path as the increasing right turn voltage. Q4 and
Q3 decrease .1,11 conduction, which provides higher
impedance in ihe servo valve right turn coil. Current

from the power supply to the.center tap of the
. servo valve connector increases through the left

turn coil back to pin J. and through CRIO and
CR12 to Q7 and 06. Current flows from the
emitter of Q6 through R16 to R14, and from the
wiper arm of R14 the path for current is the same
ils that for a right turn...

27-6. As the whee turn, the wiper arm of the
followup potentiome r produces a decreasing

/voltage. This voltag enters the control unit to Al.
Q7 and Q6 decrease conduction in the return path
of the servo valve right turn coil. %hen voltage from
the followup potentiometer equals voltage from the
command potentiometer, the error signal reduces,
and current between the left and right turn coils of
the servo valve equalizes to hold the wheels at the
desired degree of left t rn.

27-7 Failure d ection theory. The failure
detection \ circuit det cts a short, open, or
intermittent signal from t e command potentiometer,
followup potentiometer, ahservo valve. Depressing
the nose gear steering switch provides 28 vdc to the
control unit power supply (A2), and through R2 and
R3. Voltage through R2 is applied to 11.1 and to
the anode of SCR2. Voltage through R3 is\Vplied
to the collector of Q1 of the dual three-input AND
gate network. If signals from the command
potentiometer, followuP potentiometer, or servo

valve become shorted or open, negative voltage
through R13 and Rl5 will be applied to the bases
of QI and Q2. Q1 and/or Q2 no longer conducts,
thus opening the ground path from R3 of A2.
Voltage now passes from R3 through CR3 to the gate
of SCR2. It fires and provides a short circuit .to
ground for voltage applied to the coil of Kl. Kl
deenergizes, and the ground path for the selector
valve solenoid opens, causing the solenoid to

deenergize, removing hydraulic pressure from the,
system. Because SCR2 is self-healing, when the cause
for failure is removed, the system may be recycled
and normal operation resumed. This-will complete
our discussio&on the operational characteristics of
the nose gear steering system. Your system may be
characteristically the same. If it is not, many of these
operating principles ci11 apply to your system. We
will also spend some time discussing the major
components in this system.

27-8. Detailed Component Theory. As a

technician responsible for maintaining the nose gear
steering system you must become familiar with each
component. Each system varies in its makeup, but
you should be able to make application of these
operating principles to the components in your
system. Let's begin our discussion with the nose gear
switches.
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27-9. Nosejear s:eering .switches. Depressing
the nose gear steering switch applies 28 vdcAo the'
control unit, through pm Cirto the failure detection
circuitry in the power supply (A2). From A2, power
is supplied to energize relay KI. The now clOsed
contacts, Aland A2 of relay KI, provide the ground
path for the selector valve solenoidhould any one
of the nose gear steering switches fail to make
contact, the failure detection circuitry locks out the
system.

27-10. Nose gear steering mrnand
partiometer. The command potentiOmeter iS .a
silicone-oil-filled device with a nonlinear resistance
characthristic. This potentiometer produces a high
system gain for coarse steermg near the outer firnfts
of no5e wheel travel, and a low system gain for fine
steering atoPid the neutral point or nose wheel
travel. The electrical connections to thiS:'
potentiometer are shown in figure 82. A 500-ohm
resistor is placed in series with the wiper for
protection. Beyond the resistance functiolOare
shorting bars (zero resistance) for a finite wiper
position change. This /unction coversee124°. The
remaining portion of the 36C rotation presents..an
open circuit to the wiper. The wiper arm Of the
command potentiometer is mechanically linked 'to
the rudder pedal torque tube. When tne:rudder
pedals are in any position other than neutral, the
error signal produced is fed into the differential
amplifier of the control unit, and the nose wheel
starts to move in the desired direction. When the
nose gear is at neutral, the wiper arm output istil \

ceapproxirnately 27 vdc. The wiper arm output at
light is approximately 42 vdc. At 700 left the output

ls approximately 12 vdc. This type command
potentiometer has unusual wiper noise characteristics
which must not be interpreted as'a defectiv. unit.

27-11. Nose gear steering followup
potentiometer. The followup potentiometer is a

linear device with the wiper arm connected to the
uars inside the hydraulic power unit. The output
of the wiper arm determines the degree in which the
nose wheel will turn. The electrical connections to
this potentiometer are shown in figure 83. The

followup outputlags but s the same as the output
or the cenimand potentioineter. Care must be taken
when you chec1 the unit not to interpret the opening
or shorting bars inside this potentiometer as d defect

in the unit.
27-12. Selector valve. The selector delve is a

remotely controlled. three-way, two-,.osition.
single-solenoid valve employed to di,
4.1raMic system preseure,to the nose gear steering

system. Me selector valve should be energized wile,'
the relay inside the control unit is energved. hecau:x
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;he ground path !or theelctor valve i,Atrough the
energized ,contacs ofitlie con'rol

27- i 3, Seri:, valve. The servo valve is composed
of a sliding piston.., receiver pipes. feedback spring,
and a flexible pipe, which is conneeted to two
solenoids. When the left or re,..,,ht turn transistor.
located in the control unit, starts to eonduct. the
ground for Rrke or the solenoids is completed and
the solenoid is energized. As the solenoid is

energized, the flexible pipe is directed to one or the
receiver pipes at one end of the sliding piston.
riydi'aulic fluid +lows through to on,: end of the
piston. The hydiattlic pressure shirts the piston and
opens a port to Liie hydraulic motor much turns the
wheel. The piston will remain in till, position as
long as the ground path through the _ontrol unit is
made. When the ground is opened, the solenoid will
deenergize. and hydraulic pressure wdl reposition the
piston to a neutral or normal positio; WUn the
piston shifts back to normal, hydrauhc pressure is
removed from tile hydraulic motor. stoppir;gn.the nose

27-14. ,-re power supply To conelude our
discussion Of the nose wheel steering systhm. we will

-discuss briefly the power supplied to the system.
This system is shown in_the lower left side ot 'igure
81. Single-phase .115 vac is apphed through pM Y
to transformer II. T1 rrovides two outputs of 100
vac. each with respect to the center tap. These
voltages are used to Oevelop three resi\tor-eapacitor
power supplies. Diodes., CRO and CR-; rectify the
in-phase portior of the T1 output to produce
full-wave rectification to feed 41 va to the command
and followup potentiometers and 58 vde to theyervp
valve. CR7 and CM-rectify the out-of-phase portion
of the output or TI to produce -24 vile to bias the
failure detection circuitry.

28. Logical froubleshootthg
28-1. Today we live in an .4.ie-of automation.'

Complex systems of all kinds are automated. even .

to the point ot automatic checkouts. self.checking
procedures. and self-repair eapability. Complex
systems still fail in spite of all ti t rou bleshoot ng
capabilities built into them, and in spite of tne flow
eharts and trouPleshoorm'g "cookbooks" prepared for
the technician. Someone must fix the system. and
get the "bird" hack into the air. Who is ilus person.
and how does he r.lo the job'

29-2. The man 1,vil.o will be called upon to
perform these, difficult nonroutine jobs is the
roubleshoormii.ert He does not rely' on magic
,r guessing to e.et tire ,ystem operating again: he relies

On systematic troubleshooting techniques. Die
e.xpert knows there are the following four parts m
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tri,obr:shoot ipg .

Knowing in detail how the system
works:
Knowing how to use thc test
equipment.
Using technical orders arid

maintenance manuals effectively.
Logically analyzing thc
troubleshooting inform tion hc
obtains from thc inaltunctioning

stem.
four parts listed are necessary. but the first thrcc

have been well covered in this CDC as well as in your
previous training. In this section we will concentrate
On ti 'a List part. the logical analysis of the
imormation 'the troubleshooter has a% ailable. Thc
general principles and techniques to be discussed
apply to most troubleshooting situations..

2S..3. Troubleshooting Principles. As wc have
discussed troughout this chaptcr, having spccific
experience with each system is one way of beconyinga good tr.ilibleshooter. When you find a mat/who
has wor ed on a specific aircraft for any length of
!Vile you r,:an say he is a good troubleshooter. But
should he be transferred, still be a good
troubleshooter Learning how "i-q use sound
troubleshooting principles will help you -iiprove your
technique and possibly 'make you an expert.
Troubleshooting principles came from years of
practical experience and many research studies.
These principles are not startling, new, or different.
The emphasize practicality, efficiency in checking,
and maximum ,se of information. Systematic
application of -these. priniples will lead the
troubleshooRr to success when using a reasonable
ri,wiber 01 checks Ask yourscl these Iwo questions
ii ...,Lck step or ,:heck in the troubleshooting process:

Where to check'
What type of check to make'?

The troubleshooting principles will help you answer
these questions.

28-4. Initial bracketing. The first question you
have to answer is "where to check?" Tlhs question,
eau be answered by a logical 'sequence of general
steps. You first determine the broad limits that
encompass the location 01 the defects or difficulties.
This is called the area of uncertainty.Jk should bc
inclosed with brackets, either physically on thc
diagram or mentAy as you analyze. For 'instance.
1r you have a wol k order on the fire warning system.
it most likely wrli read "Firc warning light came on
after 10 minutis of flight." At this point it could
he anything IA the system, including normal
operation. The entire system is now the arca of
uncertainty \rs you must narrow the limits so that

the arca of uncertainty becomes smaller, and until
the specific defeets arc pinpointed. You do this by
making appropriatc tcsts or checks. This is a

repetitive process. After you have established each
pair of brackets, you should make a check somewhere
between the brackets, interpret this check, and
rcposition your brackets.. Repeat this until you have
the trouble isolated to just one component. Where
do we begin? Let us look at thc symptoms.

28-5. Symptom-pattern recognition. If we look
carefully, we will find the symptoms indicating a
malfunction. Look at all the indicators available,
such as the voltmeters. ammeters, frequency meters,
and indicating lights. Answer the following
questions. Is the voltage correct'? Is the current high
or low'? What warning lamps are on? From this
information you should be able to determine the
symptoms. In the case of a fire warning writeup,
you need to check the system's present condition.
Did the warning light remain on? Is there any
evidence of fire in the engine arca? Assuming there
was no fire, and .the warning light 'it still on, where
dci we go from here? You are right! You must check
thc diagram to find the abnormal circuits that could
turn thc light on. Y.ou should concentrate on the
warning light part of the circuit. From this you can
determine what ,may or ma y. not cause the light to
come on. Check those circuits that could cause this
symptom. The problem' is obviously not in these
circuits that have no control over the light.

28-6. Establishing the brackets. Remember, the
area in which the trouble could be located is called
thc arca of uncertainty. because this is the area in
which the status of rhe circuitry is uncertain. As

you look at the diagram(sec fig. 7F). you 'oust

lsletermine
the boundary of this arca. If the fire i..ull

witch is good, that is, not shorted, there are three
parts of the circuit that could turn the light on;
namely, the cable assembly, the control assembly,
and the tcst relay. Your brackets should incliid
these circuits. Remember, the abnormal circuit is
thc portion of circuitry which is affected by the
troubles in the system. It may coincide with the
area of uncertainty, but only for initial bracketing.
You can obtain at least two benefits by using
brackets. First, determining the area of uncertainty
makes it casier to avoid pointless checks. And
secondly, the brackets help you to pick the best
check from among the possible good checks. We are
all guilty of pointless checks. An irrelevant check is

,..6 one that wwught make outside of the trouble
, brackets. A checliaike this adds no new information,

and thc trouble 'brackets remain the- same. A
redundant check is a check made within the trouble
brackets which adds no new informatiohandhich
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brings us no closer to finding the trouble. A

premature check is also tu be avoided. We may end
up changing parts, and still hSve troubles in the
system. As we make each move, we should stop and
think about what the information from the check
teLls us concerning the size of the trouble brackets.
Where are our trouble brackets now? We must plan
our checks to include new inforrnathm within the
new brackets. We may have to use alLof our previous
information in order to decide upon the next
appropriate check.

28-7. Anaiysis Application. Let us look again
at the diagram for the tire warning system. Select
a Gentral point, and determine what check we will
make. If we should choose to check pin 1 of the
control a-sembly with an ohmmeter to see if we have
a ground, that is a good choice. If we do not tind
a ground, we must check both the Cable assembly
and the test relay. The brackets have moved. The
problem is most likely in the control assembly. A
voltage check reveals 28 vdc at pin 4 on the control
assembly. This indicates shorted. contacts at relay
Kl. Again, the brackets have moved. To confirm
our finding, a continuity check of pin 2 to pin 4
of ntrol assembly will show that the contacts2
of.relay ICI are shorted.

28-8. This has been an easy problem, but the
principles used apply to any troubleshooting job.
You solved the fae warning problem with two
checks, and make a third to confirm your findings.
That's not bad, Let's sec how you should proceed
in the mastcr caution system. The writcup reads.
"The master caution light will not reset.- What is
your first step? Good, you must remember to
check the symptoms. Are there any indkidi

,caution lights on? No!,,Is the master caution light
bright? Yes! So far, sd good. What should you do
now? Yes, look at the diagram (refer to fig. 79).
As we establish our brackets, we should note
cerran conditions. FIFA the.2.8-vdc input mug he
good because the tights arc CM. Secondly. this
}caves only t'At, p!iths tdbe abnormal, the
circuit and the master cauti.1 input 1;
two circuits come toacther in tfie rm.... tar caution
input circuit. If you check A;. volt:..4.: input of
the reset circui:. to C'e ,astr-r ciintion input cir-
cuit, you can ch w.enoi,.. reset ci cult. \\ )cri
the reset ,0.,atch closcd. the voltaL ()Lir eiteck
point should 1:0 It doe, rot. 'i ou. have
moved 'our oracke.. Now you- ylecri.+b c,kecki-he
reset circuit input. W., hen Ihe reset, 15 mcd.
you read 28 vdc. Again the brackLtsl...,, moved.
You now know the problem is in the raser mggcr-
ing circuit in the \lain Caution light panel. A
continuity check from the gate of SCR! to the
reset Input indicatcs .in open. What's rhe
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STUDY REFERENCE GUIDE

1. Use this Guide as a Study Aid. It emphasizes all important study areas of this volume.

2. Use the Guide as you complete the Volume Review Exercise and for Review after Feedback on the Results.
After each item number on you VRE is a three digit number in parenthesis. That number corresponds to
the Guide Number in this Study Reference Guide which sho*s you where the answer to that VRE item
can be found in the text. When answering the items in your VRE, refer to the areas in the text indicated
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these Guide Number----Then go back to your textbook and carefully review the areas covered by these Guide
Numbers. Review the entire .VRE again before you take the closed-book Course Examination.

3. Use the Guide for Follow-up after you complete the Course Examination. The CE results will be sent
to you on a postcard, which will indicate "Satisfactory" or "Unsatisfactory" completion. The card will list
Guide Numbers relating to .the questions missed. Locate these numbers in the Guide and draw a line under
the Guide Number, topic, and reference. Review these areas to insure your mastery of the course.

Guide
Number Guide Numbers 100 through 136 ^

100 Introduction to the Aircraft Electrical
Repair Technician; Specialty Description,
pages 1-3

Guide
Number

110 Introduction to Maintenance of Shop Test
Equipment; MC-2 Generator Test Stand,
pages 28-29

101 Safety and the Supervisor, pages 3-6 111

102 Security and the Supervisor, pages 6-7

103 Introduction r to the Electric Shop; Scope
of Maintenance, pages 8-12

104 , Shop Publications, pages 12-17

105 Introduction to Supervision and Training in
a Maintenance Environment; Supervision:
General; The New Worker, pages 18-20

106 Su pervision : Personnel Relations in

Supervision, pages 20-21

107 Supervision: Making Work Assignments;
Reviewing the Work; Improving Work
Methods, pages 21-23

108 Supervision: Preparing Personnel Rating
Forms; ATC Graduate Evaluation Program,
pages,t-23-24

109 Training, pages 24-17

1

AC Control Panel Test Sets, pages 29-33

112 Introduction to Use and Maintenance of
Electronic Test Equipment; Resistance-,
Current-, and Voltage-Measuring
Equipment: General; Resistance-Measuring
Devices, pages 34-37

113 Resistance-, Current-, and
Voltage-Measuring Equipment: Measuring
Current pages 37-38

114 Resistance-, Current-,
Voltage-Measuring Equipment:
Voltage, pages 38-43

and
Measuring

115 Special Aircraft Power Systems Test
Equipment, pages 43-44

116 -1 Introduction to Analyzing Complex DC
Circuits; MagNic Circuits, pages 45-48

117 Analyzing Conduction, pages 48-50
118 Coniplex DC Circuits: Bridge Circuits,

pages 50-55



Guide
Number

119 Complex DC Circuits: Mesh Circuits, pages
55-57

120 Introduction to Reactors in Circuit
Relationships; Reactance and Frequency in
Circuits, pages 58-61

121 Circuit Application of Reactors, pages
61-64

122 Introduction to Diagnosing Malfunctions in
a Multi-Generator DC Power System;
Generator System and Component
Operation, pages 65-69

123 Power Distribution System, pages 69-71

124 System Analysis, pages 71-74

125 Introduction to Multi-Generator AC Power
System Problems; AC Generator System
Description, pages 75-76

Generator System Components and Circuit
Operation: General; AC Generator;
Voltage Regulator/Supervisory Panel;
Voltage Regulator, pages 76-78

2

F

127 Generator System Components and Circuit
Operation: Supervisory Panel, pages 78-82

128. Generator System Components and Circuit
Operation: Frequency and Load Control
Box, pages 82-84

129 Generator System Components and Circuit
Operation: AC Power Control Box;
Constant Speed Drive; Normal System
Buildup, pages 84-86

130 Power Distribution System, pages 86-88

131 System Malfunctions, pages 88-89

132 Introduction to Analyzing Control and
Warning System Problems; Fire Warning
System, pages 90-92

133 Master Caution Circuits, pages 92.94

134 Fuel System Circuits, pages 94-96

135 Nose Wheel Steering Circuits, pages 96-98

136 Logical Troubleshooting, pages 98-100
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CHAPTER 5

Objective: To be able t T.-an :::fze various situations and fesclve th- .nd se t,1 the ,pquper
electronic test equipment.

1. What major factor must he considered helore selecting am, piece of rt,u.Q--equa-1 )

Name the three most common devices used to measure rest - :nctidt (10-2)

3. For what purpose do most ohmmeters have a scale multiphLation Ica tu re-! (10-7)

4. What type ohminete, ircl:!' scale? (10-8)

5. How does the current through the meter movement diffei hem een the sei les and shunt type
ohmmeter? (10-Q)

o. Vehat is meant uy the sd) c a ,..;lutit pe ohmmeter ' (10-00

Men using an ohmmeter with a, ow-ohm ,,Cale, why is it tinportan t to leave it in the low
posttion ) (10-10)



How can an ohmmeter be used to check a capacitor? (10-11)

9. On a inegger, what is meant by the term floating pointer? (10-14)

10. What is the value of output voltage for most meggers? (10-14)

Is the following statement true or false? One of the outstanding features of the megger is the
independence of the indications with respect to the speed at which the crank is turned, or the
strength of the permanent magnet. (10-16)

1 2. When the megger is tested for leakage, you should read with the leads open and
with the leads shorted. (10-17)

13. What measuring instrument is the most accurate for rnaking resistive measurement? (10-20)

14. What type meter movement is commonly used in the detector circuit of a bridge? (10-21)

15 When is the detector in a bridge at maximum sensitivity? (10-22)
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16. Name an elementary precaution that you must use whe measuring ow resistance AriC1 3
bridge. (10-24)

17. The limitations of a Wheatstone bridge are encountered when
or resistances are measured. (10- '5)

11

18. What consideration must be given when choosing a shunt for operation of an ammeter? (10-30)

19. The ammeter should always be connected so that the meter terminals 2.re :n what relationship to the
circuit polarities? (10-38)

20. What unit must be used with a Diarsonval meter movement to meascire high voltales? (10-40)

21. Name three things that can be changed on a voltmeter to increase its sensitivity. (10-4S )

22. How is the accuracy of a voltmetJ generally expressed? (10-46)

23. Describe the shunting effect of a voltmeter. (10-49)
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24. What is the primary advantage of the VTVM ov'er ordinary voltmeters? (10-51)

25. What is the purpose of the negative 5-volt bias on the tube grid in a basic VTVM? (10-53)

26. An ac vacuum tube voltmeter can be calibrated to read Or

values. (10-57)

`A.

27. Why is it important to ground the ac probe immediately after testing an ac circuit that has high dc
present? (10-59)

28. Operation of the oscillo ope is based upon the and of a beam of
electrons used for the purpose of producing a visible trace on a fluorescent screen. (10-62)

29. What two functions are performed by the aquadag coating on. a CRT? (10-63)

30. When the cathode has emitted eleotrons, what starts their movement toward the screen? (10-64)

31. Why should the case be on the oscilloscope before you operate it? (10-70)

32. Name the two main hazards involved in handling a CRT'? (10-75)
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33. What two types of -frequeney meters are suitable for measuring voltage source frequency? (10-77)

34. Whal is the major limitation of the dynamometer type frequency nierer? (10-79;

35. When using the PSM-2013 electrical power test set, the generator outputs are checked for
and . (11-2)

36. What is the purpose of a logic tree? (11-6)

37. What is the function 'Of the electrical power test harness? (11-7)

38. What are the major advantages of the electrical power ,e-t harness ,_:omDared to the P`.-A1-20B tester?
(11-9)

39. The electrical power test harness has a functional checklist for what applications? ( 11-9,

CHAPTER 6

Objective: To be able 'to relate facts about and draw conciusic-, about the fundamentals involved in
analyzing complex dc circuits.

What is the smallest particle into which magnet can be divided and still remain a magnet? (12-2)
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2. The magnet in question 1 is a basis for what? (12-2),

How are the molecules in unmagnetized material aligned prior to being magnetized? (12-3)

4. Given a ferromagnetic substance, how would .yOti produ

5. What is meant by magnetostriction? (12:5)

-a moderately strongsmagnet? (12-4)

6. Whit can happen to a generator due to engine heat or a hard jar? (12-6)

(34*,

N
Complete ihe following statement: The level of energy of the electron determines the polarity
of spm. Some electrons have a spin, some a spin. (12-7)

Why do atoms in ferromagnetic substances tend to bond together? (12-8)

List four conditions which cause the lifting power of a magnet to vary. (12-9)

10 Complete the following statement: The magnet field leaves the of the
and enters the . (12-10)
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P,
11. What is expressed by the mathematical equation F = ? Also, explain what

Pe"

each part of the equation stands for. (12-1 )

12:: How can the equation F = = 1 dyne be stated? (12-12)

13. Using figure 38 of the text and the- equation F
PI I),

fiat] the dynes for
bic12

the forces of attraction and repulsion of the riorth and south poles. (12-14, 15; Fig. 38)

14. Complete the following statement: The study of the magnetic amplifier air show the
being put to work. (12-16)

15. What components do you usually imd in a magnetic amplifier? (12-17)

16. Complete the following statement:. As the H, ir increased to a
point of , an in lt gives no in B. (12-19)

17. Draw a diagram of a basic reac!or, and label each winding. czntrol, load, and voltage. (12-10; Fig. 40)

18. What controls the reactance of a ieactor? (12-21)

28
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19. What variation in a magnetic amplifier circuit permits a magnetic amplifier to used with a

dc load? (12-21)

Define what is meant by direct current. (13-2, 3)

Complete the following statement: Direct current is unidirectional, that is, it rnov in. only one

direction. This directions is always from (13-4)

22. In what direction is a battery poled if the reference po'int is on the negative terminal of the

battery? (13-5)

23. Why does higher applied voltage with the same resistance result in more current? (13-6)

24. Why does more resistance with the same applied voltage result in less current? (13-6)

25. State Kirchhoff's first law. (13-7, 8)

26. State Kirchhoff's second law. (13-7, 10)
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27. Is. the following statement concerning Kirehholfs second law *tie or false? Th.: algebr3ic
sum_ of the applied voltages equals Zell) only if the vurreni flow is fr(M! heeative ro positive,
(13-10, I 1) Ti

28. In figure 44, if ET equals 26.5 volts, R3 and R4 equali.10 ohms, R1 and R- equal 10 ohms,
,

and R5 equals 2 ohms, what is the voltage at point 2 in reference to imint I? (14-2-5-; Fl!2. 44 )

..4-

.2. In figure 45, change the values of the circuit as follows:

ET = 20 volts_.' R3 = 6 ohms

S

R1 = 2 ohms

R-)

10 ohms

= 8 olmis

R4 =

R5 4 ohmsii: t
i s Solve each of the following:\ R

a

b.

RI R5
+ R5 + R3

R- R.3 5
c.

RI + R5 + R3

d. RT = Rb +
(Ra + R2) + (Rc + R4)

(Ra + It2) (Rc + R4)

ET

RT

f. E = ET ITRb

g' IBC Ra +



EB 1BCR2

ED = 1DCR4,

k. 15 =

(14-8-10; Figs. 45, 46 , 47)

30. Define the term mesh circuit. (14-11)

31. What type of equations must be used to solve for current in _ mesh circuits? (14-12, 13)

32. How many general methods are there to solve simultaneous equations? What are they? (14-13)

33. Solve the equations 2x = y and 6x + 2y = 25 for x and y. (14-14-18)

34. According to Kirchhoff's law, what is the voltage in figure 48 around ABCDEHA and ABCFGHA?
(14-19; Fig. 48)

35, Using the following equations, solve for I
I '

12' and IT'

1001 + 0.11 = 10

1001R 4- 0.312 = 50

11 + 12 IR

(14-19, 20)
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36. Why la the current I I negative? (14-21)

37. Using the values for 11, 12, and IT in question 35, rind E E2, ER, and ET using Ohms law,
(14-22)

CHAPTER 7

Objective: To be able to relate facts about and draw conclusions from the princiinvolved In the
relationship of reactors in ac circuits.

I. Complete the following statement: Alternating current is an electrical current that continually changes
in and periodically changes in , (15-2)

2. Indicate whether the following statement is true or false: The instanteous value of a sine wave voltage
is indicated by the letter "e," (15-3)

3. The maximum value of voltage which* can be attained with given circuit conditions is referred to as
, (154)

.
4. Indicate whether the following statement is true or false: The average value as applied to alternating

voltage refers to the positive and negative loop. (15-5)

5. Deflne the word "phase" as related to alternating current. (15-6 )
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6. Complete- the following statement: Two Alternating currents are said to be "in phase" when they
are in the same direction, and crossing all points at the
same time. (15-7)

7. Indicate whether the following statement is true or false; When two alternating currents are applied
to a resistive circuit, they are always out of phase. (15-7)

8. What is the phase relationship between voltage and current when ac is applied to a nonresistive circuit?
(1-5-8)

9. Complete the following statement: If a circuit is not resistive, it is . (15-9)

10. Complete the following statement: The and the ire examples of basic reactors, (15-10)

11. Complete the following statement: In a capacitor, the insulating material is referred to as the . (15-11)

12. Complete the following statement: The unit of measure which is equal to one-millionth of one farad is called
a . (15-12)

13. Explain what is meant by the working voltage which is indicated on commercial capacitors, (15-13)
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14. Indicate whether the following statement is true or false: To estabh.sn the tolerance ratin,.., of a
capacitor, the actual picofarad variation is usually reserved for small capacaors with a value of
less than 10 picofarads. (15-14)

1 . Complete the following statement: Two popular names used to designate an inductor are
and (15-15)

10. What is the unit,of measurement of inductance? (15-16)

17. What is meant by the current rating of an inductor? (15.17)

18. Explain what is meant by inductive reactance. (15-18)

19. Why do reactors appear to act differently in ac, circuits as opposcd to dc ;:ircuits?

20, What is the value of inductor current when the applied voltage is maximum') (15-20)

21. In a capacitOr, the phase relationship of voltage and current is based upon tise appied voltarte, Does
current lead or lag the applied voltage? (15-21)
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22 What must be specified in an ac circuit before a reactor can have i set. value of opposition? (15-22)

23. Explain the relationship between frequency and capacitive' reactance. (15-23)

24 Explain the relationship between frequency and inductive reactance. (15.23)

25. State the formula required to determine capacitive reactance. (15-24)

26 Indicate whether the following statement is true or false: Inductive reactance is/ inversely proportional
to frequency. (15-25)

27 When is a circuit contaihing both capacitive reactance and inductive reactance in a resonant state? ,(16-2)

28. In a series-tuned circuit with the ac source adjusted to a high frequency, what determines the greatest
opposition to current flow? (16-3)

29 What is meant by the resonant frequency of a circuit? (16-4)

30, In 3 tuned circuit, when is the current flow at maximum? (16-5)
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31. How does the resonant frequency of a series-resonant circuit affect the impedance? (16-4)

32. How does the resonant frequency of a circuit affect the "vpItag6,across the edpacitOr or coil? (16-7)
4

33. What are you determining When you u-se this formula:

+ (XL Xc)2

34. At what frequency is a circuit operating when the capacitwe reactance is greater than the inductive
reactance? (16-9)

35. How tan the resonant frequency of tuned circuit be changed? (16-10)

4 36. In a resonant-tuned circuit, what determines- the amount of selectivity of which it is Capable? (16-11)
-TS

37. In a parallel-tuned circuit with the ac source set. at a low frequency, why does the greatest ampunt of
current flow through the cod' (16.12)

38. Explain why the current flow in ine circuit, in a parallel-t;:ned circuit, is minimum at resonant
frequency. 6-13)
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39. If the applied voltage frequency is varied from a value below resonance, through resonance, to a
higher frequency, whit( happens to line current? (16-14)

40. Define line current as the term is applied to a parallel-tuned thcuit. (16-15)

r

41. Referring to figure 60 and the text, what electrical process causes the current flow to be maintained
in the same direction when the tapacitor is discharged? (16-16; Fig. 60)

42. How does current flow caused by self-induction of the coil affect the capacitor? (16-17)

43. In a tuned circuit, energy stored in the capacitor is 'transferred to the magnetic field around the inductor
by current flowing in the circuit. How long does this process continue? (16-18)

44. How could a sustained alternating current be produced in the circuit referred to in the previous question?
(16.19)

45. What is the value of impedance in a parallel-resonant circuit at resonance? (16-20)

46. What are you accomplishing in a series-resonant circuit that is part of a radio, when you manually select a
specific stati6n? (16-21)
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47. How is _the series-resonant principle applied to certain motor-generator cr.q.:? 116-221

.48. What is the effect of a speed control circuit in a motor genera,or? (16-22)

CHAVTER 8

Objective: To be able to relate fdcts and draw couclusions about a de gtme,aror system and oro2onent
operation, and to show an abi1ity10 analyze a system for malfunct,ons and isolotz Ow most eIy ouses.

I. What is the rating of the dc generator for the vstcw under disucsi'.' t1.

2. What protection is provided the generator system discussed in the text" (17.3)

3. Where are the various zontroli for the °,3(.21:'Zratof .iystel.n iateu (17 4 ,

4. How is the momentary position of the generator switch identified? . (17-5)

/
5, What actions will result when .;eneraor styt,11 is placs7c in 'he down nos:.ion? )17-6 )

. 6.! You are required to check generator voltage with the engkne running and with the generator not,
connected to the aircraft bus, How is this done' (17-7, 9)



16.

7, With a constant field current, a -dc generator's output voltage wou proportional to
. (p-12)

,.8. If the generator voltage falls below the regulator setting; how will the carbon-pile resistance be affected?
(17-13)

9. How is load division controlled when dc generators are operated in parallel? (17-14)

10. Under what conditions will the armature-shunting relay be tripped? (17-15)

11. What is the indication when the generitor system cannot be eset? (17-17)

12. Under what conditions will the field relay be tripped? (17-18)

13. How is the equalizer relay operated in the undervoltage prOtection circuit? (17-19)

14 What component is installed in the ge erator system to protect the electrolytic condenrers in the
overvoltage cIrcutt? (17-20, Fig. 62)
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15. What is the purpose of the selector relay in the overvoltage protection circuit? (17.21)

16. When will the selector relay contacts be closed? (17-23)

17. Complete the following statement: The selector-relay for the high-voltage generator
, thereby permitting operation of the overvoltage relay. (17-23)

18. The overvoltage relay is calibrated to trip at . (17-24)

/6/

19. Hw is the necessary time delay, obtained to prevent tripping on voltage trznsients? (17-24)

20. The feeder fault protection circuit' Will oPerate With a
between the generator feeder and the bus. (17-25)

to volt differential

21. What is the function of the potential relay inthe feeder fault protection circuit? (17-26)

22. How are the coils of the auxiliary and main contactors co-rec+ed with respect to each other? (17.28)

23. How is the tiorward-current ielay reset? (17-29)
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24, How is cycling of the field relay trip and reset coil prevented? (17-31)

25. What two functions are provided by the forward-current relay control circuit for the generator
system? (17-32)

26. How are the power circuits and branch Circuits protected against sustained overloads? (18-2)

.1

27. What type of protection is provided for a temporary bverload of the distribution system? (18-3)

28. Why are two number 1/0 wires used from the generator to the fuewall? (18-5)

29. What is the total dc loaa re-quirement foi ground checking all aircraft systems? (18-7)
,/

30. Why are two reverse-current relays (RCRs) used in the external power system? (18-8)

/-
31. What do the green lights which are used in the external power system indicate? (18-9)

32. How is dc power provided which operates the RCRs in the external power system? (18-10)
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33. ( When should the white lights come on which are, located in the external power receptacle box? (18-11)

34. How is battery power connnected to the station 238 circuit breaker panel during an emerge' . ( 18 -15)

35. When corrected for temperature, a fully charged ba ttery should have an electroly te reading between
and . Z18-17)

36. At what level should the electrolyte be maintained above the plates of a battery? (18-18)

37. What effect will corrosion between the battery terminal and the battery cable have upon the ba ttery power
system? (18-19)

38. What is used to service the felt pad of a lead-acid vent system'? (18-20

39. What additional precaution should be taken if eany one component of the generator system has been damaged?
(19-1)

40. System analysis is an orderly sequence of and 3cfon w.ich ends with the iden tification
and elimination, of a system malfunction. (19-3)
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41. What is the key to identifying generator system malfunctions? (19-5)'

When troubleshooting, where do you start fust to eliminate possibls _causes? (19-8)

43. What is the most probable cause of a low generator output voltage? (19-12, 13)

44. Why should the core or pile adjusting screws not be adjusted when the regulator is installed in

an aircraft? (19-14)

45. Where would high resistance in the' generator system most likely affect generator output voltage? (19-16)
..VAr,12

46. How does improperly seated or worn brushes affect generator output voltage? (19-20)

does a high-voltage reading in a generator system indicate? (19-23)

48. How will an open in the voltage coil circuit affect the generator output yoltage? (19-25)

49. What is the probelrn when a zero voltage reading at terminal B of the generator is evident? (19-29)
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50. Under what condition can the generator shaft fail? (19-30-32).

51. What can cause the generator system ammeter and voltmeter to fluctuate excessively? (19-34-36 .

CHAPTER 9

Objective: To be able to' draw conclusions and relate facts about the duties and responsibilities of the aircraft
electrical repair technician, as related to the multi-generator ac power system, by analyzing, diiignosing, and isolatine
malfunctions in its systems.

1. The generator system of a typical fighter aircraft consists of how many generators and what are their ratings?
(20-1)

2. Each generator is driven by a , and .controlled by a
(20-1)

3. The unijunction transistor is nothing more than a . (20-3)

4. What is the function of the gate of a silicon controlled rectifier (SCR)? (20-4)

5. The two units which maintain system voltage output to within -F2. percent are the
and its transistorized , (20-5)
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6. Whati: two units together provide frequency control? (20-5)

1

7. Each generator obtains its excitation from the
the genera tor. (20-6)

8, Where is ihe single-phase output of the PMG 'applied? (20-6)

contained within

9, What action maintains the generator- voltage relatively con staqt under varying load conditions? (20-7)

10. When operating the generators in parallel, what units supply reactive load division signals to the voltage
regulator? (20-8)

11. What is the purpose of the Constant wed dirve (CSD)? (20-9)

12. What function does the underspeed switch (US'S) perform on the coriktant speed drive? (20-9)

13. When win it be necessary for the piled to use the generator control reset switch? (20- 10)
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14. Generator system fault protection circuitry in the voltage regulator/supemsory panel provides for

and unbalanced current protection. (20-11)

15. Why are time delays provided in the various protective circuits? (20-1 I )

16. What unit provides the signal to energize the tie contactor when all requirements are met for the
paralleling of generators? (20-12)

1 . List the three main parts of the 30-KVA briishless generator. (21-2)

18. 'What is the prime function of the voltage 'regulator in the VRISP? (21:4)

19. List the functions of the supervisory portion of the VR/SP. (21-4)

20. In addition to regulating voltar, voltage regulators operate in conjunction with each other -fo equalize
the between generators. (21-5)

'VW

21. Where does the voltage regulator obtain power for its pFase voltage reference, circuit? (21-7)
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22. What is .the frequency of the sawlooth signal applied to the error sensing bridge, and where is it
obtained? (21-8)

23. Why is the error sensing bridge not affected try temperature changes? (21-10)

24. WKat determines the polarity of the error sensing bridge'? (21-11)

25. List the three stages .of the current amplifier. (21-12)

26, How are the two outputs of the permanent magnet generator transformer rectifier used? (21-13)

27. What is the function of the reactive current sensing circuit (RSC)? (21-14)

28, How does the reactive current sensing circuit (RCS) functi.n,to keef3 the generators operating in
parallel? (21-14)

29, What is the electrical difference between the tight and left VR/SP current transformers? (21-18)

30, What are the results of having the current transformer loop wired 180' out of phate? (21-18)
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31. List the four functions of the supervisory panel in the sequence in which they occur. (21-P))

32. What is the purpose of the feeder fault sensing (FFS) circuit? (21-21)

33. How does the feeder fault sensing circuit perform its function? (21-21)

34. What action does the feeder fault sensing circuit take to prevent generator burnout? (21-22).

35. How does the undervoltage sensing circuit detect an undervoltage. condition? V21-25)

36. How does the overvoltage sensing (OVS) circuit detect an overvoltage condition? (21-27)

37. What prevents both generators from being tripp4d off the line, if a voltage regulator malfunction causes
overexcitation while in parallel operation? (21-28)

38. If the left generator is being overexcited, what causes the Ottht YR/SP to take t1-..e onposite action in its
OVS and INS circuits? (21-29)
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739. The generators are operating in parallel, and the left one becomes everexCited. Which one will be /69
tripped off the line by the action' of the RBC? (21-31)

40. List the three relays which the contactor logic circuit operates. (21-32)

41. List the four basic circuits in the contactor logic circuit. (21-33)

42, What is the function of the GCR close-coil circuit? (21-34)

43, .Why must the undervoltage sensing disabling circuit be disabled prior to closing the GCR and the

underspeed switch? (21-35)

44. What is the function of thc contactor control relay circuit? (21-36)

45. When the generator is shut down manually or by a protective circuit, why must the CCR and the GCR

operate in sequence( (21,38)

46. What is the function of the GCR trip-coil circuit? (21-39)

(
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47. What condition will cause the isolate-relay circuit to energize the isolate- relay and open -the -he
contactor? (21-40)

48. List the three functions of the fr quency d load control box (FLCB (21-43)

49. What is the frequency produced by the tuning fork oscillator circuit in the FLCB? (21-45)

50. What is the function of the load division demodulator circuit? (21-51)

51. Why is' the resultant of the power of the output and mixing circuit sported to the drives? (21-55)

4
52. What is the fitnction of the automatic paralleling circuit? (21-60)

,
53, What phale angle difference is required between the generators to close the AP1V (21-61)

54. List the five major components in the ac power control box (21-62)

55, What is the function of the loop shorting relay? (21-64)
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56. Why are the current transformers connected in a loop and phased so that their outputs are

opposing? (2145)

57. What are the three most important units in the Constant speed drivel (2146)

58. How does the basic governor provide for real load division when ihe generators are operating in parallel?

(21-67)

59, What are the two functions of the limit governor? (21-68)

60. What is the prime function of the underspeed switch? (21-68)

///

61. What are the purposes of the PMG transformer rectifier output? (21-70)

62, Which contacts must be closed to allow the left generator to power the right I15-vac bus? (21-71)

63. Wha t are the indications when all three warning lights (LH GEN OUT, RH GEN OUT, and BUS TIE OPEN)
are ex tirrguished? (21 -74)
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64. What power sources are available from the power distribution vs-itrn? (22-1).

65. What are the power sources available for the cockpit warning lights? ("22-1)

66. List the five major components in the external power ,--.ntrol circuit. 22-3)

67. From where does the external ..power T/R unit obtain its power? (22-3)

fid-

68. Who has the rsponsibility for servicing, charging, wpairing, and testing the battery as well as
troubleshooting its control system? (22-5)

69. What is the .composition of the electrolyte solution in the -nickd-cadmium b3ttery? (22-6)

70. What is the nominal open-circuit cell voltage of the nickel-cadmium battery? (22-7)

71. How many cells are lequileu 1or a 24-volt system wnen using a nickel-cadmium battery? (22-7)

72. What method is recommended for the normal charging of ,nickel-cadmium batteries? (22-11)
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73 What is the normal power requirement for charging nickel-cadmium batteries on I- c9,tant-potential i / t

charger? (22-11) e

74 Describe the constant-current method of charging. (22-12)

75 What is the purpose of the aircr ft ba 2-13)

76. From what source does the sircraft getNitk main eMergency power? (22-13)

77. What is considered, to be realistic troubleshooting? (23-2))
4.

78. are the three rnayt-categories of malfunctions found in the ac power system? (23-3)

79. What two units normally cause frequency sfugynctions? (23-4)

80. What three units usually cause high or low-voltaic malfunctions? (2.3-6)

8h Why are the current transformers the cuue of many malfunction in the load division ciicults?
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CHAPTER 10

Objective: To be able to draw cOnclusions about system operation and maintenance on control and
warning systems,

1. In -the Edison thermocouple system,' each engine has how many zones or drcuits? (24-3)

The difference in temperature rise between the .hot ind cold junctions a the thermocouple can produce
a potential of-how many volts? (24-4) r

4
3. The operation of -the photoelectric fire detection system depends upon what factor? 0.4-6)

,

4. What chan e occurs when the ceramic core of a ,continuous cable fire warning circuit iS heated? 24-10)

5. Name the fOur basic circuits in a transistorized continuous cable fire de.tector sy.;tein. (24-10),

6. In figure 78, what type coupling is used -to couple Q1 and Q2 in the tire detector control assembly?
(24-14; Fig. 78)

7. With no are signal, how is transistor Q2 biased? (24-14)

8. What coMponent turns on, the fire warning light? (24-17; Fig. 78)
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When inspectlig a fire warning system, n e one item that is often overlooked. (24-19)

\
What is the purpose of the master cautiOn system? (25-1)

What are the three basic circuits in a solid state master caution .system? 25-3)

Refer to figure 79. What is the function of the :Zener diode, CR1, in the individual light circuit? (25-4; Fig. 79)

In figure 79, what coMponent forward-tiases Q1 .to turn on the master caution light? (25-9; Fig 79)

How does the reset circuit of the master caution system affect the individual caution lights? (25-13)

4T6-

The engine fuel supply system has provisions for two methIrds of supplying fuel to the engine. What are

they? (26-3)

With external power applied to the aircraft, what conditions muit exiit to cause the boost pumps to
operate? (26-5)
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17. Refer to foldout 15. In the fuselage fuel system, which of the conditions listed below would cause
the hydraulic .transfer pumps to operate? Write a T or an F for true or false beside each condition.

4.1 Anytime hydraulic power is on the aircraft.

Afterburner operation on either engin

c. Either engine master switch is on.

Air refuel switch to EXTEND.

e. Fuel load in cells 1 and falls below 1800 pounds.

f. Hydraulic transfer 'pump check switch is placed in. the CHECK position.

/ (26-9; FO 15) .

18. Is the following statement true or false? The center, right, and left external fuel lights will illuminate
while fuel is flowing. (26-12; FO '16)

19. How is the fuel transferred into the aircraft from the extern'al system? (26-13)

20. What unit contrOls the FULL lights in the external fuel system? (26-13)

2 E Refer to figure 80. When the ak refuel switch is moved 40 EXTEND, what component is energized to
to extend the air refuel receptacle? (2L-I6; Fig. 80) .

22. Who can initiate disconnect action when refueling is completed? (26-17)
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23. What conditions must exist on the aircrafi for the nose gear steering swap to b*pnergized? (27-2) //7

24. What protects the.nose gear steering system control unit from an open or short circuit tho one of 'the
inputs? (27-3)

25. What causes the servo valve to direct dydraulic flow to the vane motor for the purpOse of turning the
nose wheel? (27-4)

26. If an intennittent fault occurs and the failure detection system trips the ground path for the servo valve,
how can the system be reset? (27-7)

27. What unit supplies power' to the control unit of the 'nose gear steering system? (27-9)

28. Refer to figure 82. What is the purpose of the 500-ohm resistor in series with the wiper arm of the
command potentiometer? (27-10; Fig. 82)

29. What determines the degree of turn of the nose wheel? (27-11)

30. The .ac po supply transformer T1 provides two outputs of 100 vac. These voltages are used to develop
time power supplies. (27-14)
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31. Name the four parts in troubleshooting. (28-2)

32. Describe the term area of uncertainty." (28-4)

33. What are the two major benefits of using bracket in your troubleshooting? (28-6)
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CHAPTER 5

IP.0

The power consumption of any electrical measuring device should be small in comparison to the power available in the

circuit under test, (10-1)

Ohmmeter, megget, and Wheatstone bridge. (10-2)

To enable the meter to indicate any value being tcasured with the least error. (10-7)

A shunt type ohmmeter circuit is used on the low-ohm scale. (10-8) ,,

In the shunt type meter. the smaller the value of resistance measured, the less the current flow through the meter movement.

(10-9)

Values on the scale increase from left to right. (10-9)

In the low-ohm pbsition, current flows constantly from the battery through the meter movement and the limiting resistor, (10-10)

By comparing the ballistic kick of the meter with the deflection caused by a capacitor of known value. (10:11)

When no ciirrent is flowing in either coil, the pointer may come to rest anywhere along the wale. (10-14)

500 volts, (10-14

True, (10-16)

Infinity. zero. (10- I 7)c._

The Wheatstone bridge. (10-20)

The detector circuit may use a galvanometer for sensitive measurementsrequiring high accuracy. (10-21)

When the meter shunt has been removed, the detector is at maximum sensitivity. (10-22)
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16. You must tighten the binding posts securely so that !he contact resistance betweti the binding posts and the

resistance to be measured is kept to a minimum. (10-24)

17. Very high, very low. (10-25)

18. The current rating of a shunt should never be the same as the estimated normal load current, because any high
load current would drive the pointer off scale and might damage the movement. (10-30)

19.. The ammeter terminals are conrectd to like polarities in the circuit. (10-38)

20. For higher voltage ranges, the series resistance is contained in a unit commonly ,ialled a multiplier. (1040)
1.

21. To increase the sensitivity of a voltmeter, increase the strength of the permanent magnet, use lighter weigit materials
for the moving element, and use sapphire jewel bearings to support the moving coil. (10-45)

22. The accuracy of a voltmeter is generally expressed in percent, (10-46)

23. When a voltmeter is connected across a circuit and the meter has tow interval resistance, It will draw an ,ippreciable
amount of current. Because the effective resistance of the circuit is lowered, the voRage reading will ako be lowered.
(10-49) ,

24. The primary advantage of the VTVM over ordinary meters is its design to measure voltages without loadiqg the circuit.
(10-51)

25. The negative 5-volt bias on the tube grid establishes the operating point of the tube at cutoff, (10.53)

26. Average, peak, rms. (10-57)

27. The input coupling capacitor will become charged an could result in a dangerous shock. (10-59)

28. Formation, control. (10-62)

29. The aquadag coating provides a return path for electrons and se s to shield the electron beam from external electrical
disturbances. (10-63)

30, These electrons are attracted toward the accelerating and focusing anodes because of their relative high positive potential.
( I 0-64)

31. You should not operate the oscilloscope with the case removed, because high voltages are exposed and could cause fatal
shock. (10-70)

32. Because the tube is under a high-vacuum, any undue stress oz rough handling can cause serious injury because of tube
implosion. Also, ii lmroLn, ti,; :leccrne a iazard because of th fluorescent coating, which is extrcinely toxic.
(10-75)

33. Two types of frequency meters that are suitable for measuring voltx.te ,,irce frequency are the dynamometer type and
the vibrating-reed type. (10-77)

34. The dynamometer type frequency meter can be used for only a small frequency range. (10-79)

35. Correct voltage, frequency, phase relationship. (11-2)
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36. The logic tree provides you with a means to logically pursue a trouble to a satisfactory conclusion by the process

of, elimination. (11-6)

37. The electrical power test harness can be used to perform a generating system check and for twubleshooting systems

faults identified to a specific component. (11-7)

38. Compared to the PSM-20B tester, the electrical power test harness is capable of a more thorough testing of the

constant-speed drive and related .circuitry. (11-9)

39. The electrical power test harness has a functional checklist for flight line and in-shop applications. (11-9)

- CHAPTER 6

I. The smallest a magnet can be divided and stilhemain a magnet is down to a molecule. (12-2)

2. The tiny magnet in question 1 is thc basis for the molecular theory of magnetism. (12-2)

3. The molecules in unmagnetized materials are thought of as being jumbled at random, with no definite order. (12-3)

4. To producc a moderately strong magnet having a ferromagnetic substance, you would stroke it with a stron&magnet.

All strokes must be in the same direction. (124)

5. Magnetostriction is the behavior of a substance being magnetized and demagnetized to expand and contract. (12-5)

6. Engine heat or a hard jar can cause a generator to lose its residual magnetism. (12-6)

7. Prnitive; negative. (12-7)

8. Atoms in ferromagnetic substances tend to bond together in an effort to acquire a greater equilibrium, forming domains

within crystalline structures. (12-8)

9. Four conditions which cause the lifting power of a magnet to vary are the

(1) kind of magnetic material to be lifted, (3) manner in which the material is applied to the magnet.

(2) shape of the material to be lifted, (4) shape of the magnet.

(12.9)

10. North pole; magnet; south pole. (12-10)

p
1

p

IL F = stands for the mutual force between two poles.

pd2

F it force between the two poles.
PI and P., magnitudes of the pole strengths.

d distance between the two poles.

p constant that depends upon medium surrounding the poles.

(12.11)
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-12, The equation F 1 dyne can be stated as: when any two poles of equal strentith are placed

1 X 1 cin-

in a vacuum, 1 centimeter apart, they repel each othcr with a force of 1 dyne. (12-12)

13. The repulsion of the north pole eqUals 6 dynes, while the repulsion of the south poie equals 2,3 dyne. Total
repulsion equals to 6 2/1 dynes.' The attraction of the circuit is equal to 3 dynes, 1 ,5 dynes for each ina.inet.
(12-14, 15; Fig. 38)

14. Magnetic forces. (12:16)

15. The components usually found in a magnetic amplifier are induct.ors, dry disk rectifiers, and resistors. i 12-17)

16. Mangetizing force; saturation; increase; increase. (12-19)

17. Should be like .figure 40 of the text. (12-20; Fig. 40)

18. The amount of current throiigh the dc coil controls the reactance of a-saturable reactor. (12-21)

19. The addition of a bridge rectifier. (12-21)

20, Direct current moves in only one direction art] has a constant aniplitude characttriNtic with rcference4o time, .(I3-2. 3)

21. Negative or positive points. (13-4)

22. The battery is poled in the positive direc n, (13-5)

2_3. Ohm's law states that the current in a circuit is proportional to the voltage. (13-6)

24. Ohnis law states that the current in a circuit is inversely proportional to the resistance. (13-6)

25. Kirchhoff's first law states: The algebraic sum of the currents at any junction of conductors is zero. (13-7, 8)

26. Kirchhofrs second law states: The algebraic sum of the applied voltages and of the voltage drops around any closed
circuit is zero. (13-7, 10)

27. False. Polarity has nothing to do with Kirchhofrs laws. (13-10, 11)

28. The voltage at point 2 is 13.25 volts, This is due to ail resistors in the ser es-parallel legs being equal. Rs is not considered
due to no current flow through it, (14-2-5; Fig, 44)

29 a R
a

2/3 ohm.
b R

b
= 1 ohrn.

c. Re - 2 ohms.
d. R. = 6.02 ohms.
e 1T = 3 32 amps.
f. E 16.68 volts.

(14-8-10; Figs. 45, 46, 47)

g. IBC f= 1,93 amps
h. 1Dc = 1.39 amps.

EB = 15.41 volts.
j. ED = 13.(v)
k. 15 = .38 any.

30. A mesh circuit is a series of interconnecting branches that form complete circuits or loops. (14-11)
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31. Simultaneous equations are used to solve for currett in Mesh eir tr.16 due to solving two equations at the
same time. (14-12, 13)

32. There are two general methods that can be used to sok simuttcyleous equations'. chey are addition or
subtraction, and substitution. (14-13)

33. x = 5/2; = '5. Check text for procedure. (14-14-18)

34. Kirchhoff's law states the voltage is zero. In simple form Kirchhoff's laws state that; The voltage around any
closed loop is equal to zero. (14-19; Fig. 13)

61t,

35. 1 = 99)3 amperes.

= 100 amperes.

IT = 0.2 ampere.

Check text for propernprocedure. (1419, 20)

36. Current 1 is negative due to the different size batteries used. With the larger 50-volt battery! large charging current
is being sent to the 10-volt battery, (14-21)

37. El = 1 R E2 = 12R
El = 99.8 X 0.1 E2 = 100 X 0.3
El = 99.8 volts E2 = 30 volts

ER = I TR

ER = 0'2 X 100
ER = 20 volts

(14-22)

+ E2 t ER

ET 9.98 + 30 + 20
ET = 40.02 volts

CHAPTER 7

/4?

I . Alternating current is an electrical current thrtt continually changes in amplitude and periodically changes in direction. (15-2)

2. The statement is true. (15-3)

3. The peak value. (15-4)

4. The statement is false. The average value as applied to alternating voltage is restricted to one alternation. (15-5)

5. Phase is a difference in tinie between any point on a cycle and the beginning of the cycle. (15-6)

6. Increasing; zeraimplitude. (15-7)

7. The statement is false. When two alternating currents are applied to a resistive circuit they are always in phase. (15-7)

8. When alternating currents are applied to a circuit which is not resistive, the voltage and current are out of phase. (15-8)

9. Reactive, (15.9)

10. Capacitor; inductor. (15-10)
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I 1. Dielectric. (15-11)

12. Micro farad. (15-12)

13. The working voltage of a capacitor is the maximum voltage which may be continuously applied across the capacitor
without danger of voltage breakdown. (15-13)

14. The statement is true. (15-14)

15. Choke; reactor. (15-15)

16, The unit of measurement of inductance is the henry. (1516)

17.. The current rating of an inductor is the valup of the magnetizing current which places the permeability of the core
material just below the knee of the saturation current curve. (15-17)

18. Inductive reactance is a type of opposition to current flow in an ac circuit. (15-18)

19. The continuously changing amplitude in an ac circuit causes a counter emf, which in turn causes a phase shift between
voltage and current. (15-19)

20. The inductor current is zero when thy applied voltage is maximum, (15-20)

21. The capacitor current leads the applied voltage by 90 electrical degrees. (15-21)

22. A defmite frequency. (15-22)

23. As frequency increases, capacitive reactance decreases. (15.23)

24. As frequency increases, inductive reactance increases, (15-23)

25. Xc = , (15-24)

26. The statement is false. Inductive reactance is directly proportional to frequency. (15-25)

27; When XL and Xc are exactly equal to each other. (16-2)

28. The reactance of the inductor, (16-3)

29, The one frequency between high and low extremes where XL and X. arc equal. (16-4)

30. At 7r,..; -asonant freq9en::,.

31. The impedance of the circuit is at its lov,est value (rninimuni)when ic :;eurt is at iesonant frequency. (16-6)

32. The voltage measured across each unit is greatest at the resonant fregmy. (16-7)

33, The impedance of the circuit.- (16-8)

34. Below resonance, (16.9)

35. By changmg the value of either the coil or th!, r,apacitor. (16-10)

36, The resistance present in the circui. (16-11)
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37. With a low-frcquency alternating current, the reactance of the coil is low and the reactance of the capacitor is high.
This condition reverses if the source voltage is set to a high frequency. (16-12)

38. Current flow through the Inductor is opposite in polarity to current flow through the capacitor; thus, at resonjnt
frequency, the currents flowing, through the two reactances are equal in value and opposite in polarity. They nd

to cancel each other; therefore, current flow in the line circuit is minimum. (16-13)

39. The line current decreases from a high value at low frequency to minimum at resonance, and then rises again to a
high ulue at higher frequency, (16-14)

40. The line current is the difference between the currents flowing through the inductive and capacitive branches of the
circuit. (16-15)

When the capacitor is discharged, a self-induced voltage isgenerateen the coil by the collapsing flux. The direction
of this induced voltage maintains the current flow in the same direction, (16-16; Fig. 60)

42. Current flow caused by self-induction of the coil allows the capacitor to become charged with an opposite polatity.
.(16-17)

Until such time as required to expend energy, by the resistance of the circuit, (16-18)

44. By supplying just enough power to the circuit to overcome resistance losses.. (16-19)

45. The imp-edance is maximum at resonance. (1620)

46. You arc manually selecting or "tuning" the circuit to a specific frequency. (16-21)

47. In a speed control Circuit when the motor-generator is designed o operate at a predetermined speed. (16-22)

48. The net effect of the speed control circuit is to maintain a motor rpm at the speed required to produce a resonant
, condinon in the circuit. (16-22).

CHAPTER 8

I. 30 volts at 350 amperes. (17-2)

411,

2. The generator system includes feeder and internal ground-fault, undervoltage, overvoltage, dif erential current, and
reverse-polarity protection. (17-3)

3. The generator system controls are located at thc flight engineer's station. (17-4)

4. The momentary position of the generator control switch is marked GENERATOR SWITCHES DOWN TO RESET
FIELD RELAYS. (17-5)

5. The field relay wiff be reset and the generator field will be flashed, (17-6)
If

6, Move the generator switch to thc off position and place the ;oltmefer selector switch to GENERATOR position of the
affected generator. (17-7, 9)

7 Arritature speed. (17-12)

o,8 Cars -pile resistance will decrease (1713)
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9. By the voltage regulator through the equalizing coil circuit, (17.14)

10. An overvoltage or a fee er fault will trip the armature-shunting relay. (17-15.

11 If the 'generator sys m cannot be reset, the forward-current relay will bc tripped, (17-17)

\I212. Operation of the overvoltage relay or the fo ard.curicit relay due to a feedc. faulC (17-18)

13. The equalizer relay is operated by thd reversecurrent relay. (17-19)
)

14, CR I of the overvoltage protection panel. (17,.20: Fig 62)

15. The selector relay detects the generator responsible tor the ovcrvohav. (17,21)

16. When an equalizer signal is sent in the direction of the equaliLer btis. (17.23)

17. Will not operate. (17-23)

18, 30.1 (-1- .5). (17.24)

19. Series resistance is used to limit the charging reate of the capacitors used Al the oservoltage coil circu(i (17.24)

(20, +0,2; +0.35 volt. (17.25) 4

21. The function of the potential relay is to protect the coil of the differential voltage and rcverse.correni o:lay against
excessive terminal voltage. (17-26)

22: The auxiliary and main contactor cods are connected in parallel with each other, ( I -;28)

23. The forward-current relay can be mechanically reset only. (17-29)

24. By a lockout relay in the overvoltage control panel. (17-31)

25. The forward-current relay control circuit prevents tta ication'of power to a 'eerier lault arid distINI7.shes ieeder

fault trip from an overvoltage trip. (17.32)

26. By thernal-type automatic circuit breakers. (18,2)

27. Current limiters are used in the system to allow foi a temporary overlo id, (18.1)

' 28. To reduce the voltage drop and to azure sufficient curo:nt.carrying capocity tor the aircraft dc system!, ( ; x.;)

29. Abuut 24,8 KW. (1811)

30, Two RCRs, one for the main dc bus and one for the e1i.ctroiliu d. o. , ic ased and dicoi' t emerna; power
from the aircraft distnbution system. (18.8)

31. The green lights, when on, lidicate that J n auxiliary ower unit (APU) omilet.ted to the external pov.er receptacle and
Is turned on. (18.9)

32. DC power is provided by an APU to operate the RCRs, (13-10)

33. When the external power switi.:h is placed !it the ON position (1'4-11)
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34 :fhiough the rudder and elevator. relay. (18-15)

-35. 1.27.5: 1.300. (18.17)

36, %1/8 irich. (18-18)

37. Corrosion. between the battery terminal and the battery cable could preverit the battery from providing Its full
rated power in an emergency. (18-19)

38, The pad is saturated With a solution of sodium bicarbonate and water. (1.820)

39. The entire syst should be inspected fch any additional damage. (194)

t4 Metal; physical./ (19-3)

41. The key to identifying system malfunctions is careful inspection and operational checks. (19-5) ,

/

42. Check the easiest things first, such as the circuit breaker. (19-8)

43. A faulty or improperly adjusted voltage regulator. (19-12, 13)

.44. Both the core and pile adjustitig screws can change the voltage setting as well as the characteristics of the regulator.
(19-141

45. High resistance in the field circuit would affect generatoroutput voltage. (19-16)

46. Improperly seated or worn bruslies cause low output voltage. (19-20)

47. No control over shunt field Current. (19-23)

48. With an open in the' voltage coil ci nerator output voltage will be high. '(19-25)

49. A broken generator shaft. (19-29)

50. Under any condition that imposes shock loads on the generator. (19-30-32)

51. The following can cause ammeter and voltmeter fluctuations:,
a. Loose connections in the aircraft wiring.
b. Defective generator brushes,
c. The condition of the commutator.
(19-34.36) .1

CHAPTER 9

I. The generator power system consists of two 30-KVA 200/115-vac, 3-phase, 400-Hz generators. (20-1)

2. Constant speed drive (CSD); voltage regulator/supervisory panel. (20-1)

3. Diode. (20.3)
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4. The gate of the silicon cp trolled rectifier (SCR) controls the turn-on/turn-off process of the rectifier, (20-4)

5. AC generator; voltage regulator. (20-5)

6., The constant speed drive (CSD) and the frequency and load control box (FLCB) provide frequency control. (20-5)

7. Permanent magnet generator. (20-6)

8. The single-phase output of the PMG is applied to a transformer rectifier (T/R) in the voltage regulator/supervisory panel(VR/SP). (20-6)

The voltage regulator circultry is sensitive to small voltage changes and quickly responds to adjust tile excitation to theexciter field. ( 7)

10. A reactive load loop consisting of two current transformers and a comparator circuit supply reactive load division signalsto the voltage regulator. (20-8)

11. The constant speed drive (CSD) converts the variable speed of the engine to a csmstant speed for driving the generators.(20-9)

12. The underspeed switch permits the generator to IIenergized and connected to the buses if its frequency is above 375Hertz. (20:9)

13. It will be necessary for the pilot to use the generator control reset switch in the event a malfunction causes a generatorto be tripped off the line. (20.10)

14. Undervoltage, overvoltage, underexcitation, overexcitation. (20-11)

15. Time delays are provided in the various protective rcuits to prevent nuisance tripPing ou momentary variations occurring
during normal system operation. -(20- 11)

16. The APR provides the signal to the system Control circuits to energize the tie contactor. (20-12)

17. The three main parts of the 30-KVA brushless generator are the permanent magnet generator windings, main genciator field
windings. and exciter windings. (21-2)

18. The voltage regulator portion of the VR/SP provides excitation to the generator and varies it to maintain a constio outputvoltage. (21-4) .,

19. The functions of the supervisory portion of the VR/SP are to monitor system operation and, when sensing-a malfunction,
remove the defective system from the aircraft buses. (21-4)

20. Reactive load. (21-5) -

21. The voltage regulator obtains power for its phase voltage reference circuit from the full-wave transformer rectifier. (21-7)

22. The frequency of the sawtooth signal applied to the error sensing bridge is 2400 Hz; it is obtained from the waveshapingamplifier, and switching4rnplifier._(21-12)

23. The temperature characteristics of thermistor RT1 are the same as those of Zener diode CR7, and the bridge balance is not
affected by-temperature changes, (21-10)

24. The polarity of the error sensing bridge, with respect to the junction of CR7 and RI 2, is dependent upon the direction of the
generator error. The polarity is positive with low generator voltage and negative with high generator voltage. (21-1 I)
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25. The three stages of the current aMplifier are the voltage amplifier, waveshaping am;aer, and switching amplifier.

(21-12)

%

26. The two outputs of the permanent magnet generator transformer rectifier are used by the voltage regulator power

supply and the supervisory portion of the VR/SP. (21-13)

i"7. The reactive current sensing circuit (RSC) functions to equalize the reactive load between generators operating in

parallel. (21-14)

.2.8. The output of the RCS circuit is useI to bias the voltage regulator circuitry, which increases the excitation to the

generator carrying the least reactive load. (21-14)

.19. The right VR/SP current transformer is wired 1 80' out of phase. (21-18) '

O. The results of having the current tr:nsformer loop wired 180' out of phase are that oppositeaction takes place in the
opposite RCS. (21-18)

31. Sensing, time delay (where needed), lOkic decision, and control. (21-19)

3 2 . The feeder fault sensing circuit performs the protective functions of feeder fault and generator burnout protection.

(21-21) 7

33, The feeder fdult -sensing circuit is a low phase sensing circuit, and it detects feeder faults by comparing-each phase

voltage with the average of the three phase voltages appearing on the voltage regulator error sensing bridge. (21-21)

44. The feeder fault sensing circuit reduces the excitation to the generator, which allows the generator to be tripped off

the line by undervoltage. (21-22)

35. The undervoltage sensing circuit monitors the lowest phase voltage, which, when less than 102 volts, provides a signal

to.trip the generator off the line..(21-25)

The overvoltage sensing circuit responds to the highest phase overvoltage and, through its time delay, Woduces a trip .

circuit with delay time inversely proportional to overvoltage level. (21-27)

3 7. The reactive,,as circuit (RBC) biases the OVS c it so that only the defective (overexcited) generator is tripped off the

line. (21-28)

38. The wirin4T the current transformer loop to the right VR/SP is 180" out of phase iwth the left VR/SP, which causes the

oppos. action to take place. (21-29)

39. In the case of an overexcitation fault, the generator supplying the most current is the faulty one, and it is tripped on
overvoltage. (21-31)

go. The contactor logic circuit operates the generator control relay (GCR), contactor control relay (CCR), and isolate relay (IR).

(21-3 2)

41. The GCR close-coil circuit, UVS disabling circuit, CCR control circuit, arld GCR trip-coil circuit. (21-33)

4 2. The GCR close-coil circuit functions to energize (close) the relay. (21-34)

43, The undervoltage sensing disabling circuit must be disabled prior )r) closingthe GCR and USS to prevent an automatic lockout

of the GCR. (21-35)
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44. The.CCR circuit enorgi;.es or deenergizes the CCR, which, in turn:energites or deeneigizes the hue(21.36)

45. The CCR must open before thc GCB; otherwise the generator will be'deenergizeu while stillconneetzti t thebus. (21-38)

46. The purpose of the GCR trip-coil circuit is to deenergize the GCR. (21.39)

47. The isolate relay circuit will energize the isolate relay and open the tie contactor when the unbalance ,lipcntsensing circuit detects an excessive unbalanced real load divif.ion between generators. (21,40)

48. The functions of the FLCB are fine frequency control, automatic paralleling, and real load division. (21-43)

49. The frequency prOduced 'ay the tuning fork osallator circuit in the FLCB iS 800 0.4 Hz.(21-45)

50. The load division demodulator circuit provides a voltage amplitude modulated Nilaial to thc power on tpu and mixingcircuit to correct for an unbalanced real load condition between the paralleled gen6rators. (21-51)

51. The resultant of the power output and mixing circuit is al..plied to the drives to correct the off frequene or unbalancedload conditions. (21-55)

52. The automatic paralleling circuit functions as a phase-sensitive detector. (21-60)

53. The phase angle difference between the generators should be approximately 90°. (21-61)

54. The five major cornponents in the ac power control box arc the left and right line contactors, tie contactor, eXternalpower contactor, loop shorting relay; and current transformers. (21-62)

55. +The loop shorting relay shorts the three current transformer loops whenever (he tie contactor is deencrgiied. (21-64)

The current transformers are connected in'a loop and phased so their outputs are opposing and proportional to thedifference in the amount of current produced by cach generator. (21.(,5)

57. The three moit important units in the CSD are the basic governor, limit govlrnor, and underspeed switch. (21-66)

58. By using a signal from the frequency and load control box to supply a corrective signal to the trim head ol the CSD.(21-67)

The two functions of the limit governor are the actuation of the underspeed switch and the trip valve. ( 21-68)

60. 'The underspeed switch prevents connection of the generatori to the bus until generator fr quency is appioximately
. 375 Hz. (21-68)

61. The PMG transformer rectifier output is tised for generator excitation, s a de control" voltage for cperatum system relaysand contactors, and as a power supply for the semiconductor circuits in the 2 i-70)

62. TC-10 contacts. (21-71)

63. When all three warning lighis are extinguished, the generator systems are operating onnally and in parallel. (21-74)

64. The power distribution system consists basically of the left and right 1.15-v,h, 3 bur,o and low..,.oliage ic ind dcde bus systems. (22-1)
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65. The cockpit warning lights have 28 vac for day operation and I4,vac for night operation. (22-1)

66. The five major compon nts in the external powerconuol circuit are the generator control switches,
external power contact (EPC), external power transformer retifiers, external power receptacle,

and instrument ground pçier switch. (22-3)

67. The external power T/R unit obtains its powcr directly from A phase of the external power receptacle.
(22-3)

68. The aircraft electrical repairman has the responsibility for servicing,4harging, repairing, and testing the
battery as well as troubleshooting its control systems. (22-5)

-
69. The composition of thc electrolyte-solution in the nickel-cadmium,battery is 30 per,cent (by weight) potassium

hydroxide in distilled water. (22-6)

70. The nominal open-circuit cell volt4ge of the nickel-cadmium battery is 1.30 volts. (22-7)

71. Nickel-cadmium batteries for 24-volt systems consist of 19 individual cells. (22-7)

72. The constant-potential method is recommended for thc nornial charging of nkkel-cadinium batteries. (22-11)

32--

73. The normal power required for charging nickel-cadmium.batteries on a constant-potential charger is 28.5-volt dc and
at least 300 amperes. (22-11)

74. Oiarging by the constant-current method is done by using a rectifier-type battery charger. The charger is connected
in series with the batteries and also selects and regulates battery current. (22-12)

75. The purpose of the aircraft battery is to provide electrical power for the engine ignition four white flood lights, and
the EGT indicator inverter. (22-13)

76. The main source of emergency power for the aircraft comes from the emergency ac generator, which is iriven by a
rani air turbine. (22-13)

77. Realistic troubleshooting is an orderly sequence of mental and physi Al actions ending with the identification and
elimination of a system malfunction. (23.2)

0

78. The three main categories of mall'unctions found in the ac power system are fre.luency, voltage, and load division.
(23-3)

79. Frequency malfunctions arc normally caused by the constant speed drive or the frequency and load control box.
(23-4)

80. The VR SP, the generator, ur in some cases the generator drive, usually cause high- or low-voltage malfunctions.
(13-6t)

81. Current -I-ransformers are the causif many load division circuit malfunctions because their characteristics are
easily changed by incorrect installation or failure to short them before operating thc affected system. (23-9)

CHAPTER 10

I. In the Edison thermocouple system each engine has thrce cones or circuits. (24-3)
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2. The difference in temperature rise between the hot and cold junctions Of the thermocouple can ploiLice up to
50 millivolts. (24-4)

3. The operation of the photoelectric fire detector system depends upon the valying radiation of the thme U4-6)

4. When heated, -the ceramic decreases in resistance until current flows,between the wires. (24-10)

S. The system can be divided into fou(basic Circuits as follows: power supply circuit, sensing circuit. amplifier
circuit, and warning circuit. (24-10)

6. The two amplifiers Q I and Q2 are directly coupled. (24-14; Fig. 78)

7, Transistor Q2 is normally reverse-biased, which puts it at cutoff. (24-14)

8. The fire warning light circuit is completed when relay K1 is energized. (24-17'. Fig. 78)

9. Corrosion control of the fire warning system is often overlooked. (24-19)

10, This system is designed to caution the aircrew that an unsafe or potentially unsafe condition exists. (25-1)

11. The master caution circuitry can be divided "rito the following three separate circuits '. the individual caution. .

light circuit, the master caution light circuit, and the reset circuit. (25-1)

12. The Zener diode functions as a voltage regulator to dim the individual caution lights, (254; Fig. 79)

13. The silicon Controlled rectifier SCR2 fire's and forward-biases transistor Ql. 25-9:1ig. 79)

14. 'The reset circuit has no effect on the indi fidual caution lights. It will only turn off the master caution light.
(25-13)

15., One of the methods used to supply fuel to the engMe is tl e two ae nmtor-driven boost pumps located in the
bottom of the number 1 fuel cell, The other method is gravity feed system which wdl supply tuffic:ient fuel
to operate the engine at lower power settings, (26-3)

16. For the boost pumps to operate with external power ap lied, the following conditions must exist: when either
engine master switch is placed in the ON position, when t grodriffuehng switch is placed in either the REFUEL
or DEFUEL position-with both engine master switches off, en either boos( pump cheek switch is placed in the
TEcx, position. (26-5)
z

17. a. F. d, T.
b. T. e. T.
c. F. f, T.
(26-9; FO 15)

18. False. The external fuel lights come on only when fuel flow stops (26-12; FO 16)

19. Fuel is tranferred from the external system into the aircraft by,air eres,surei (2o-) 3)

20. All tanks contain a float assembly which actuates a light in the cockpit; (26-13)

21. When the air refuel switch is moved to the EXTEND position. the number 1 Nolcnoid in the nowle kick sequencing
-valve is energized to extend the receptacle. (26-16; Fig. RO)
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22. When refueling is completed, a disconnect action can be initiated from either the receiver aircraft or the

tanker, (26-17)

23, The nose gear steering system may be energized when the nose gear isdown and locked and the main gear

struts arc compressed. (27-2)

24. In the event of an open or short circuit in one of the inputs to the control unit, a failure detection network

detects this and removes hydraulic pressure from the steering system. (27-3)

25. The servo valve is subjected to a differential current determined by the positioning of the command potentiometer.

(27-4)

26. Because SCR2 is self-healing, when the cause for failure is removed, the system can be recycled and normal operation

resumed. (26-7)

27. The nose gear steering switches, when depressed, apply power to the control unit. (27-9)

28. The 500-ohm resistor is placed in series with the wiper arm to protect it. (27-10; Fig. 82)

29. The output of the wiper arm of the followup potentiometer determines the degree of turn of the nose wheel. (27-11)

30. Resistor capacitor, (27-14)

3

31. The expert knows there are four parts in troubleshooting. These are: knowing in detail how the system works, knowing

how to use the test equipment, using te4hnical orders and maintenance manuals effectively, and logically analyzing the

information he obtains from the malfunctioning system. (28-2)

32. When you determine the broad limits where the defects or difficulties may be located, it is called the area of uncertainty.

(2134)

33. You can obtain at least two benefits by using bracket's, First, determining the area of uncertainty makes it easier to avoid

pointless checks. Secondly, the brackets are an aid in selecting the best check from among the possible good checks. (28-6)
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Chapter 5

57. (113) What is the.voltage drop across the meter
movement of an ammeter having an internal
shunt with a voltage drOp of 0.01 volt at 100
microamperes?

a. 0.01-volt.
b. 0.001 volt.
c. 0.00001 volt.
d. 0,000001 volt.

58. (112) When
resistance,
attention is

a.

b.

c,
d.

usin megger to test insulation
ne item that requires special
he

output voltage of the megger.
temperature of the item under test,
strength of t1hc permanent magnet.
speed at On he hard crank is turned.

59. (112) So they may cover a wide' range of values
most ohmmeters are equipped with

a,

b.
c,

d,

multiple scales.
a mirror.
an external shunt,
a scale multiplication feature,

/ 37
60. (113) What value of shunt resistance Oiou!d you

use with a meter movement that drops 0,01 volt
at full scale deflection and is going to be ised
as a 100 ampere meter? ,

\

a. 0.0001 ohm.
b. 0,001 ohm.
c. 0.0002 ohm.
d. 0.002 ohm.

61. (112) Which resistance measuring dçviee is the
most accurate?

a.

b,
c.

d.

Megger,

Ohmmeter.
Dynamometer._
Wheatsfone bridge.

62. (112) An adjustable shunt is provided on bri gz.
type measuring devices to

a.

b.

C.

d.

protect the detector unit,
provide ranr selection,
balance the bridge.
provide an accurate reading,

63. (112) Why should you move the ran e selector
switch on the ohmmeter away from the
low-ohm scale position when you have
completed your check?

a. The batteries would overcharge
b. To reduce constant flow.
c. The movement would not be lot.:
d, The pointer would stay far to t e rig

64, (115) What is the major operational differenc
between the PSM.20B and the Electrical ---er
Test Harness?

a, The' PSI4-20B designed for in-shop
testing. /

b. Tlie PSM.20B is capable of locking out an
overriding system problems, /

e. The Electrical Power Test Harness 'Vas
primarily designed for flight line use':

d. The Electrical Power Test. HarneSs ,s
-, capable of more thorough CSD teiting.

65. (114) The sensitivity of a voltmeter is,expressed
in ///
a. percentage.



b.

C.

d.

Millivolts.
microampr per volt.
ohms per volt.

66. (114) Why should an oscilloscope not be

operated with the case removed?

a. It presents a shock hazard.
b. It will, cause erroneous readings.
c. Outside fieldi will affect the CR
d. The low amplitude test signal be

affected.

67. (112) The 'accuracy of measurements madk.with
the Wheat stone bridge is independent of the

a.

b.

C.

d.

value of the supply voltage.
resistance of the test leads.
security of the binding posts.
value of the resistance .to be measured.

68. (113) How should current measuring

instruments be connected to a circuit?

a.
b.

C.

d.

In shunt.
In series.
In parallel.
In series-par

69. (1 14) The purpose of the sweep generator signal
in the oscilloscope is to

a.

b.
C.

d.

reduce persistence.
increase .tube sensitivity,
establish time-base on the vertical axis.
establish time-base on the horizontal axis.

70. (114) The reason for grounding the VTVM ac
probe after checking a circuit where high dc
voltage was present is to

a.

b.
c.
d.

reset the meter movement,
remove the negative grid bias.
discharge the coupling capacitor.
break the circuit at ground potential,

71. (114) The electronie process

focusing, accelerating, trolling,
deflecting the electron beam is accomplished
what unit in the cathode ray tube?

forming,
nd

a

b.
c

Electron gun.
Aquadag coating.
Deflection system,
The accelerating anode,

89

72. (I F) If a high degree of precision is not

required, when measuring resistance, you should
choose

a.

b.
c.

megger.
a test light.
an ctahmmeter.

Igheatstone bridge.

Chapter 6

73. (117) Who is responsible for the statement "The
algebraic sum of the currents at any junction
of conductors is zero"?

a.

b.

C.

d.

Lenz.

Kirchhoff.
Ohm.
Ferriday.

74. (117) When 10 volts are applied across a 5 ohm
resistire, the current in the resistor equals

a.

b.
C.

d.

2 amp.
5 amp.
10 amp.
15 amp.

Note to Student: Use figure 38 in illustration
booklet 101 as an aid when responding to items 75
and 76.. However, for P1 use the value 40 and for
P2 the value 15 as the respective pole strengths of
the magnets. Keep both magnets 10 cm long and
oriented as shown in figure 38, except their north
poles are 5 cm. apart.

75. (116) What is the approximate total force of
attraction for the circuit in figure 38, using the
substituted values in the figure?

a. - 0.67 dyne.
b. 2.67 dynes.
c. 5.33 dynes.
d. 10.60 dynes.

76. (116)What is the approximate total net force
(attraction or repulsion) of the circuit in figure

i, 38, using the substituted values in the figure?

a.

b.

c.

d.

5.33 dynes of repulsion.
5.33 dynes of attraction.
19.63 dynes of repulsion.
19.63 dynes of attraction.



77. (i117)V))a constant source of voltage is' 82. (117) A battery is placed in a circuit with the
aPplied across a decreasing resistance, the power
supplied by the voltage seurce

reference point on the negative terminal. What
direction is the battery poled?

a. decreases because there is less current. a. In the positive direction.
b. increases tiecause there is more current. b. In the negative direction.
c.

d.

stays the same although the current
decreases.

stays the same although the current
increases.

c.

d.

The reference point has no effect on the
bat tery,

A battery Is always poled in the negative
direction only.

78. (146)The smallest a magnet can be broken down
and still retain its north and south pole is

a.

b.
C.

d.

an atom.
a proton.
an electron.
a molecule.

79. (116)*The tendency
and contract when
as

-

of a 'substance to expand
being magnetised is known

83. il17) The nearest .appritch to the production
.,pof pure direct current is the i!lectrical energy

from

a.

b.
C.

d,

a dry disk rectifier,
a shunt type generator,
a dc inverter.
the chemical reaction in a battery.

. -
84. (117) When working with currcnt or voltage,,

amplitude is the characteristic which represents

a. paramagnetic: a. intensity.
b. magnetomotive. b. velocity.
c. insigne tostric tion. c, density.
d. magnetic induction. d, time.

Note to Student:. Refer to figure 48 in illustrations
booklet 101 as an aid when responding to Item 80.
However, for certain values given in the figure
substitute the following: battery I is 28 volts and
its internal resistance is 0.2 ohm, battery 2 is 60 volts
and its internal resistance remains 0.3 ohm. The
fixed resistance between points A and a is 80 ohms.

80. 1119) Using the substituted values in figure 48,
what is ihe' approximate value of the current
through the fixed resistor between points A and
B?

a.

b.
C.

d.

0.112 amp,.
0:509 amp.
1.362 amp.
3.004 amp.

81. (119) In the two equations 6y - 2x 0 and
3x - 4y - 20 st 0, what values,have x and y?

a.

b.
C.

d.

x 3, y 1,

x 6, y 2.
X 9, y .3.

= 12, y = 4.

1. 4 5
90

Note to Student: Refer to figure 45A in illustrations
booklet 101 as an aid when lOponding to item 85.

85. (118) Refer to figure 45A. What is the current
flow between points B and C and between
points D and C?

a 18C = 1 39 amps 1pc 1,926 'amps.

b' IBC 1,82 'amps = 7.88 amPs.
c IBC = 1'926

amps 'pc = 1.39 amps.
cl, IBc = 7,88 amps Ipc = 1.82 amps.

Chapter ,7

86. (120) The difference between ac and dc voltage
'a° that

a. ac voltage has a constant value,
b. ac voltage alternates its direction.

p. dc voltage reverses its direction,
ac voltage has constant polarity,

87. (12') If a ....,pcitor is being charged by means
of a battery, electrons will flow from the



a. negative side of the battery, through the
Capacitor, to the positive side of the
battery.

b. positive side of the battery to one side of
the capacitor, while other elections flow
from the other side of the capacitor to the
negative side of the battery.

c. negative side of the capacitor, through the
battery, to the positive, side of the

capacitor.
d. negative side of the battery to one side of

the capacitor, while other electrons flow
from the other side of the capacitor to the
positive side of the battery.

88. (120) The unit of measure of capacitance is the

ohm.
henry.
farad.
maxwell.

89: (120) A capacitor is composed of

a.

b.

C.

two pieces .of conducting material
separated by an insulator.
a piece. of material which has a great
amount of resistance,
a piece of conducting material which can
carry a large amount.of current.

d. two pieces of conducting material that
connect a battery to a very small resistance.

90. (121) In a parallel-tuned circiiit at the resonant
frequency, ahe

a.

b.
c.

d.

line current is maximum.
line current is minimiim.
total impedance is minimum.
inductive branch currept is minimum.

91. (120) When a voltage value is pr.eceded by the
letter "e", the value indicated is

92

a.

b.

C.

d.

peak.
average.

instantaneous.
root mean square.

(120) To be in phase, two voltages or currents
must

27,

b.

have the same values for each

corresponding value of G .
have opposite values for each

corresponding value of 0 ,

c. attain their greatest and least values for the
same values of G .

d. start from zero in a positive direction at
the same time.

93. (121)1qn a parallel-tuned circuit at 'resOnant
frequency, the

a.

b.
c.

d.

total impedance is maximum.
total impedance is miniMum.
line curient is rjLlmum.
capacitive brandh current is minimum.

Chapter 8

94. (122) The voltage regulator maintains a constant
voltage output of a dc generator by controlling
the

a. generator field current.
b. current through the armature.
c. strength of the series field.
d. resistance of the _field and armature circuit.

95. (123) Corrosion should' be removed from the
terminals of a lead-acid battery by use

a. a wire brush.
b. sodium bicarbonate.
c. liquid cleaner, PS661.
d. a stiff non-metallic brush.

96. (122) In a dc system, when should the generator
field circuit breakers be placed in the OFF
position?

a. During normal system shutdown.
b. In the event of a malfunction.
c. When the field relay is tripped.
d. During a systems operational check.

97. (122) The differential current fault-sensing relay
in the dclgenerator circuits operates when there
is a substantial difference in current between the

91

1 4 3

a.

b.

c.

d.

series field and the bus.
shunt field and the bus.
battery and the generator shunt field.
battery and the generator series field.



98. (1 Operating the generator swit6 .to the
momentary down position will do which of the
following?

a. Trip the armature shunting relay.
b. Close the forward current relay.
c. Rash the generator field.
d. Trip the--field relay,

99, (123) When should an installed aircraft battery
be replaced?

a. When it. becomes necessary to add water.
b. When the specific gravity reads 1,240 or

below. i

c.. When the specific gravity reading is below
1.275.

d. When the battery sump jar needs to be
serviced, .

100. (124) Any condition that will .impose
shock load on a generator may cause

9e
a, shaft failure,
b, brush failure,
c. bearing fadure,
d. regulator failure.

101, (122) Following a feeder fault, how is the
forward-current relay in the dc generator Circuit
reset?

b.

c,
d.

By the armature shunting relay.
Electrically by ihe field relay

.

Manually by a button on its case.
Electrically by the generator switch.

102. (124) Which of the f011owing will cause a
zero voltage output from a dc generator?

An open field read
A shorted generator switch,
An open voltage coil circuit
Broken generator

103. (122) During parallel generator operation,
the voltage regulators equalia the output of the
generators by

a. Increasing the field current of the low
generator, only,

b. increasing the field current or the high
generator, and deveasing the field current
of the low gene,itiir

reducing the field current all L.nerativA
operAing in oaraliel.

d. redueing ..the tick] Curret the '1u-,11

generator. and, increasing the licit! eurrer
01 thc -low generator.

104.

used

it to ca

(123) What type of protectisa -device r
he titsiribution system whil:h will allow
y temporary overloaik

ciruit., breaker..
h. Thermal-type automatic Lut.tot breakers

ent

Spe ial.protectiorr type relays,.

105. (12 11 When Lheeking J pc9erator syst4
or a high voltage malluiktion

an tAimmeter.
'voltn cter.

an ainnIeter,
a =Wt.

106, (123). Wht are ihe secttonaltzing relays -ic;
the dc power distribution system used to
isolate'?

The nacelle buses from thc main bus,
The generator feeder from the main bus
The inain bus- from the external power
system.

d. The generator feeders in the nacelle bus

107. (122) At what minimum -%oltage do the
equali7er relay contacts in 'the dc generator
circuit normally close''

a,

h.

4

16,

18,

20.

Chapter 0 4
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.,

Not tn Student Refer to foldout 1 tr, illustratiom
booKie. 102 Js an aid when responding io items 108
and lu

108 (129) Refer to foldout 13 Which of the
following sets of warning lights will be
extinguished when the left generator is put On
the !Inc'

1 [II (ii otir and RH CiLN OUT



b. RH GEN OUT and BUS TIE CLOSED.
c. RH GEN OUT and BUS TIE OPEN.
d. Lli GEN OUT and BUS TIE OPEN.

109. "(129) Refer to foldout 13. What is thc
purpose of the GCR-2 contacts?

,a. To energize LLC-10 contact.
b. To ground the bridge rectifier.
c. To energize the tie contactor.
d. To apply excitation voltage to the

generator.

Note to 'Student: Refer to foldout .14 in the

illustrations booklet 102 ai an aid whcn responding
to item 110.

110. (130) Refer to foldout 14.' Which of the
following conditions will cause 28 vdc to be

io the battery bus?

. Rai ignition switch energized.
. LH ignition4 switch energized.

c. Ground fueling control switch off.
d. Left cline master switch energized.

Note-to Student: Refer to foldout 4 in illustrations
booklet 102 as an aid whri responding to items II I
thAigh 114.

111. (126) Refer to foldout 4'. Polarity of the
error sensing bridge output is determined by the

a. current amplifier.
b. direction ,of generator voltage error.
c. , time constant of RI and -Cl.
d. PMG transformer rectifier.

112. (126) Refer to foldout 4.- Thc type of
wave form which is applied fo the error sensing
bridge ic known as

b.

C.

d.

half.
square.

sawtooth.

a-,

113. (126) Refer to foldout 4. The gxcitation
--from transistor 03 to the generaior is a puliating
negative dc voltage in the -form of a

a.

b.

C.

d.

full wave:
square wave.
half wave.
saw-tooth wave.

114. (126) Refer to foldout 4. Whit is the
purpose of RI and CI in this circuit?

a. Signal rectifier.
b. Current sensing.,
c. Wave shaping.
d. Time delay.

Notc to Student: Refer to foldout 8 in illustrations
booklet 102 as an aid when responding to items 115
and 116.

115. (128) Refer to fbldout 8. Which of the
following transistors is 'part of the power output
and mixing circuit?

Q20I.
Q301.
Q504.
Q60I.

116. (128) Refer to foldout 8. Which of the
following coMponents is part of the dc power
supply in the frequency and load control box?

c.
d.

Tuning fork.
Signal amPlifier.-
Frequency divider.

'Transformer rectifier.

1
117. (127) When a generator is tripped from the

line the current transformer loop

a.

b.
c.

d.

is opened.
is grounded.
is shorted.
continues to operate.

Chapter 10

118. (134) The three external -fuel lights come
on when

a.

b.

c.

d.

93

the tanks are armed., ;
fuel flow stops from each tank.
the external tanks have been jettisoned.
the aircraft is in refueling operation.

A



119. (134) Which of the following conditions
will cause the hydraulic transfer pumps in the
fuselage fuel supply system to operate?

a. 100% rpm on both engines:
b. Afterburner in operation on either engine:
c. Upon completion of an air refuel

operation.
d. Fuel in the external tanks falls below 1800^4pounds.

120. (132) In a continuous cable fire warning
system the sensing elements undergo what
changes when heated?

t

1.4

a. gravity feed.
b, electric pumps
c. air pressure,
d. hydraulic pumps.

. Decrease in reactance
b. Decrease in resistance.
c. Increase in reactance.
d. Increase resistance.

121. (135) What will be the-result if a nose gear
steering switch fails to make?

a. The system will be locked out.
b. The system will "be locked in.
c. The power supply A2 will increase'

output.
d, The -nose wheel will lock in the direction

of the open switch.

122. (135) In the nose' gear veering system,
What happens when the voltage from the
follow:up potentiometer equals the voltage from
the command potentiometer?

a. The nose wheel returns to center.
b. The system disengages. .
c. The servovalve directs hydraulic flow to the

vane motor.
d. The nose wheel remains at the desired

degree- of turn.

23. (134) The boost pumps in the engine f!iel
fc:ed system operate 'cmy *hen

a. external power is not beingapplied.
b. the aircraft is in normal flight.
c. external power is app!ied and ei,ther master

switch is on.
cl.f internal power is applied, both master

switchsi are off, and the refuel switch is off.

124 (134) Fuel is tronsferred hiom the external
fuel system by

94 4
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Figure 35. Fick:Ant:al power test harness.
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Figure 48. Simple mesh circuit.
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Figure 51. Out-of-phase voltages.
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Figure 61. Series-resonant speed control circuit.
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SHORTING OARS

Figure 82. Command potentiometer schematic.

Figure 83. Followup potentiometer.
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